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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates the consequences of historical 

changes of Japanese case particles, 'accusative'~ and 

'dative' ni. The change of 0 is characterized as becoming a 

structural Case-marker from the inherent Case-marker. The 

consequences of this change are manifested in~ 

(1) a. the ni filling the gap of linking to the 

FROM-function vacated by the particle .2" becoming 

the structural accusative Case-marker~ 

b. the development of the 0 causative construction; 

c. the inability of topica1izing the o-marked object; 

d. the disappearance of the sequence of NP-o-to in the 

coordinate structure~ 

e. the development of the double 0 constraint. 

The constancy of ni throughout the history of the 

Japanese language is characterized by its lexical content; 

the Locative ni has not changed. The development of the ni 

causative is, then, attributed to the development of the 

nominative marking triggered by the accusative marking, that 

is, from the ergative case to the nominative case. 

This ergative hypothesis of Old Japanese is supported by 

the distribution of the ~-marked and non-overtly marked 

objects which is determined by the transitivity features 

proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem 

The history of the Japanese language has its beginnings 

in the eighth century when the language was written dow~ 

using Chinese characters, which were used in two different 

ways: one letter for one concept word such as yama 'mountain' 

and haha 'mother,' and the special use of Chinese characters 

sometimes written in small letters to represent grammatical 

items called joshi 'particles or helping words.' They were 

not used to represent Chinese grammatical words but rather to 

describe the sounds of the Japanese particles. 

The oldest collection of approximately 4,500 poems 

composed by Japanese emperors and empresses, noble men and 

women, and common wives and soldiers was edited around the 

middle of the eighth century. This collection of poems was 

called Manyooahuu (often spelled and pronounced as 

Man'yooshuu 'a collection of ten thousand leaves (of 

poems) '). It is truly a valuable source for not only 

studying Japanese literature but ~lso Japanese linguistics. 

Naturally there are many literary and linguistic works on 

Manyooshuu: however, linguistic books and papers written on 
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the Nara Period (the eighth century), when Manyooshuu was 

edited, are mostly limited to descriptions of historical 

changes or differences between Modern Japanese (abbreviated 

ModJ) and Old Japanese (abbreviated OJ), which also comprise 

the Heian Period (f:rom the ninth to the end of the twelfth 

century). See the Chronology of Literary Works Cited on page 

268. 

What is most striking is that the particle £, which is 

used as the 'accusative' marker and is so stable in Modern 

Japanese in that there are few dialectal variations and few 

allowances for alternations, is used so differently in Old 

Japanese. For example, such common verbs as wakareru 'part' 

take the case particle (kakujoshi) to or ni to mark the 

ar~ument they take in ModJ. However, in OJ this verb 

selected the particle ~, and there is no instance found where 

the verb takes to or ni in Old Japanese. The number of such 

verbs is not great, but Japanese linguists and scholars have 

been interested in those alternations for several centuries. 

Lightfoot (1979, forward, p. ix) writes, ' ••• data from 

diachronic change can be brought to bear on questions arising 

within the theory of grammar, and the study of diachronic 

syntax will be fully integrated within the general enterprise 

of pcoviding restrictions on possible grammars, a central 

empirical task of 1inguistics.'-

This study is an attempt to explain why historical 



changes in Japanese case particles, ~ and ni, both of which 

have been claimed to function as grammatical case markers in 

Modern Japanese, took place from the viewpoint of the 

Principles-and-Parameters theory outlined in CHAPTER 2. 

In particular we address the following questions: 

(lj a. what determines the distribution of the o-marked 

objects and t~e non-overtly marl(ed objects in OJ; 

12 

b. why so~e verbs such as wakaru 'part' and tohu 'ask' 

changed their selectional relations with the case 

particles in the Heian Period, from 0 to ni or to 

or kara, 

c. why topicalization of ~-marked objects were 

possible in OJ but impossible in Modern Japanese~ 

d. why the case particle could precede the conjunctive 

particle to in the Nara Period but impossible 

later; 

e. why in~tances of the 0 causative construction can 

scarcely be found in OJ; 

f. why instances of ni causative construction cannot 

be found until Modern Japanese. 

Our solution to these problems is that the Japanese language 

changed from a language of ergative/absolutive marking to a 

language of nominative/accusative marking. The case particle 

o changed from the inherent accusative Case-marker to the 

structural accusative Case-marker in the Heian Period. This 
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change triggered the language to have the nominative marking 

system, the absence to the presence of the ni causative 

construction whose embedded predicate is an intransitive verb 

in ModJ. 

(2) OJ 

Ni (Causative) J 

otherwise J¥' 

ModJ 

Ni (Causative)J 

otherwise Ga 

o 

In (2) A represents the subject of the transitive clause, S, 

the subject of the intransitive clause, and 0, the object of 

the transitive clause. 

1.2 The Organization 

CHAPTER 2 provides a groundwork for the following 

chapters. In particular, Section 2.1 presents a view that 

historical changes can be considered as a different setting 

of a parameter. Section 2.2 presents the theoretical 

framework this study is based on; the 

Principles-and-Parameters theory and Jackendoff (1983). 

Section 2.~ gives a detailed account of Case theory in the 

Principles-and-Parameters theory. Section 2.4 introduces a 

factor that influences the distribution of Case; transitivity 

features proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 

In CHAPTER 3 we will see various consequences of the 

inherent accusative Case-marker becoming the structural 
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accusative Case-marker. After the introduction in Section 

3.1, in Section 3.2 the definition and the distribution of 

the case particle 0 in Old Japanese are given. Section 3.3 

surveys proposals of applying Case theory to historical 

changes. Section 3.4 provides an account of the selection of 

~ in terms of verb classes; transitive verbs, wakaru-type of 

verbs, tohu-type of verbs and motion verbs and stative 

verbs. In Section 3.4.1 we propose that the distribution of 

the ~-marked objects and the non-overtly objects in the Nara 

Period is explained in terms of transitivity features. In 

Section 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 we will see the consequences of the 

inherent accusative Case-marker becoming the structural 

accusative Case-marker: the possibility to impossibility of 

topicalizing the o-marked objects; the absence to presence of 

the ~ causative construction; in coordinate structures, the 

case particle to 'and' optionally follows the particle £, 

while in MJ and ModJ, the particle to obligatorily precedes 

the particle~. Section 3.8 discusses the nature of bare 

nominals in OJ and proposes that they are absolutive in the 

sense of Dixon (1979). Section 3.9 summarizes the chapter. 

In CHAPTER 4, we provide a principled account of the 

ni-marking 1n Modern Japanese. After the introduction in 

Section 4.1, Section 4.2 provides the description of Modern 

Japanese case particle ni, the particle that has the most 

complex uses. There we will show that uses of ni can be 
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classified into three major categories: location (including 

direction), goal, and the agentive. Section 4.3 proposes a 

means to derive the goal ni from the location ni. In this 

section the alternation between ni and kara 'from' is 

explained in terms of the optional lexicalizaion of the Path 

function. In Section 4.4, we attempt to provide a principled 

account of the ni-marking of agents and other arguments in 

such problematic constructions as the causative 

constructions, the passive, the indirect passive, the 

potential and 'tough' sentences. 

In CHAPTER 5, we provide a survey of historical changes 

of the ni-marking of nominals. After the introduction in 

Section 5.1, in Section 5.2 we provide an account of the 

alternation between ni and other particles such as yori and 

kara 'from' in terms of the lexicalization of the Path 

function. In Section 5.3 we survey the historical 

developments of the causative constructions. Here we 

attribute the absence of the ni causative to the lack of the 

agentive theta-marking in OJ and MJ. In Section 5.4 we 

provi6e a survey of the historical developments of the 

passive, honorific, and potential sentences and provide an 

account of what triggered the developments of those 

constructions. 

CHAPTER 6 provides the summary and the conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW 

2.1 Historical Change As Different Setting of Parameter 

The diachronic study of syntax has remained an obscure 

field in generative grammar, though from the earliest days 

sporadic efforts have been made and notable results have been 

obtaiued. Klima (1964) is one of the earliest attempts to 

incorporate the results of diachronic studies into generative 

grammar, though an attempt to account for the differences of 

grammatical systems of Case realizations in terms of the 

intera9tion of rule systems such as phrase structure rules 

and transformational rules. 

In the Extended Standard Theory, Lightfoot (1979, 121) 

attempted to account for historical change by the 

Transparency Principle (1). 

(1) The Transparency Principle requires derivations to 

be minimally complex and initial, underlying 

structures to be 'close' to their respective 3urface 

structures, and it must be conceived as part of the 

theory of grammar, and not as a component of a theory 

of (syntactic) change~ it helps to define what 

constitutes a possible grammar of a particular 

natural language. 
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The manner of explanation offered by Lightfoot (1979), 

however, is in terms of the rule systems. For example, the 

history of English passives is explained by the transition of 

lexical passives to the development of NP-preposing. 

The explanations offered in the earlier theories in terms 

of rule systems are no longer available in the 

Principles-and-parameters (henceforth, P&P) theory, since in 

this theory there are no rules for particular constructions 

and no phrase structure rules. UG is considered 'to consist 

of various subsystems---X-bar theory, binding theory, Case 

theory, theta theory, bounding theory and so forth---each 

containing certain principles with a limited degree of 

parametric variation. In addition, there are certain 

overriding principles such as the projection principle, 

FI(full interpretation), and the principles of licensing 

(Chomsky: 1986b, 102).' 

In this study we will adopt the Principles-and-Parameters 

theory of grammar proposed by Chomsky (1986a, b) and regard 

that central syntactic diversities and similarities exhibited 

by natural languages are to be provided by the settings of 

the restricted number of parameters for such modules of 

grammar as X-bar theory, Binding theory, Control theory, 

Government theory, Theta theory, and Case theory. For 

parametrization of the subsystems, see Fukui (1986) for X-bar 

theory~ Manzini and Wexler (1987) for Binding theory, Travis 



(1984) for the parametrization of the direction of 

government, for example. 
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The historical changes of a single language can be 

considered as a (minimum) parametric variation. Lightfoot 

(1979) in his forward (p. viii) of the book states that 'a 

definition of a possible grammar will provide the upper 

limits to the way in which a given grammar may change 

historically, so far as it cannot change into something which 

is not a possible grammar. Such a definition, i.e. a 

restricted theory of grammar, provides interesting and 

non-trivial predictions about the way in which grammars 

change.' In this conception of historical changes of 

language, diversities and similarities of historical stages 

of natural language are proscribed by UG. 

Lumsden's (1987) study is along this line of inquiry in 

the P&P theory. He states: 'Within the span of data 

available to modern linguistics, language change must always 

involve knowledge which is learned. So, aside from the 

particulars of lexical entries, language change is predicted 

to be a rather simple alternation in a single parameter (or a 

set of related parameters) which has complex but prinicpled 

effects in various surface constructions throughout the 

language (p. 15).' From a somewhat different viewpoint, 

studies of historical changes of language can provide genuine 

evidence for the theory as well as typological studies of 
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natural language. 

2.2 Princip1es-and-parameters Theory 

The central notion'in the subsystems of the P&P theory 

is a structural notion government, which I define, following 

Chomsky (1986a) in spirit, as 

(2) A governs B iff A c-commands B and there is no 

category C such that C is a barrier between A and B. 

The definition of c-commana is given in (3). 

(3) A c-~ommands B iff A does not dominate B and for every 

maximal projection C, if C dominates A then C 

dominates B (Aoun and Sportiche: 1982, 224). 

For the definition of barriers, I will assume, following 

M. Baker (1988: 56-57) that (i) any maximal projection is a 

barrier if the two items are not theta-connected (theta 

connection is defined in terms of selection, which includes 

theta-marking and the selection of IP by C and VP by I, in 

other words, maximal projections are barriers except IP 

selected by C and VP selected by I and when 

non-theta-marked), and (ii) an intervening theta-assigner 

breaks the government path (the minima1ity condition) • 

(4) Let 0 be the smallest maximal projection containing 

A. Then C is a BARRIER between A and B iff C is a 

maximal projection that contains B and excludes A, 

and either: 

(i) C is not selected, or 



(ii) the head of C is distinct from the head of 0 and 

selects some WP equal to or containing B. 

(M. Baker: 1988, 56) 
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A selects B iff: (i) A assigns a theta role to B, or (ii) A 

is of category C and B is its IP, or (iii) A is of category I 

and B is its VP (M. Baker: 1988,57). The 'distinctness' 

condition in (49ii) applies to Incorporation structures and 

exempts the incorporated head from becoming a barrier. 

For X-bar theory, I will assume, following Chomsky 

(1986a), that the expansions of the lexical and nonlexical 

categories follow the following conventions: 

(5) a. X' = X X" 

b. X" = Xn X, 

I assume that the expansions of'S and S' are as follows 

(Chomsky: 1986a, 3): 

( 6 ) a • 8 = I n = [NP [ I ' I [VP V ••• ] ] ] 

b. 8' = Cn = [ ••• [C,CI"]] 

The expansion of the Specifier of IP is licensed by the 

[+Tense] INFL or the rule of Predication (Rothstein: 1985) in 

Japanese. I also assume that X-bar theory applies at 

D-structure. 

According to Chomsky (1981) D-structure is a pure 

representation of GF theta-roles. In other words, all and 

only arguments represented in the Predicate Argument 

Structure ,are projected to D-structure. The Projection 



Principle ensures this mapping. 

A lexical head contains in the lexical entry the 

information about what type of arguments it can take 

(theta-grids in Stowell (1981». I will follow Williams 

(1981) and assume that the external argument should be 

distinguished from other arguments (for example, to 

distinguish the argument structures of ~ and £!Y). 

According to Rappaport and Levin (1988), theta-role labels 

such as agent, theme, and so on are not required for 

syntactic descriptions at all. What is required is to 

distinguish three types of arguments: external, internal 

direct, and indirect arguments in the lexical entry. For 

example, the Predicate Argument Structure for ~ is 

represented as: 

(7) PUT; x<y, P z> 
loc 
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The three variables in (7) indicate that ~ is a triadic 

verb. The variable outside the brackets represents the 

external argument. It is associated with an NP in the syntax 

external to the maximal projection of the verb. The 

variables inside the brackets represent the internal 

arguments, the underlined variable representing the direct 

internal argument and the other variable representing the 

indirect internal argument assigned its rol6 by a locative 

preposition. These thematic variables ~, y, and z are 

usually associated with such labels as agent, theme/patient, 



goal, instrument, and so on. However, I depart here from a 

rather standard conception of Predicate Argument Structure. 

Jackendoff (1983, 17) proposes the Conceptual Structure 

Hypothesis (8): 

(8) The Conceptual Structure Hypothesis 

There is a single level of mental representation, 

conceptual structure, at which linguistic, sensory, 

and motor information are compatible. 

·The relationship between syntax and conceptual structure is 

given as follows (Jackendoff: 1983, 67): 
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(9) a. Every major phrasal constituent in the syntax of a 

sentence corresponds to a conceptual constituent 

that belongs to one of the major ontological 

categories. If a major phrasal constituent is 

used referentially, it corresponds to a projectab1e 

instance of a major ontological category: 

b. The lexia1 head X of a major phrasal constituent 

corresponds to a function in conceptual 

structure---a chunk of the inner code with zero or 

more argument places that must be filled in order 

to form a complete conceptual constituent. 

(9) defi~es a conceptual relation in terms of function and 

argument. 

Jackendoff (1983) argues, based on pragmatic anaphora 

evidence, that prepositional phrases are referential (p. 



49). The referential prepositional phrases correspond to 

PLACE or PATH (ontological categories) in conceptual 

structure. A PLACE-function, notated [PLACE], projects into 

a point or region. A [PATH] optionally projects to a 
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further path-funr.tion and a reference place. The Paths can 

be divided into three broad types according to the path's 

relationship to the reference object or place. The first 

class, bounded paths, includes source-paths, for which the 

usual preposition is "from," and goal-paths, for which the 

preposition is "to." In bounded paths, the reference object 

or place is an endpoint of the path. The second class of 

paths, directions includes the reference object or place does 

not fallon the path, but would if the path were extended 

some unspecified distance. "Away from" and "toward" are the 

most common transitive prepositions expressing directions. 

The third class of paths, routes, includes the r.eference 

object or place that is related to some point in the interior 

of the path. VIA will be used to represent the basic 

path-functions for routes. See Jackendoff (1983, 165-166) 

for detail. In the following chapters, the Path plays an 

important role in describing the accusative Case-assignment 

by Japanese motion verbs. 

A major division in the class of spatial sentences, 

according to Jackendoff, is between those that ~xpress 

[EVENTS] and those that express [STATES]. The conceptual 



structures of [EVENT] and [STATE] are expressed in (10) 

(Jackendoff: 1983, 172). 

(10) a. [EventGO ( [Thingx] '[pathY])] 

b. [StateBE ( [Thingx], [PlaceY])] 

Furthermore, those relations that hold in [EVENTS] and 

[STATES] of spatial sentences generalize across fields 

(Jackendoff: 1983, 188). 

(11) Thematic Relations Hypothesis (TRH) 

In any semantic field of [EVENTS] and [STATES], the 

principal event-, state-, path-, and place-functions 
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are a subset of those used for the analysis of spatial 

location and motion. Fields differ in only three 

possible ways: 

a. what sorts of entities may appear as theme~ 

b. what sorts of entities may appear as reference 

objects 1 

c. what kind of relation assumes the role played by 

location in the field of spatial expressions. 

tie will see some applications of Thematic Relations 

Hypothesis to Japanese 'receiving verb' in CHAPTER 4 and 5. 

I assume that lexical items are associated with 

~onceptual structure when they are learned. I will call the 

subpart of conceptual structure that is associated with a 

lexical item the Lexical Conceptual Structure (henceforth, 

LCS) , borrowing the term used in Hale and Keyser (1986) and 
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(1987) • 

The lexical insertion to D-structure, then, proceeds as 

follcws; first match the conceptual structure and the LCSs 

and then project those of the LCSs that are nondistinct from 

the conceptual structure to D-structure through the Aspectual 

Interface (Tenny: 1987, 247). 

(12) The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis (AIH) 

The mapping between cognitive structure and syntactic 

argument structure is governed by aspectual 

properties. Only the aspectua1 part of cognitive 

structure is visible to the syntax. 

The aspectual propetties such as affectedness, the condition 

for licensing the double object construction and 

verb-particle combination are explained in terms of the 

de1imitedness, which Tenny (1907, 23-4) defines: 

(13) An event is delimited iff there is some point of time 

during which the event transpires, but after which the 

event.is no longer transpiring. If the state £ is a 

state in which the event is transpiring, and the 

state -£ is a state in which the event is not 

transpiring, then for delimited event there is some 

point of time when £ becomes -E' 

Consider the following example, which is from Tenny (1987, 

18) • 

(14) a. Kim will climb the silo. 
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b. Kim will sleep in the silo. 

In (14a) the event described, Kim's climbing the silo, is 

delimited sjnce it must come to an end when she reaches the 

top of the silo. However long it may take, it will take a 

finite length of time. In (14b) the event described, Kim's 

sleeping, is not delimited since it does not have to have a 

finite duration. A simple test to distinguish whether the 

event is delimited or not is to add such temporal phrases as 

for three hours and in an hour and see the resulting 

acceptability. If the event is delimited, the predicate does 

not allow the addition of for-phrases but allows in-phrases. 

On the other hand, if the event is not delimited, the 

predicate allows the addition of for-phrases but not in 

-phrases. Notice here that the direct object the silo 

contributes to the delimitedness of the event described by 

the verb climb. 

The Aspectual Interface Hypothesis imposes certain 

requirements on the lexical entries of predicates. Each 

event participant must be marked as to: 

(15) a. whether it undergoes change or not and, if so, it 

undergoes change in such a way that it can measure 

out the event, i.e., whether the event participant 

can be an internal argument or not. Most verbs 

will have only one; spray/load verbs will have two 

of these; 



b. if it is not capable of being a direct argument, 

whether it has any inherent case, 
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c. whether it must delimit the event indirectly by 

marking a point on the scale laid out by the direct 

argument. If so, it must be mapped to any oblique 

argument position within the VP. (Tenny: 1987, 307) 

According to Tenny (1987, 309) the m~pping between the 

cognitive structure and syntactic structure proceeds as 

follows: 

(16) a. map an argument that is marked as a possible direct 

argument into the direct argument position. It 

receives structural accusative CaSp.l 

b. map other arguments marked as possible recipients 

of inherent case into oblique argument positions 

within the VP (or positions as objects of 

prepositions) 1 

c. map an argument into external argument position. 

If there is an argument incapable of being mapped 

in (a) and (b) (this will usually be an agent), it 

must become an external argument. 

We will show in CHAPTER 3 that the Aspectual Interface 

Hypothesis plays an important role in postulating the 

internal structure of VP that is ralevant to determining the 

distribution of o-marked arguments and bare nominals in OJ. 

Hale and Keyser (1987, 7-8) propose that 'only the 
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central event of the LSC can be mapped to O-structure.' For 

example, Hale and Keyser give the following LCS for cut, 

where the central event'is represented by the inner bra~kets: 

(17) LCS of 'cut': 

[x cause [y develop linear separation in material 

integrity], by sharp edge coming into contact with 

latter] 

Hale and Keyser call the material outside the inner brackets 

a peripheral event. 

The theta-marking (or theta-indexing) can now be viewed 

as coindexing the arguments at o-structure with the event 

participants (equivalent to theta slots) in the LCS 

(equivalent to Theta Grid) of verbs when the internal 

argument is a sister to the theta-assigner, a syntactic 

projection of event predicate, at O-structure. The 

Projection Principle dictates that all the thematically 

relevant information in the LCS should be projected to all 

levels of syntactic structures (O-structure, S-structure, and 

LF), and this projection of lexical properties into syntactic 

structure creates theta-positions at O-structure. The 

mapping of event participants through the Aspectual Interface 

(interpreted as direct or indirect arguments at this level) 

to O-structure observes X-bar theory. One important 

principle in Theta theory is the Theta Criterion which, 

basically, says that each argument bears one and only one 



theta-role, and each theta-role is assigned to one and only 

one argument (See Chomsky: 1981 and 1986b). 

2.3 Case Theory 

I will assume the following definition of Case: Case is 

typically a realization on nominals of the relation that 

holds between the event participant expressed by the nominal 

and the linguistic event expressed by the predicate. 

I will assume Case to be abstract Case and the function 

of Case is to make arguments visible for checking of 

theta-marking at LF (Visibility Condition) • 

(18) An element is visible for theta-marking only if it 

is assigned Case (Chomsky: 1986b, 94). 
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According to Chomsky (1986b, 186-204), abstract Cases divide 

into two types with respect to the levels of Case assignment 

and the relation to theta-marking in the following sense: 

structural Cases (the nominative and accusative Case in 

English) are assigned in terms of S-structure positions 

(after Move @ in the syntax). I will assume that inherent 

Cases are assigned and realize at D-structure under 

sisterhood condition and their assignment is closely 

conner.ted with theta-marking. (According to Chomsky: 1986a, 

inherent Cases are assigned at D-structure but they can be 

realized at D-structure and S-structure.) I will assume that 

inherent Case must realize at D-structure in Japanese since 

Case transmission through chain is not possible. (19), then, 
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illustrate the levels of Case assignment. 

(19) O-Structure <---Inherent Case 
1 
1 

Move @ . 
1 
1 

S-Structure <---Structural Case 
/ \ 

/ \ 
PF LF 

Inherent Cases are related to theta-marking but 

Structural Cases are not associated with theta-marking. 

Structural Case can be assigned to any thematic roles or 

nonargument expletives in principle. 

One reasonable way to execute this leading idea is 

Belletti and Rizzi's (1988) (henceforth, B&R) Case Grid 

approach. According to B&R (p. 332), a Case Grid consists of 

slots that can have a primitive specification of inherent 

Cases verbs assigned. These slots are systematically related 

to slots in the Theta Grid by coindexing: 

(20) Theta Gr id: ... , x. , 
11 

... , y. , 
1 J 

1 i 
Case Grid: ... , C. , 1 ... , C. , 

J 
... 

B&R assume, following Stowell (1981) , that Theta Grid 

consists of unordered sets of theta roles. They distinguish 

the external argument from the internal arguments by 

underscoring, following Willinms (1981), but they do not 

distinguish the direct internal argument from the indirect 

internal arguments. The mapping of intenal arguments to 



syntactic positions is determined by a general thematic 

hierarchy (B&R, 344, footnote 36). 

However, we cannot adopt B&R's Case Grid approach since 

it fails to provide an adequate account for the distribution 

of Old Japanese o-marked objects and non-overtly marked 

objects. In B&R's Case Grid approach, if the thematic role 

is constant, the Case that links to that thematic role will 

be invariably the same. In other words, two Cases cannot 

appear alternately on the same thematic role selected by the 

same theta and Case assigner since the linking is lexical in 

naturel • Howe"er, this 'one thematic role to many 

Cases' situation obtain~ in such lang~ages as Finnish 
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(Belletti: 1988), Russian (Pesetsky: 1982), and arguably in 

Old Japanese. See CHAPTER 3 for examples. Moreover, B&R 

cannot adequately account for the interaction of structural 

Case and inherent Case: at the time inherent Case is linked 

to a particular slot in the Theta Grid, there is no way to 

tell whether the argument linked to an inherent Case is to be 

assigned a structural Case or not. 

Turning to structural Case, I will assume with Chomsky 

(1981, 198Gb) that the aominative CaSG is assigned by INFL 

universally, subject to parametric variations of whether INFL 

[+AGR] is a nominative Case assigner (for example, English) 

or INFL [+Tense] is (for example, Japanese). I will follow 

B&R (p. 332) and assume that the structural accusative Case 



is assigned under the following general rule: 

(21) V is a structural Case assigner iff it has an 

external argument. 

(19) is based on Choe's reformulation of Burzio's 

genera1izaion (20). 

(22) Burzio's Generalization (Chomsky: 1986, 139) 

A verb (with an object) Case-marks its object if and 

only if it theta-marks its subject. 

That structural Case must be assigned at S-structure follows 

from the stip~lations that INFL assigns the nominative Case, 

and the structural accusative Case is assigned by rule (19). 

For example, the subject of the passive in the tensed clause 

will not be created until S-structure. Similarly for the 

structural accusative Case in the Exceptionally Case-Marking 

context, the subject of the passive that receives the 

structural accusative Case by Exceptional Case-marking will 

not be created until S-structure. 
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Now let us briefly consider how these mechanisms work, 

taking examples from English. English nominative and 

accusative Cases can be shown to be structural Cases if th~y 

can be shown to be assigned to nonthematic positions. Such 

positions are, for the nominative Case, the subject position 

of the passive (2la), the subject position of the 

subject-raising predicate such as ~ (23b, c), and, for the 

accusative Case, the Exceptional Case Marking context (23d). 
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(23 ) a. John i was hit e i • 

b. It seems that John likes ice cream. 

c. There i seemse i to be a cat in the 

house. 

d. I expect him to come soon. 

In (23a) INFL [+Agr] assigns the nominative Case to the 

subject position of the passive where the argument John 

occupies. In (23b) and (23c) lexical expletives it and there 

occupy the subject position of the subject-raising predicate 

seem and they are assigned the nominative Case by INFL 

[+Agr]. In (23d), expect exceptionally Case-marks the 

subject of the tenseless complement clause with the 

accusative, but the embedded subject gets its theta role 

(Agent) from the embedded VP that governs it. 

On the other hand, inherent Cases are linked to 

particular arguments (realizations of the event participants) 

through the Aspectual Interface. The argumenls linked to 

Inherent Case are projected to o-structure, so those 

arguments are already assigned inherent Cases at o-structure 

and associated with theta-marking. For example, English 

genitive Case has of as its realizations along with -~. Of 

can be shown to be an inherent Case-marker using a potential 

Exceptional Case Marking verb in its nominalized form. 

(24) a. John's expectation of Mary's arrival 

b.*John's expectation of Mary to arrive 
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(Cf. John expected Mary to arrive.) 

In (24a) expectation selects a Theme which canonically 

realizes an NP or CP (in (24a) it realizes as an NP). The NP 

Mary's arrival receives the Genitive Case from 

expectation and the G~nitive Case realizes as of. Since 

expectation is a noun, it cannot assign a structural Case to 

the complement NP according to the reformulation of Burzio's 

generalization (21). Since the NP Mary's arrival has Case, 

it is visible to theta-marking. The Case assigner 

expectation and the assignee Mary's arrival are sister to 

each other at D-structure, so it is well-formed with respect 

to Case Theory and Theta Theory. 

Assuming that inherent Cases are never linked to the 

external argument (this follows from the assumption made by 

Hale and Keyser: 1986 that peripheral participants are not 

represented in the LCS) , the reason (24b) is ungrammatical is 

the following: expectation selects a Theme which realizes as 

a CP (or possibly IP) Mary to arrive. Mary can be 

theta-marked by the VP arrive since they are sister to each 

other at D-structure. The INFL, however, is tenseless, so 

Mary cannot receive Case within the embedded clause. Looking 

outside the embedded clause, expectation is a potential 

Case-assigner. Since expectation is a noun, it cannot aS8ign 

a structural Case; it must assign the inherent genitive 

Case. But expectation cannot assign Case to Mary because 
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expectation does not select Mary as its internal argument, so 

expectation can not theta-mark Mary: it selects the whole 

embedded clause Mary to. come and th~ta-ma~ it. Then Mary 

cannot receive an inherent Case, either, because it is the 

external argument, so the argument remains Case1ess. At LF 

when theta-marking is checked, the argument Mary is invisible 

because it lacks Case. This results a violation of Theta 

Criterion. 

2.4 Transitivity and Case 

Inoue (1986) convincingly demonstrated that the 

distribution of the Japanese accusative marker 0, the 

nominative marker ~ and the dative marker ni is explained by 

the transitivity features proposed by Hopper and Thompson 

(1980,252). Hopper and Thompson's transitivity features are 

given below in (25), wherre A = agent, 0 = object. 

( 25) 

a. Partipants: 

b. Kinesis: 

c. Aspect: 

d. Punctuality: 

e. Vo1itiona1ity: 

f. Affirmation: 

g. Mode: 

HIGH 

2 or more 
participants 
A and O. 

action 

te1ic 

punctual 

volitional 

affirmative 

rea1is 

LOW 

1 participant 

non-action 

ate1ic 

non-punctual 

non-volitional 

negative 

irrealis 
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h. Agency: A high A low 
in potency in potency 

i. Affectedness of 0: o totally o not affected 
affected 

j. Individuation of 0: o highly 0 non-indiv~duated 

The individuation of 0 can be further divided with respect to 

the distinctness of the patient from the A and from its own 

background (Hopper and Thompson: 1980,253). 

(26) INDIVIDUATED NON-INDIVIOUATED 

proper common 

human, animate inanimate 

concrete abstract 

singular plural 
• 

count mass 

referential, definite non-referential 

Inoue (1986) proposes to explain the acceptability in the 

alternations between £, ~, and ni in terms of Hopper and 

Thompson's transitivity features. Inoue proposes to Japanese 

the following contextual features (p. 106). 

(27) Contextual Action Context Stative Context 
Features 

a. Kinesis [+action] [-action] 

b. Self-control [+self-control] [-self-control] 

c. Volitionality [+voli tional] [-voll tional] 

d. Affirmation [+affirmative] [-affirmative] 

e. Mode [ +realis] [-realis] 

f. Genericity [+specific] [-specific] 



g. Stativity [-stative) [+stative] 

The alternation between o-ga occurs when the structural 

objective Case is not assigned in the potential 

construction. The acceptability of the output is determined 

by the contextual features (27). Consider the following 

examples; 

(28) a. Taroo-wa Eigo -0 

Taroo TOP English ACC 

. wakar -00 -to -si-ta. 

understand will COMP do PAST 

'Taroo tried to understand English.' 

b.*Taroo-wa Eigo -~ 

wakar -00 -to -si-ta. 

(27) a. Katoo-san-ga Eigo -0 hanas-er -u. 

Mr. Katoo NOM English ACC speak can PRES 

'Mr. Katoo can speak English.' 

b.?Katoo-san-ni-wa Eigo -~ hanas-er -u 

Mr. Katoo TOP English NOM speak can PRES 

'Mr. Katoo can speak English.' 

c. Katoo-san-ni-wa Eigo -~ hanas-~ -na -i. 

Mr. Kaoo TOP English NOM speak can NEG PRES 

'Mr. Katoo cannot speak English.' 
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In (28a) ~ is perfectly fine in the sentence that contains 

'try' which [+volitional], but in (28b) ~ is questionable in 

the same context. This is because ~ requires a 
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[-volitional] context. In (29b) the contextual features are 

those of Action Context, for example, [+rea1is], [+specific], 

[+affirmative], etc, so.~ is not compatible here. But in 

(29c) the sentence is in the negative, that is 

[-affirmative], which makes (29c) acceptable. 

Inoue's account in terms of contextual features attains a 

great explanatory power in the case of the o-ga alternation, 

but it is not so clear the same contextual features determine 

the ga-ni alternation. Consider the following examples: 

(30) a. Taroo-ga Eigo -~ hanas-er -u (-koto). 

Taroo NOM English NOM speak can PRES fact 

',(the fact that) Taroo can speak English.' 

b. Taroo-ni Eigo -~ hanas-er -u (-koto) 

Taroo English NOM speak can PRES fact 

I (the fac~ that) Taroo can speak English' 

The multiple ~ construction exhibited by (28a) has been the 

topic of controversy. It seems reasonably clear, though, 

that the first ~ is different from the ordinary subject of 

the transitive sentence while the second ~ is arguably the 

same as the ordinary subject. Kuno (1973, 38-39) called the 

first occurrence of ~ in (30a) the exhaustive-listing ~ and 

the second ~ the descriptive~. In CHAPTER 4 and 5 we 

argue tha:t the argument with ni is the proper target to which 

the agent theta-role is transmitted, but the the first 

occurence of ~ is interpreted and licensed by the rule of 
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Predication. In other words, El-argument is licensed by the 

transitive sentences while ~ is licensed by the contextual 

features of Stative Context. The predictions would be then 

that the acceptability of the multiple ~ construction is 

determinod by the contextual features (27). Consider the 

following examples. 

(31) a. Josei -ga jumyoo -ga naga-i. 

female NOM.1ife.cpan NOM long PRES 

'Females have longer life-spans.' 

b.?Hanako-ga jumyoo-ga naga-i. 

c. Hanako-ga jumyoo -ga naga-ku -na -i 

Hanako NOM 1ife.span NOM long COM NEG PRES 

'Hanako does not have a long life-span.' 

d. Hanako-ga jumyoo-ga naga-kereba, 

Hanako NOM life. span NOM long if 

'If Hanako's life-span is long, ••• ' 

(29a) is a generic sentence, but in (29b) the sentence is 

specific, the first ~ attaching to the human proper noun 

Hanako, thus (29b) is questionable. If (29b) is embedded in 

the conditional clause, that is [-rea1is], as in (29c), the 

sentence seems to be more acceptable. By the same token, if 

(29b) is turned into the negative [-affirmative], the 

acceptability improves. 



Notes to CHAPTER 2 

1. If one of the Case realizations is phonologically 

null, it is possible to delete the explict Case realization 

under identity as proposed by Larson (1988). 

40 
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CHAPTER 3 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF THE CASE PARTICLE 0 

3.1 Introduction 

One peculiarity long noticed by traditional Japanese 

linguists (Iwai: 1970, Konoshima: 1966, Sato: 1962, Sugimoto: 

1970, Uchio: 1973, and others) is the ~e1ectional changes of 

case particles from Old Japanese (henceforth, OJ) to Modern 

Japanese (henceforth, ModJ); some verbs that selected 0 

('accusative' marker) in OJ changed to take kara 'from' 

('ablative' marker), ni 'to' ('dative' marker) or to 'with' 

('comitative' marker) in ModJ without any observable change 

in the meanings of those verbs «la) and (2a) are from OJ, 

and (lb) and (2b) are from ModJ) : 

(1) a. ihebito-no idura-to ware-o 

family GEN where COMP I 

toha-ba 

ask if 

'if (my) family asks me where (I have been)' 

(Manyooshuu, henceforth M, 3689) 

b. watasi-*o /ni doko-ni i -ta -ka-to toe-ba 

I ACC DAT where COP PAST Q COMP ask if 

'if (my family) asks me where I have been' 

(2) a. haha -0 wakare-te 

mother part after 

'After parting from (my) mother' (M 4345) 
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b. haha -kara/to /*0 wakare-te 

mother from/with/*ACC part after 

'after parting from mother' 

(A list of abbreviations used in the glosses are given on the 

page following the TABLE OF CONTENTS). 

In ModJ when tou 'ask' takes an (indirect) object, the 

object is marked only with ni, but in OJ the object of tohu 

'ask' was marked with 0 as well as ni. (I will use the 

dictionary form or conclusive form of verbs and adjectives to 

quot~ in the text. For example, tohu (stem toh + present 

affix -u) is the dictionary (conclusive) form of toha (stem + 

conditional form affix -~) in (la). However, I will not show 

the morphological analysis of verbs and adjectives in the 

examples when irrelevant.) In OJ (2a), wakaru 'part' 

selected only 0 but in ModJ it can select kara or to, but 

cannot select o. The number of verbs that changed their 

selectional properties with respect to case particles is not 

great but large enough for Japanese linguists to treat their 

selectional changes from time to time in historical studies 

since as early as the 18th century. 

The explanation we offer in this chapter is that the case 

particle ~ itself changed its selectional property. The 

particle ~ is a realization of a Case relation held between a 

set of thematic roles and the grammatical case in OJ. In 

ModJ, however, it is a realization of an unmarked 



'accusative' Case relation. In short, ~ changeu from an 

inherent Case-marker to a structural Case-marker. This 

explanation is supported by differences between OJ and ModJ 

with respect to Topi~alization of objects, case-marking of 

the causee of the causative construction (an exceptional 

Case-mar~ing context), and Coordination of objects. The 

results will be interesting both to theoretical studies and 

Japanese syntactic studies because it substantiates the 

claims of Case Theory distinguishing two types of abstract 

Cases. 
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The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 

bliefly surveys various uses of the 'case' particle~, and we 

propose that the particle 0 is a realization of an inherent 

Case-marker that links to the Path function. Section 3.3 

surveys and discusses two previous theories proposed for 

historical changes of the Case system. In Section 3.4 we 

propose that the OJ accusative marker 0 was an inherent 

Case-marker that links to the Patient/Theme and the Path. In 

the following sections, 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 the consequences of 

this proposal are discussed and further substantiated. In 

particular, Section 3.5 discusses the difference between OJ 

and ModJ with respect to Topicalization of the 

accusative-marked objects. Section 3.6 dlscusses the 
1 

difference of the causative construction in OJ and ModJ with 

respect to the accusative case on the causee. Section 3.7 



discusses the difference between OJ and ModJ coordination 

construction with respect to the accusative marker and the 

conjunction. Section 3.8 summarizes the proposals made in 

the preceding sections. 

3.2 The Distribution of the Case Particle '0' 
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In the Nara Period the particle ~ appeared in three 

distinct contexts (see Kondo: 1980, 53). First, it is 

selected by a predicate and appears on the nominal that is an 

object (we will call this the case particle ~, abbreviated 

CP): seco~d, it appears on the nominal or the predicate in 

the prenominal form that is not selected by any predicate (we 

will call this the interjective particle~, abbreviated IN), 

and third, it appears suffixing to the continuative form 

(ren'yookei) of the predicate or preceding other particles 

such as ni (Locative) selected by predicate suffixed by the 

auxiliary of will mu and particle of desire such as na and 

koso, and by the predicate in the imperative form, or to 'as' 

or 'with' selected by the predicates in the same form 

selecting ni. (we will call this the sentence-final particle 

£, abbreviated SFP). The following examples are from Kondo 

(1980 1 53). 

(3) a. titihaha -0 mire-ba tahutosi 

father.mother CP see when precious 

'when (I) see (my) parents, (they) are precious' 



(M 800) 

b. hototogisu koko-ni tikaku-o ki naki-te -yo 

nightingale here close IN corne sing CaMP SFP 

'Nightingale, do corne closer and sing' (M 4437) 

c. asihiki-no yama -mo tikaki-o hototogisu 

EPITH mountain also close SFP nightingale 

tuki tatu-made-ni nani-ka ki naka-nu 

moon rise till what Q come sing PERF 

'It is so close to the mountain. Why doesn't a 

nightingale come and sing till the (April) moon 

rises? r (M 3983) 

Kondo (1980, 54-55) cites two defining features for the 

case particles £. First, case particles can combine with 

emphatic particles (kakarijoshi), adverbial particles 

(fukujoshi), and interjective particles (kantoojoshi), while 

the other types of particles 0, IN and SFP, do not combine 

with these particles. 

(4) a. imo -0 -ba mi -zu -so aru-beku ari-keru 

wife CP TOP see NEG EMPH be should be PERF 

'(I) should not have seen my wife' (M 3739) 

b. siroki katati-o -namo mi yorokoberu 

white shape CP EMPH see pleased 

'pleased to see the white shape' 

(Senmyoo 46, 846-7) 

In (4a) the case particle £ is tollowed by the topic marker 
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(kakarijoshi) ba and in (4b) it is followed by the emphatic 

particle (kakarijoshi) ~ (older form of ~). (5a and b) 

are examples taken from, Kondo (1980, 52). 

(5) a.*[Kare-ga -ne kotti -e ki -ta -toki], 

he NOM IN this-way OIR come PAST time 

boku-wa soko -ni i -tao 

I TOP there LOC COP PAST 

'When he came this way, you know, I was there.' 

(ModJ) 

b.*Naniha-zu -ni -ya saku kono hana 

Naniwa port LOC IN bloom this flower 

'this flower that blooms in Naniwa Bay' (OJ) 

Cf. Nanihazuni saku ~ kono hana (Kokin Wakashuu) 

Second, the case particles can occur within a larger NP 

such as a relative clause, while other types of particles 

cannot occur. The following examples are from Kondo (1980, 

54-55) • 

(6) a. [[yamabe -no miti-o osorinaku kayohi-si] 

kimi] 

mountain. side GEN road CP fearlessly visit PERF 

you 

'you, who visited (me) fearlessly by the 

mountainside road' (M 518) 

b. [[kaze-no ama -no yahegumo -0 huki 

wind GEN heaven GEN clouds.in.layers CP blow 



hanatu] koto] 

release fact 

'for the wind to blow away the clouds in layers' 

(Norito, Minazuki-no Tsugomori-no Ohoharahe, 425) 
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In (6a) the case particle £ appears inside the relative 

clause whose head noun is kim! 'you', and in (6b) it appears 

inside the appositive clause whose head noun is koto 'fact.' 

Kondo (1980) does not go into detail in classifying the case 

particle £ except that he has a section on special types of 

£: £ in the desiderative constructions, and 0 selected by 

such predicates as hanaru 'leave,' tukamaturu 'serve,' and 

wakaru 'part.' Nor does he discuss the relation between the 

thematic roles and the case p3rticle~. He does not explain 

why ModJ case particle ~ differs from OJ case particle 0 such 

as those mentioned in (1), but simply emphasizes his claim 

that those particles that meet his criteria are case 

particles (p. 64). 

I will assume here that Kondo's characterization of OJ os 

is basically correct, and will focus in the remainder of this 

chapter on the problems of case particle £s, excluding from 

our consideration those instances of 0 that meet the criteria 

for the interjective (3b) and sentence-final (3c) particles. 

Let us first identify the typical cases of OJ case 

particle £, utilizing the semantic framework employed by 

Tsunoda's (1985) synchronic study in which he developed a 
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crosslinguistic analysis of two-place predicates (p. 388). 

We adopt his criteria and present the classification of the 

OJ case particle £ based.on the selection by the semantic 

types of verbs below. In the examples below, (i) exemplifies 

an instance of case particle £ in the semantic context 

specified, and (ii) exemplifies the absence of a in a 

comparable context: 

(7) a. direct effect on patient/resultative 

(e.g. kill, break, bend) 

i. awoyagi -0 tawori -te 

green. willow CP break.off and 

'break off the green willow and' (M 1433) 

ii. Nara Yama-o nihoha-su momidi 

Nara Mt. 

ki -te 

come CONJ 

color CAUSE read.leaf 

tawori 

break.off 

'break off and bring a branch of red leaves that 

is decorating Mt. Nara beautifully' (M 1588) 

b. direct effect on patient/non-resu1tative 

(e.g. hit, shoot, kick, eat) 

i. tubana-o hame-domo 

reed. ear CP eat even 

'even though (I) eat the ears of the reed' 

(M 1462) 



ii. kuhe -gosi-ni mugi hamu kouma 

fence over wheat eat pony 

'the pony ,that is eating wheat over the 

fence' (M 3537) 

c. perception (e.g. see/look, hear/listen) 

i. huruki miyako -0 mire -ba kanasi-ki 

old capital CP see/look when 

'when (I) see/look at the old capital' (M 32) 

ii. miyako 

capital 

mi -ba 

see if 

'if (I can) see the capital' (M 848' 

d. pursuit (e.g. search, wait, await) 

i. matohi-nuru imo -0 motome-mu 

stray PERF wife CP search will 

'(I) will search for (my) wife who has gone 

astray' (M 208) 

ii. ama wotome tama 

sea girl pearl 

motomu-rasi 

search seem 
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'girls of the sea seem to be looking for pearls' 

(M 1003) 

e. knowledge (e.g. know, understand, remember, forget) 

i. a-o wasura-su -na 

I CP forget HON NEG 

'don't forget me' (M 3457) 
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ii. tata- si -si kimi-no mi-na wasure-me -ya 

stood HON PERF your HON.name forget NEG Q 

, (how can I) forget the honorable name of your 

who stood (in tha palace)' (M 4507) 

f. feeling (e.g. love, like, want, need, fear, etc.) 

i. kaze-o-dani kohuru-ha 

wind even miss TOP 

'miss even the wind' (M 489) 

ii. Yamato kohi 

Yamato miss 

'missing the country o£ Yamato' (M 71) 

g. relationship (e.g. possess, lack, resemble, etc.) 

i. kimi-o kokoro-ni moti-te 

you CP mind have and 

'bear you in mind and' (M 3723) 

ii. Mitu -no ama -no kugutu 

Mitsu GEN woman.diver GEN bag 

karu-ramu 

crop seem 

moti tamamo 

have seaweed 

'it seems that women divers gathering the 

seaweed carry a bag with them' (M 293) 

The selectional relations between these types of verbs and 

the case particle 0 do not seem to have changed to the 

present time. 

One important class of verbs excluded from consideration 



in (7) is the so-called motion verbs such as ~ and leave. 

According to Kooji (1988, 223-226) the case particle 

2 appears on the starti~g point, goal , and route in 

ManYOoShuu1 . We can state the distribution of the case 

particle 2 in the Nara Period as follows: 

(8) Q appears on 

a. the patient/theme selected by the regular 

transitive (two-place predicates) verbs such as 

those shown in (7); 

b. the source and the route selected by the motion 

verbs illustrated in (9) and (11); 

c. the midpoint goal phrase (as a realization of the 
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TOWARD-function) selected by the motion verbs (10). 

(9) Source 

a. yononaka-o somuki -si e -ne -ba 

world CP turn.against EMPH able NEG since 

'since (we) cannot turn against the world' 

(M 210 and 213) 

b. kimi-o hanare-te kohi-ni sisu-besi 

you CP leave and love of die should 

'(I) would die of love, leaving you' (M 3578) 

c. haha -0 wakarc-te ••• ware yasuku 

mother CP part and I soundly 

ne -mu -kamo 

sleep will Q 
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'(How) can I sleep well ••• after parting from (my) 

mother?' (M 4348) 

(10) Mid-point Goal 

a. Sibutani -0 sasi -te waga iku kono hama -ni 

Shibutani CP point and I go this beach 

'at this beach on which I am going for Shibutani' 

(M 4206) 

b. wagimoko-ga ihe -no atari -0 yama-zu 

my.wife GEN house GEN vicinity CP stop NEG 

huri-si -ni 

wave PERF though 

'(when I) kept waving (my sleeves) toward my wife's 

house ' (M 260:;) 

(11) Route 

a. Mimoroto Yama-o iki-sika-ba 

Mimoroto Mt. CP go PERF when 

'when (I) was going ovet Mt. Mimoroto' (M 1240) 

b. Kane-no -misaki-o sugi-nu 

Kane GEN cape CP pass PERF 

'having passes Cape Kane' (M 1230) 

In (9), verbs such as somuku 'turn against,' hanaru 'leave,' 

and wakaru 'part' take the source arguments ~onaka Iworld,' 

kimi 'you,' and haha'mother.' See 3.4.2 for their Lexical 

Conceptual Structures (LCS's). 

According to Kooji's (1988, 224-225) survey, among the 
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thirteen instances of 0 as the realization of the goal, eight 

of them are selecte~ by the verb sasu 'point' (lOa), 

therefor.e, they should be regarded as a realization of the 

TOWARD-function, and the rest needs to be interpreted as the 

route except (lOb) above, which is also a realization of the 

TOWARD-function. 

In (11) motion verbs such as iku 'go' and sugu 'pass' 

take the route arguments Mimoroto Yama 'Mt. Mimoroto' and 

Kane-no Misaki 'Cape Kane.' As we have already mentioned, 

the distribution of 0 on the patient/theme (8a) has not 

changed to the present day. Concerning the distribution on 

the source argument (8b), the historical change that 

characterizes OJ from Middle Japanese (henceforth, MJ) with 

respect to the case particle ~ is that ~ can no longer link 

to the source argument in MJ. Instead, the source is linked 

to the particle ni in Middle Japanese. As for the 

distribution on the route (8b) it seems that it has not 

basically changed until the present time. It is natural to 

ask why this is so. Our answer is the following: 

(12) Since the route contributes to the delimitedness of 

the event expressed by the predicate, the case 

particle retained its linking to the route after it 

became the structural accusative Case-marker in MJ. 

We will come back to this point in 3.3. 

As we will see in CHAPTER 5, the particle ni changes to 
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link to the source argument in the Heian Period, substituting 

this function of o. The goal argument is linked by ni when 

it is selected by the predicates that contain the GO-function 

in its LSC. See CHAPTER 4 and 5 for detail. 

3.3 Case Theory Applied to Historical Changes 

Recently two important studies appeared that deal with 

historical changes of Case-system: Miyagawa and Matsunaga 

(1985) (henceforth, M&M) propose to explain the historical 

development of the accusative case in Japanese adopting the 

framework of Chomsky (1981), and Lumsden (1987) proposes a 

theory of syntactic features including those of Case that 

explain historical changes from structural to inherer.t Case 

in English. 

M&M agree with Matsuo (1938) that ~-marked objects are 

less common than zero-marked objects in OJ. They observe 

that o-marked objects tend to appear more in the embedded 

clauses while zero-maked objects tend to appear more in main 

clauses. They attribute this difference, incorrectly from 

our viewpoint, to the difference in the case-assigning 

properties of the predicate. 

M&M assume, adopting Chomsky (1981) that lexical 

categories specified with [+N] (including nouns and 

adjectives) cannot assign Case to their complements and that 

when a lexical head cannot assign Case, morphological case 

can save NP from being Caseless. They claim that accusative 0 
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is a morphological case marker and morphological cases allow 

NPs to pass the Case Filter. They claim that OJ predicates 
I 

in the embedded clauses that are in pre-nominal form J4foughly 

corresponding to predicates in the relative clause and 

appositive clause in English) cannot assign Case since the 

predicates in those clauses are specified with [+N], as with 

the case of the nominalization. Therefore, objects must be 

marked with £ when they are selected by [+N] predicates to 

escape the Case Filter. Predicates in the main clauses, on 

the other hand, are in the conclusive form so they are not 

specified [+N] 7 abstract Case can be assigned to the objects 

by predicates and abstract Case-marked objects are 

zero-marked objects in OJ. 

The historical change that distinguishes ModJ and OJ, 

according to M&M, is that predicates in the conclusive form 

have come to be specified with [+N] in ModJ, hence the 

obligatory ~-marking. They claim that this is a result of 

merging two inflectional forms of the predicates. Around the 

Muromachi Period the conclusive and prenominal forms merged 

and the latter, historical prenominal form, replaced the 

conclusive form both in the past and present tenses. 

We agree with M&M that the historical change that 

distinguishes OJ and ModJ is the change from predominant 

zero-marked objects to dominant £-marked objects; however, it 

would be a rather curious fact if, in Old Japanese, ~-marked 
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objects tend to appear more in the embedded clauses than the 

matrix clauses since the 2-marked object is the innovative 

form, implying that the innovation of Case-marking in Old 

Japanese started from the embedded clauses rather than matrix 

clauses, which is against the general tendency of historical 

changes often observed ~n other languages. It is difficult, 

in fact, to accept M&M's account of the development of the 

accusative Case-marker as the result of the ,changes in the 

Case-assigning properties of verbs triggered by the 

inflectional changes for three reasons. First, M&M do not 

have anything to say about the selectional changes of case 

particles illustrated in (1) and (2). Second, the framework 

M&M adopted has been shown to be faulty. In particular, 

Saito (1985, 203-4) has shown that even in ModJ overt case 

marker £ itself does not assign Case. This is shown by the 

ungrammaticality of the following sentence. 

(13) *MarYi-o [5' pro i tensai-da to] 

ACC genius COP COMP 

John-ni omow -are -te iru (koto) 

OAT think PASS COMP COP fact 

, (the fact) that Mary is thought to be a genius by 

John' 

The reason (13) is ungrammatical is that Mary is marked with 

a wrong case particle. If it is marked with ~ (nominative 

case marker), it is grammaticai. If £ is a morhological case 



and allows NPs to pass the Case Filter, (13) should be 

grammatical because ~ can appear in the context of the verb 

omou 'think' (cf. Kuno: 1976). We will note here in passing ---- , 
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that Case Theory proposed by Chomsky (1986b), M. Baker (1988) 

and M. Baker et al. (1989) (as introduced in 1.1) can explain 

what is wrong with the sentence (13). The passive morpheme 

(~ in English and (r)are in ModJ) can be regarded as a 

nominal element generated in INFL that requires Case and a 

thematic role to be assigned. The structural accusative Case 

is assigned to the passive morpheme after the verb is 

incorporated to INFL. The structural accus3tive Case is not 

available for the argument occupying the object position at 

D-structure~ therefore, this argument cannot have ~ as a 

realization of accusative Case (i~ ModJ). As it stands, the 

sentence is ungrammatical, but if the argument moves to the 

subject position, existence of which is required by the rule 

of Predication (Rothstein: 1985), it can receive the 

nominative Case from INFL [+Agr] since the sentence is 

tensed; hence, the senten~e is grammatical if Mary is marked 

with ~ in (13). 

Third, M&M's claim that the subordinate clause whose 

predicate is in prenominal form must contain an o-marked 

object seems to be incorrect, as the following examples show: 

(14) a. ume -no -hana tirasu arasi 

plum GEN flower scatter.PRENOM storm 



'the storm that scatters plum flowers' (M 1660) 

b. wodi -naki koto 

spirit NEG thing 

aru-kana 

COP IN 

suru hunabito-ni -mo 

do.PRENOM boatman AFFIRM EMPH 

'how spiritless of the boatman to say so' 

(Taketori Monogatari 6, Tatsu-no Kubi-no Tama, 

46-47) 
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c. (onna,) uta yomu hito -nari-kere-ba, 

woman poem compose.PRENOM person COP PAST CONJ 

(kokoro mi -mu -to -te) 

mind see will COMP CONJ 

, (That woman) a person who composes poems 

(trying to read the man's mind)' 

(Ise Monogatari 18, 122) 

The examples that have non-overtly marked objects selected by 

the prenomina1 forms (inside the relative clauses, so that no 

ambiguity results) do not seem to be particularly rare in 

Manyooshuu, but become rare later in OJ, for example, in 

TaketorlMonogatari and Ise Monogatari. For example, over 50 

examples are found in Vol. 1-10 of Manyooshuu (almost half of 

the collection), which contain the nominal clauses with 

non-overtly marked objects selected by the prenominal form of 

the simple transitive verbs (without any auxiliary verbs 

following them). Other examples that contain the nominal 



clauses are cited below: 

(15) a. Irago-no sima -be 

Irago GEN is~and around 

kogu hune 

sail boat 

• (the) boat sailing around the Island of Irago' 

(M 42) 

b. kaki 

fence 

koyuru inu 

jump.over dog 

c. 

, (the) dog that (can) jump over the fence' 

(M 1289) 

Nataka-no nanoriso-no iso -ni 

Nataka GEN sargasso GEN beach at 

nabika-mu toki matu ware 

wave will time wait I 

'I am waiting for the time when the sargasso 

(the girl) will wave at the beach (give her heart 

to me) I (M 1396) 
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That the form of the predicate, whether it is conclusive 

or prenominal, does not determine the distribution of the 

o-marked objects has been confirmed by t.he following survey 

over the occurrences of the particle £ classified as a case 

particle by Masamune (1953). The total number of occurrences 

of the case particle £ in Manyooshuu is 1,526. Among those, 

the following are the numbers of occurrences classified 

according to the forms of the predicates that select those 

particles: 
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(16 ) a. Imperfective Form: 261 
(Mizenkei) 

b. Continuative Form: 673 
(Ren':l0okei). 

c. Conclusive Form2 : 102 
(Shuushikei) 

d. Prenominal/Attributive Form3 : 102 
(Rentaikei) 

e. Perfective Form: 84 
(I zenke i) 

f. Imperative Form: 19 
(Meireikei) 

g. Mi Usage 154 

h. Extraposed: 29 

i. Ku Usage 29 

j. Unclear Cases: 37 

(Mi usage is a use of the suffix mi that attaches to the stem 

of the adjective, which sometimes requires the subject of the 

adjective to be marked with ~ and changes the whole 

expression to the reason clause. Ku usage is a use of the 

suffix ku 'fact, place' that attaches to the verb, and this 

suffixation ch~nges the expression to a nominal clause 

roughly equivalent to an English gerundive phrase. See Oono 

et al.: 1974, 10-11 for Ku usage.) 

Notice in (16) that the numbers of occurrences of 0 

selected by the predicates in the conclusive and prenominal 

forms are exactly the same. It is also worth noting that the 

number of ~ selected by the prenominal form (16) is only 
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double, at most, the number of the non-overtly marked objects 

selected by the prenominal form of the simple predicate in 

the nominal clause menti.oned above. 

Miyagawa (in press) elaborates upon the proposals made in 

M&M (1985) but maintains basically the same claims made in 

M&M. Revisions and expansions made in Miyagawa that are to 

be noted are: 

(17) a. OJ 0 is established as the accusative case marker 

(p. 200). 

b. Since some of the emphatic particles (kakarijoshi), 

solzo, nan (namu), ka, and y! require the matrix 

clause to be in the attributive form, the particle 

2 is required in that clause (p. 207-9). 

Following Zenno (1987), since sentence-final 

particle kana (converging the sense of 

exclamation) and conjunctive particle ni 

'however' require the preceding verb to be in the 

attributive form, the object is marked with 0 when 

these particles appear with a transitive verb 

(p. 208-9). 

c. The perfective form requires 2 probably because the 

perfective form is a contraction of a verb in the 

conjunctive form and the verb aru 'exist.' 

Miyagawa (in press, 210) attributes this 

derivation to Aston (cited in Samson: 1928, 142). 



d. If the predicate is in the continuative form, 

whether the object is marked with ~ or zero is 

determined b~ the matrix predicate that governs 

the continuative form (p. 226). 

e. The ModJ accusative marker 0 is assigned at 

D-structure since the 'adverbial' particle mo 

'also' can follow the 0 that suffixes to the 

object and mo can only attach to NPs with 

'semantic' postpositions such as kara 'from' 
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(which in turn can be shown by the impossibility of 

attaching ~ immediately following the nominative 

case marker~) (p. 233-235) 4 • 

f. An object NP without the particle 0 must occur 

immediately adjacent to the verb, while the object 

overtly marked with ~ can freely occur virtually 

anywhere within the clause (p. 211, (36». 

We agree with (17a). (17b) is an interesting observation 

and seems to be corLect5 • (17c) cannot be maintained if 

the distribution of ~ marked objects are not determined by 

the prenomina1 form of the predicates. In 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 

we will argue against (17d) in the evidence of 

Topica1ization, £ marking of the causee of the causative 

construction, and the interaction 0 with the conjunctive 

particle to 'and,' and propose that the relevant level of the 

ae~ignment of £ is at S-structure. We cannot agree with 
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(17f). It seems that word-order is free in Old Japanese. We 

will come back to this point in Section 3.8, when we discuss 

the implication of the ~istorical change of the inherent 

accusative Case-marker becoming the structural accusative 

Case-marker. That is to say, the case-marking changed from 

the OJ absolutive case-marking system to the MJ and ModJ 

accusative case-marking system. 

Miyagawa a~d Matsunaga (1985) and Miyagawa (in press) are 

important works in that they are among the first attempts to 

account for the distribution of the o-marked and non-overtly 

through a principled theory, which created opportunities for 

further discussion of the topic of £ marked and non-overtly 

marked objects. 

The evidence that non-overtly marked objects are selected 

by the prenominal form of the simple predicates in the 

nominal clauses (14)-(15) in a large number of cases, and the 
) 

numbers of the occurrences of 0 marked objects in the 

prenominal and conclusive forms are the same (16), however, 

forces us to take a different approach than M&M and Miyagawa 

(in press). In Section 3.4 we propose the following: 

(18) The distribution of the accusative case marker 0 is 

determined by the transitivity features proposed by 

Hopper and Thompson (1980, 252) or the contextual 

features proposed by Inoue (1986,106). If the 

transitivity features are manifest in the cont~xt, 



o is chosenJ if those features are (partially) 

absent, the non-overtly marked form of the object is 

chosen. 
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In a brief prospect, what determines the distribution of 0 

marked and non-overtly marked objects seems to be such 

features as individuation of the object, which typically 

distinguishes human from nonhuman objects, proper from common 

objects, and definite from nonreferential objects, and those 

features related with predicates such as mode of the 

sentence, which distinguishes rea1is from irrea1is, 

affirmation from negative, for example. 

Lumsden (1987), studying historical changes of English 

case inflections, claims that a single binary feature 

[+/-Inherent] distinguishes structural Case from inherent 

Case and the change that characterizes ME from OE is from 

[+Inherent] to [-Inherent]. Lumden postulates three binary 

feat~res to define OE Cases: [+/-Accusative], [+/-Genitive], 

and [+/-Inherent]. Mainly following R. Jakobson (1984), 

Lumsden defines [+/-Accusative] as 'an entity upon which the 

action is directed (Jakobson's directiona1ity)'~ 

[+/-Genitive] as 'an orientation toward limiting the 

signified entities participation in the contents of the 

utterance (Jakobson's quantification)'~ [+/-Inherent] as 'a 

peripheral role is attributed to the entity in the contents 

of the utterance (Jakobson's marginality).' [+/-Accusative] 



distinguishes nominative (-) from accusative (+) and 

instrumental (+) from dative (-). 
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Lumsden (1987: 140) ,defines accusative case as 

[-Inherent, +Accusative, -Genitive]. [-Inherent] complements 

may delimit the action of their predicate. According to 

Tenny (1987), only the direct internal arguments can delimit 

the event expressed by the verb. Therefore, [-Inherent] 

corresponds to the direct intetna1 argumenthood, while 

[+Inherent] corresponds to other arguments, hence Jakobson's 

peripheral role. 

The OE Case system is summarized as follows (I omit 

Genitive Case, which is irrelevant to the present study): 

(19) a. Nominative: [-Genitive,-Inherent,-Accusative] 

b. Accusative: [-Genitive,-Inherent,+Accusative] 

c. Dative: [-Genitive,+Inherent,+Accusative] 

d. Instrumental: [-Genit~ve,+Inherent,-Accusative] 

Lumsden claims that [+Inherent] was an unmarked default 

value for OE Cases and the diachronic change from OE to ME 

involves the change of the unmarked default value to 

[-Inherent]. with the exception of the Genitive, the only 

marked Case value with respect to [+/-Inherent] in OE was the 

accusative Case, and this value was lexically marked instead 

of being filled by redundancy rules. But in ME the default 

value changed from [+Inherent] to [-Inherent] and the marked 

Case value now included Dative and Instrumental. So the 
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majority of OE verbs that took Dative changed to take 

Accusative mostly mediated by the prepostion to (recall that, 

in Lumsden's model, both 'Accusative' and 'Dative' are 

associated with the [+Accusative] features), expressing a 

'path ". But some verbs that were not easily understood to 

involve a 'path' interpretation found other prepostions (e.g. 

in, ~, etc.) to express their [+Inherent] marking. Some 

verbs simply dropped their [+Inherent] marking and changed 

their meanings so that they would be compatible with the 

structural Case. 

The preceding paragraphs explain how verbs that selected 

the accusative marker ~ changed to select the ablative or the 

comitative Case-marker in Japanes~. For example, suppose 

that in OJ, MJ, and ModJ wakaru in (2) is marked in the 

lexicon to take the [+Inherent] Case. After the change of 

default value in MJ from [+Inherent] to [-Inherent], 

Case-marker 0 underwent the change of its marking from 

[+inherent] to [-Inherent]. And this change of Case feature 

value forced wakaru to take other [+Inher~nt] Cases: kara 

(ablative) or to (comitative). This is an attractive 

solution. 

However, Lumsden's (1987) theory of syntactic features of 

Case, if it is applied to Japanese, is unsatisfactory in the 

following respects: 

(i) It is not at all clear what features are given to 

........ -' 
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such case particles as ablative kara 'from' and comitative to 

'with'. If we add another feature to account for these 

Cases, it would create unwanted Cases that would not realize 

in the language in question. 

(ii) The formulation of redundancy rules using 

context-sensitive rules is not motivated. The rule that 

gives nominative Case as [-Inherent] refers to [+Tense] in 

the context (Lumsden: 1987, 144). 

Lumsden's (32) --> [-Inherent]/[+Tense, 

--> [+Inherent] 

It is not clear what condition is imposed on the context of 

this context sensitive rule. It seems that the structural 

notion such as government is required for proper assignment 

of the nominative Case. Furtherrr.ore, it seems that 

context-sensitive rules make the theory too powerful, 

allowing arbitrary formulations of rules as has been pointed 

out for a long time. 

(iii) Related with the unclear status of [+/- Accusative] , 

in OJ it seems necessary, as we will see in Section 3.5, to 

specify Accusative 1 to be [+Inherent] (its realization is £) 

and Accusative 2 to be [-Inherent] (ite realization is 

phonologically null), but this will be contradictory to 

Lumsden's definitions in terms of Case features. 

It seems that Lumsden (1987) captures the correct 

generalization that the change of Case-markers goes from 



'inherent' to 'non-inherent.' I will attempt to provide an 

alternative explanation to Lumsden's claim that the 

historical change of Accusative is from [+Inherent] to 

[-Inherent]. 

Kida (1981) 'proposes a classification of Modern Japanese 
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case particles based on the semantic features similar to 

Lumsden's Case features. A system like Kida's, however, will 

not provide much help to our quest. Based on four features, 

directionality, marginality, dominality, and parity6. 

The result of the classification is shown in (20). (20) is 

from Kida (1981, 53, Table 1): 

(20) GA NO DE TO NI 0 E KARA MADE YORIKA 

directionality + + + + + 

marginality + + + + (-) 

dominality + - (+/-) + + + ( +) 

parity (-) (-) - + + 

The case particles relevant to our discussion can be 

represented as ~: [+dir, -mar, -dom, -par] ~ ni: [-dir, +mar, 

+dom, -par]~ ~: [+dir, +mar, -dom, -par]~ to: [-dir, +mar, 

+/-dom, +par]~ and kara: [+dir, -mar, +dom, -par]. To 

account for the switch from OJ ~ to MJ ni, therefore, it will 

be necessary to postulate the changes from [+dir, -mar, -dom] 

to [-dir, +mar, +dom]~ from OJ £ to MJ kara it is necessary 

to postulate the changes from [-dom] to [+dom] ~ from OJ 0 to 

to it is necessary to postulate the changes from [+dir, -mar, 



-par] to [-dir, +mar, +par]. We ~an easily conclude from 

these considerations that Kida's (1981) case features cannot 

be employed to account ~or the se1ectiona1 changes 

illustrated in (1) and (2). 

3.4 The Selection of '0' in Terms of Verb Classes 
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In this section, I will show that the case particle ~ was 

an inherent Case-marker in OJ by demonstrating that the 

occurences of £-marked objects are governed by Case 

assignment. In other words, the particle £ was licensed only 

where the internal arguments were assigned Case. In Section 

3.4.1, I will discuss the relationship between inherent and 

structural Case-assignments to the objects of regular 

transitive verbs illustrated in (24) and show that the 

distribution of th~ accusative Case-marker 0 is selected when 

the transitivity features are manifest in the context. The 

non-overtly marked form of the object is selected otherwise. 

In 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, I will show that 0 was an inherent 

Case-marker marking the indirect internal argument of some 

intransitive verbs that selected the Source (22) and Goal 

(23). In 3.3.4 I will show OJ motion verbs such as ku 'come' 

assign Case basically the same way as ModJ transitive verbs 

do, that is, the accusative Case-marker 0 realizes on the 

Route (24). 



(21) a. direct effect on patient/resultative 

awoyagi -0 tawori -te 

green.willow,CP break.off and 

'break off the green willow and' (M 1433) 

b. direct effect on patient/non-resultative 

tubana -0 hame-domo 

reed.ear CP eat even 
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'even though (I) eat the ears of the reed' (M1462) 

c. perception 

huruki miyako -0 mire -ba kanasi-ki 

old capital CP see/look when 

'when (I) see/look at the old capital' (M 32) 

d. pursuit 

matohi-nuru imo -0 motome-mu 

stray PERF wife CP search will 

'(I) will search for (my) wife who has gone astray' 

(M 208) 

e. knowledge 

a-o wasurasu-na 

I CP forget NEG 

'don't forget me' (M 3457) 

f. feeling 

ika-ma -ku -0 hori 

go will to CP want 

'(I) want to go' (M 736) 



g. relationship 

kimi-o kokoro-ni moti-te 

you CP mind in have and 

'bear you in mind and' (M 3723) 

(22) Source 

a. yononaka-.2, somuki -si e -ne -ba 

world Cp turn.against EMPH able NEG since 

'since (we) cannot turn against the world' 

(M 210 and 213) 

b. kimi-o hanare-te kohi-ni sisu-besi 

you CP leave and love die should 

'(I) would di.e of love, leaving you' (M 3578) 

c. haha -0 wakare-te 

ne -mu -kamo 

mother CP part and 

sleep will Q 

... ware ••• yasuku 

I soundly 

'How can I sleep well ••• after parting from (my) 

mother?' (M 4348) 

(23) Goal 

a. kami-o inori-te 

god pray and 

'praying to the God' (M 1232) 

b. kami-no yasiro-.2, noma-nu hi -ha nasi 

god GEN shrine pray NEG day TOP NEG 
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'there is no day that (I) don't pray to the ehrine 



... 
of God' (M2660) 

c. ihebito-no idura-to ware-o toha-ba 

family GEN where COMP I ask if 

'if (my) family asks me where (I have been)' 

(M 3689) 

d. Kaguyahime-2 kanarazu aha -n maukesi-te 

Kaguyahime without. fail meet will prepare and 

'will marry Kaguyahime without fail' (Taketori 

Monogatari 6, Tatsu-no Kubi-no Tama, 46) 

(24) Route 

a. Mimoroto Yama-o iki-sika-ba 

Mimoroto Mt. CP go PERF when 

'when (I) was going over Mt. Mimoroto' (M 1240) 

b. Kane-no -misaki-o sugi-nu 

Kane GEN cape CP pass PEaF 

'having passes Cape Kane' (M 1230) 

c. Winano-o kure-ba yuhugiri tati -nu 
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-----

1nano ACC come when evening-mist set-in PERF 

'when I was coming through 1nano Plain, an evening 

mist set in' (M 1140) 

I will discuss each example in the following sections. 

]L~4.l Regular Transitive Verbs 

Matsuo (1938) and (1944) made statistical surveys of the 

frequency of occurrences of the ~ marked objects and 

non-overtly marked objects in the literature written in the 



Nara and Heian Periods including Manyooshuu, Senmyoo, 

Kigikayoo, Taketor.l Monogatari, lse Monogatori, 

Tosa Nikki and Yamato Monogatari. His results are: 
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(25) a. In the Nara Period non-overtly marked objects occur 

more than the ~ marked objects; in Senmyoo the 

ratio is 6:4 and in Manyooshuu Vol. 17, it is 7:3 

(1938, p. 1397). 

b. In the Heian Period, in the texts and the poems 

the 0 marked objects occur more than non-overtly 

marked objects. The ratio js, in the texts, 6:4 

(Taketori) ,6:4 (lse), 6:4 (Yamato), and 5:5 

(Tosa), and in the poems, 7:3 (Yamato), 6:4 

(Taketori), 6:4 (Tosa), and 5:5 (Ise). In the 

conversations, the ~ marked objects occur more in 

two pieces of work. The ratios are 8:2 (Anshu) 

and 6:4 (Taketori), and non-overtly marked objects 

occur more in the other three. The ratios are 

4:6 (lse, Yamato, and Tosa) (Matsuo: 1938, 

p. 1399). From these he concludes, first, that 

~, Tosa, and Yamato truly reflect the competence 

of speakers of the early Heian Period (Matsuo: 

1938, p.l402); second, that the particle ~ as the 

accusative Case-maker has not been established 

during the period when lse, Tosa, and Yamato were 

written (Matsuo: 1938), p. 1403); and, third, in 
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poetry, non-overtly marked objects occur more in 

Manyooshuu. The early Heian Period, the ratio 

becomes 5:5 in lse, and later in Yamato, the ratio 

reverses and the 0 marked objects occur more, which 

suggest, according to Matsuo, that ~ was 

established as a case particle around 

the time Yamato was written (Matsuo: 1938, 

p. 1404). See Matsuo (1938) and (1944) for 

detailed tables showing the results of his 

statistical surveys. 

c. The distribution of the 0 marked and non-overtly 

marked objects is not determined by the types of 

verbs (Matsuo: 1944, 622-625). He concludes from 

this that the particle ~ is not a case particle 

but an interjective one. Since the zero marker 

expresses the accusative case relation, the 

particle ~ that appears in the same structural 

position must be something extra (Matsuo: 1944, 

625) • 

d. One of the main factors that triggered the 

establishment of 0 as a case particle is 

that the sentence structures including Case 

relations became complex, that is, the objects and 

the verbs start to occur in non-adjacent positions. 

e. The reason why the 0 marked objects occur more in 
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the texts and conversations of Taketori and Senmyoo 

is that the writers were influenced by the 

knowledge of the 'precise way' Chinese writing and 

reading were organized. 

f. There is a tendency that the particle 0 occurs 

more on certain types of objects. 

For example, the particle £ tends to occur more on 

human nouns, demon~tratives, the nominal clauses 

headed by such nouns as yosi and koto 'fact', and 

on those clauses without head nouns (Matsuo: 1944, 

626-7), while objects are non-overtly marked when 

they are 'things, songs, dresses, sake (wine), 

ha~r' (Matsuo: 1944, 630-1). See below for his 

examples illustrating these points. 

His explanation for this is that the particle £ 

has something in common with emphatic particles 

(kakarijoshl) such as ha (Matsuo: 1944,640). He 

further observes that in conversations of lse and 

Yamato human ~ouns and demonstratives 

occur as objects which tend to be non-overtly 

marked which he attributes to the fact that they 

occur in the imperative sentences (Matsuo: 

1944, 629). 

I have no comments regarding (25a) and (25b) but just to say 

that the statistical surveys reported in Matsuo (1938) and 



(1944) are valuable. As for (25d), I am rather skeptical 

about attributing the cause of the establishment of 0 as the 

accusative marker to the the complexity of sentence 
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structures which allegedly resulted from the need for logical 

thinking influenced by the writing and reading of the Chinese 

language. I would just like to remark that this kind of 

claim is truly difficult to falsify. The same comment 

applies to (28d), that is, the reason for more occurrences of 

the 0 marked objects in the texts and conversations of Senmyoo 

and Taketori is the influence of the knowledge of the reading 

and writing of the Chinese language over the writers. (25c) 

is a well-known claim. As we have already seen, there seems 

to be ample evidence that the particle ~ had already been 

established as a case marker in the Nara and Heian Period. 

However, we are equally compelled to explain the origin of 

the extra (exclamatory) sense associated with the particle 

o. Our explanation is that this sense is due to the fact 

that £ in this period is an inherent Case-marker whose 

occurrences are determined by the transitivity features that 

contribute to the delimitedness of the predicate. In this 

light, what is observed in (25f) is very insightful. That 

the particle £tends to occur more on human nouns, etc. is 

simply a realization of Individuation of Object 

(human/animate vs. inanimate, referential/definite vs. 

nonreferential, etc.). That objects tend to be non-overtly 
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marked in the imperative sentences is a realization of rea1is 

vs. irrea1is (mode). R~levant issues here can be schematized 

precisely along the line discussed in Hopper and Thompson 

(1980, 252-3). I will cite Matsuo's (1944) examples below 

(glosses and translations are given by T.M.). 

(26) human vs. thing 

a. kono onna -0 mituke-te noti 

this woman find CONJ after 

'after finding this woman' (Taketori Monogatari) 

b. mono obosu kesiki -ha aru -zo 

thing think appearance TOP exist EMPH 

'it appears that (she) is pondering' 

(Taketori Monogatari) (Matsuo: 1944, 626 and 630) 

(27) deictics 

a. sore-o mi -te 

that see CONJ 

'seeing that' (lse Monogatari) 

b. kore-o kiki-te 

this hear CONJ 

'hearing this' (Tosa Nikki) (Matsuo: 1944, 626) 

·.!28) headed nominal clauses 

a. [tori-gataki mono -0 kaku asamasiku 

get difficult thing thus ostensibly 

mote kuru koto] -0 netaku omohi 

have come thing jealously think 
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'feel jealous about (people) bringing (her) things 

that are difficult to get' (Taketori Monogatari) 

b. [[ika -nari keru] koto]-o omohi-keru 

what be PERF fact think PERF 

'what did he think' (Ise Monogatari) (Matsuo: 1944, 

626-627) 

(29) sentential objects 

a. [Kuratumaru kaku mausu]-£ ito itaku yorokobi-te 

thus say very much pleases CONJ 

'very pleased (to hear) Kuratsumaru say this' 

(Taketori Monogatari) 

b. [kaku aru]-£ mi -tutu 

this be see CONJ 

'seeing (that the situation) is this way' 

(Tosa Nikki) (Matsuo: 1944, 627) 

The following examples illustrate when the particle 0 is 

typically absent. 

(30) poems, dresses, sake 

a. ayasiki uta hineri -itase -ri 

strange poem squeeze do.HON PERF 

'squeezed out a strange poem' (Tosa Nikki) 

b. sorenamu itoko ki kaineri ki 

there cousin yellow glossed.silk wear 

-tari-keru 

COP PERF 



'the cousin there was wearing a yellow dress of 

glossed silk' (Yamato Monogatari) 

c. sake 

sake 

noma ~se -te yome-ru 

drink HON CONJ make HON 

'compose (a poem) drinking sake' (Ise Monogatari) 

(Matsuo: 1944, 631) 
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In what follows we will demonstrate that the transitivity 

features proposed in Hepper and Thompson (1980) and the 

contextual features proposed in Inoue (1986) explain the 

distribution of the 0 marked objects and non-overtly marked 

objects, taking examf1es from Manyooshuu. Although minimal 

pairs are sometimes hard to come by, the following examples 

seem to be reasonably clear enough to illustrate the 

transitivity or contextual feature at work on the choice of 

the 0 marked objects and non-overtly marked objects. 

(31) human vs. inanimate nouns 

a. mono mohe -ba 

thing think when 

'when (I) think' (M 333) 

b. naki hito 

dead person 

mohe -ba 

think when 

'thinking of the dead' (M 434) 

c. imo -0 omohi i -no nera-e -nu -ni 

wife think sound. sleep GEN sleep able NEG CONJ 

'thinking of (my) wife, I cannot sleep well' 
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(M 3665) 

In (3la), since the object is an inanimate nonreferential 

noun mono 'thing(s),' n~novert marking of the object is the 

most appropriate in the given context. In (3lb), though the 

object is a human noun hito, the NP that contains the head 

noun is not used referentially and the adjective naki 'dead' 

that modifies the head noun makes the NP virtually inanimate. 

In (3lc), the object is a well-individuated human noun imo 

'wife' and it is marked with o. The following examples are 

apparent counterexamples to the generalization: 

(32) a. ume -no hana 

plum GEN flower 

itu -ha ora -zi -to 

some. time TOP break.off NEG COMP 

'(I will) not break off a branch of plum flowers at 

such and such a time' (M 3904) 

b. sono yo -no ume -0 tawasure-te ora -zu 

that night GEN plum forget and break.off NEG 

'forget to pick a plum flower that night' (M 392) 

However, as explained in Takagi et al. (1957,193), the 

object yoru-no ume 'a night plum (flower)' refers to a woman. 

(33) referential/definite vs. nonreferential 

a. Akami Yama kusa kari soke ahasu-gahe 

Akami Mt. grass cut remove meet since 

'though (we) met under a mutual agreement (clearing 

the way to Mt. Akami by cutting grass)' (M 3479) 
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b. komatu -ga sita-no kusa -0 karasa-ne 

small.pine.tree GEN under grass cut SUG 

'why don't you cut the grass under that small pine 

tree' (M 11) 

In (33a) the object kusa 'grass' is mentioned as an example 

of clearing the way; hence, it is used nonreferantially, and 0 

marking does not take place. In (33b) the head noun kusa 

occurring with 0 is modified by komatu-ga sita-no 'under that 

small pine tree' and the NP in the object position is used 

referentially, accompanied by the pointing gesture, as 

explained in Takagi et al. (1957, 16). 

(34) definite va. indefinite 

a. hitomoto-no nadesiko uye -si sono kokoro 

one.stem GEN wild.pink plant PERF that heart 

'the reason (that I) planted a wild pink' (M 4070) 

b. [[sigeyama -no tanibe-ni ohu -ru] 

densely.wooded.mountain GEN valley grow PASS 

yamabuki] -0 yado -ni hiki uye -te 

wild.butterbur house.garden draw plant CONJ 

'(I) moved and planted a wild butterbur that was 

growing on the valley of the densely wooded 

mountain' (M 4185) 

In (34a) the syntactic object of the verb uye 'plant' is an 

inanimate object so it is not overtly marked while in (34b) 

the relative clause sigeyama-no tanibe-ni ohu-ru 'that was 



growing on the valley of the densely wooded mountain' 

. modifies the inanimate object yamabuki 'wild butterbur' and 

this relative structure,appears as the object of the verb 

hiki uye 'move and plant.' Since the object is definite by 

the modification of the relative clause, it is most 

appropriately marked with the case particle ~. 

(35) count vs. mass 

a. ki nomi -ki 

sake drink PERF 

'sake was drunk' (M 4205) 

b. hitotuki-no nigore -ru sake-o nomu -beku 

a.cup GEN unrefine PERF sake drink should be 

aru-rasi 

seem 

'it seems best to drink a cup of sake' (M 338) 

In (35), when the objerit is a mass noun sake 'sake wine' it 

is not marked with 0 as in (a), while adding a numeral 

classifier hitotuki-no 'a cup of' results in suffixing the 

case particle 2 to the object as in (b). 

(36) realis vs. irrealis 

a. miyako mi -ba 

capital see if 

'if (1) see the capie-al' (M 848) 
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b. huruki miyako-£ mire-ba kanasiki 

old capital see when sad 

'now that (I am) looking at (this) old capital, 

(I feel) sad' (M 32) 

In (36a) the object miyako 'capital' is selected by the verb 

in the preverbal/imperfective form mi, so it is used in the 

conditional clause and the object is not overtly marked, 

which is appropriate. In (36b), the person expressed by the 

subject of the verb mire 'see' is assumed to be actually 

looking at the old capital at the time of utterance so the 

object miyako is most appropriately marked with £. Notice 

that this interpretation is based on the perfective form of 

the verb mire 'see.' This is the explanation for the 

observation made by Miyagawa (in press), namely, th3t the 

object overtly marked with 0 is generally selected by the 

verb in the perfective form. See (17c) above. 

(37) affirmative vs. negatIve 

a. kokoro sira-zu -te 

heart know NEG CONJ 

'not knowing (my) feeling' (M 3566) 

b. noti -no kokoro-o siru hito 

later GEN heart know person 
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'the person who know how (he) feels later' (M 99) 

In (37a) the non-overtly marked object kokoro is selected by 

the verb sira 'know' suffixed by the negative auxiliary verb 



.!!! while in (37b) the clause is in the :affirmative; the 

overtly marked object kokoro-o is selected by the verb 

siru in the prenomina1 form. 

(38) volitional vs. non-volitional 

a. tuki 

moon 

mati-te yuka-se 

wait CONJ go HON 

'please go after the moon rises' (M 709) 

b. tuki-o itu -to -ka mata-mu 

moon when COMP Q wait will 

'will wait for·the moon to rise' (M 1876) 
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In summary we have seen that the distribution of the 0 

marked objects and non-overtly marked objects are determined 

by the transitivity features such as Individuation of Object, 

Vo1itionality, Affirmation, and Mode. It seem necessary to 

regard these features as contextual features as claimed in 

Hopper and Thompson (1980) and Inoue (1986). 

We will come back to the status of bare nominals in 

general in the OJ case-marking system in Section 3.8. In the 

following sections, we will discuss the nature of OJ 0 marked 

arguments in contrast to MJ and ModJ 0 marked arguments. 

3.4.2 'Wakaru'-Type of Verbs 

Verbs such as somuku 'turn against' (39a), hanaru 'leave' 

(39b), and wakaru 'part' (39c) selected the case particle oin 

OJ. (22) are repeated below as (39). 

(39) Source 



a. yononaka-~ somuki -si e -ne -ba 

world CP turn. against EMPH able NEG since' 

'since (we) cannot turn against the world' 

(M 210 and 213) 

b. kimi-o hanare-te kohi-ni sisu-besi 

you CP leave and love die should 

'(I) would die of love, leaving you' (M 3578) 

c. haha -0 wakare-te ••• ware yasuku 

mother CP part 

ne -mu -kamo 

sleep will Q 

and I soundly 

'How can I sleep well ••• after parting from (my) 

mother?' (M 4348) 
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Notice here that there is no instance of wakaru-type of verbs 

taking zero-marked objects in Manyooshuu (Masamune: 1953). 

In other words, ~ was obligatory when selected by wakaru-type 

of verbs in OJ. 

Now we are in a position to address the question of why 

the inherent accusative Case is assigned to the Source. We 

can state the following: 

(40) Inherent Cases link to the Path-functions. 

As we have seen, the particle 2 is a realization of the 

inherent accusative Case and the source is one of the 

realizations of the Path functions. Notice that the 

wakaru-types ~f verbs contain the GO-function. The LCS of 



wakaru 'part,' somuku 'turn against,' and hanaru 'leave' are 

given in (41). 

(41) a. The Les of wakaru 'part': 

[GO(x, [AWAY FROM y]), saying goodbye to y] 

b. The LeS of somuku 'turn against': 

[GO(x, [AWAY FROM y]), with x's back against y) 

c. The LeS of hanaru 'leave': 

[GO(x, [AWAY FROM y)) 

By (40) we can link the inherent Case to the (AWAY) 

FROM-function, and it is realized as y-o at D-structure 

within the projection of the verb that contains the 

GO-function. 

The derivation of (39c) proceeds as follows, where AI = 
the Aspectual Interface): 

(42) a. Les: [GO(x, [AWAY FROM y)) 
I 
I 

b. AI : o 

c. D-structure: 

/ 
NP 
I 

haha 

/ 
NP 

IP 
\ 

/ 
I' 

\ 
VP I 

/ \ I 
KP "." "V' -r+Teti~;"ej' .. 

\ / \ 
K NP V 
I I I 
o I wakare 

(ware) 
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In (42c) we are assuming that the wakaru-type of verbs 

are unaccusative verbs. One reason that we assume wakaru 

'part' is an unaccusative verb is that the event expressed by 

wakaru with resp~ct to the surface subject ware 'I' is 

delimited and homogeneous. The duration of ev~nt expressed 

by the verb wakaru has a definite endpoint and it is very 

brief. In Vendler's (1967) term, wakaru is an achievement 

verb. The manner that the subject of the verb wakaru is 

affected is homogeneous in that the subject undergoes the 

motion of leaving a reference point. It is not possible for 

a part of the subject to be affected by the event expressed 

by the verb wakaru, in contrast to the manner that subject 

undergoes the event expressed by such unergative verbs as naku 

'cry' which is heterogeneous in that various actions such as 

shedding tears, making distorted faces, stamping the feet, 

etc. meet the definition of naku. Even if only one of these 

criteria is met, the event is called naku 'cry.' In this 

sense, the manner that the external argument is related to 

the event expressed by the transitive verbs and unergative 

verbs is heterogeneous, while the manner that the internal 

argument is affected by the verb is homogeneous in the case 

of unaccusative verbs such as wakaru 'part.' See Tenny 

(1987) for the difference between the external and internal 

arguments with respect to delimitedness. 

Since wakaru does not have the external argument, nothing 
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projects to the subject position at D-structure, although the 

subject position is created by the rule of Predication. The 

direct internal argument projects to the object position but 

the verb cannot assign the structural accusative Case due to 

Choe's reformulation of Burzio's generalization (43). 

(43) V is a structural Case assigner iff it has an 

external argument. 

In (42c) KP is an abbreviation of Case Phrase7 • I 

extend the idea of Canonical Structural Realization (CSR) to 

include the inherently Case-marked arguments. Inherently 

Case-marked arguments canonically realize as KP in Japanese, 

but arguments not inhe:ently marked with Case canonically 

realize as NPs. 

As it is, the sentence will be ungrammatical because the 

Caseless NP created by the theme argument (~ 'I') will be 

invisible for 'hecking of theta-marking at LF. However there 

is an option for this argument. It can move to the subject 

position and can receive the nominative Case from INFL 

[+Tense]. The S-structure after the application of Move @ is 

(44) • 



(44 ) IP 
/ \ 

NP i I' 
I / \ 

(ware) VP I 
/ \ I 

KP V' [+Tense] 
/ \ / \ 

NP K NP V 
I I I wAkare haha 0 ti 

This movement does not violate Theta Criterion because the 

subject position has been created by INFL[+Tense] but is not 

occupied by any argument~ hence it is a nonthematic 

position. The inherently Case-marked Source argument is 

projected inside VP and theta-marked (theta-indexed) by the 

verb wakaru 'part'. 

Notice here that the Source argument must be marked with 

an inherent Case-marker. When the Source argument haha 

'mother' is not linked to any inherent Case, it cannot 
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receive a structural Case since these verbs cannot assign the 

structural accusative Case, nor can it move to the subject 

position ,since its trace will not be properly governed. 

Therefore, one of the arguments cannot receive Case and 

results in a violation of Theta Criterion under Visibility 

Condition. 

In the Heian Period certain classes of verbs including 

the wakaru-type underwent the lexical marking to the effect 

that they are 'receiving' verbs. In other words, certain 

classes of verbs became lexically marked so that they permit 
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the option of not lexicalizing the (AWAY) FROM-function when 

the argument selected by this function is the Place, [AT y]. 

See CHAPTER 5. In the ~eian Period the wakaru-type of verbs 

were wavering between the yet inherent accusative marker oand 

the 'dative' particle ni in thei~ selectiona1 relations. 

In the Kamakura Period when the particle £ completed in 

becoming the realization of the structural accusative Case, 

which means the particle 0 no longer links to the source and 

the goal argument, the wakaru-type of verbs were forced to 

select the 'dative' particle ni because of the lexical 

marking for 'receiving' verbs. 

(45) a. yeiryo -ni somuki -tamaha-ba 

emperor's.mind turn.against HON since 

'since (he) turned against the Emperor's will' 

(Heike 1, Kiyomizudera Enshoo, 114) 

b. haha -gozen-ni kehu sude-ni hanare-mairase-nanzu 

mother dear today already leave go.HON do.HON 

'(I) have already took my dear mother's leave 

(earlier) today' (Heike 12, Rokudai, 396) 

c. hu -wa otto -ni wakare-te 

wife TOP husband part CONJ 

'the wife parted from her husband, and' (Heike 7, 

Genboo, 82) 

For the choice of yori and kara 'from' as realizations of the 

FROM-function, see CHAPTER 5, Section 5.2. 
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3.4.3 'Tohu'-type of verbs 

Verbs of the tohu-type such as inoru 'pray,' ~ 'bow,' 

and tohu 'ask' in (46) selected the goal as the internal 

indirecc argument and was marked with the inherent accusative 

Ca-s'e-marker 0 in the Nara Period. (23) is repeated below as 

(46) • 

(46) Goal 

a. kami-o inori-te 

god pray and 

'praying to the God' (M 1232) 

b. karoi-no yasiro-o noma-nu hi -ha nasi 

god GEN shrine pray NEG day TOP NEG 

'there is no day that (I) don't pray to the shrine 

of God' (M2660) 

c. ihebito-no idura-to ware-o toha-ba 

family GEN where CaMP I ask if 

'if (my) family asks me where (I have been)' 

(M 3689) 

d. Kaguyahime-~ kanarazu aha -n maukesi-te 

Kaguyahime without.fail meet will prepare and 

'will marry Kaguyahime without fail' (Taketori 

Monogatari 6, Tatsu-no Kubi-no Tama, 46) 

,Shida (1981, 131) classifies the tohu-type of verbs as 

three-place predicates, except ahu 'meet' in (46d). In (46a) 

inoru 'pray' is a three-place predicate that selects the 
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agent, the theme (probably one's safety, prosperity, etc.), 

and the goal. The goal argument kami 'god' is marked with 

the inherent Case-marke~ o. The agent and theme arguments 

are not lexically realized in (46a) as is typical with OJ and 

other ergative languages. In (46b) nomu 'bow' selects the 

agent, the theme ('bend one's body into a curve'), and the 

goal. Again, the goal argument yasiro 'shrine' is marked 

with the inherent Case-marker o. In (46c) tohu 'ask' selects 

the agent, the theme idura(-to) 'where,' and the goal 

ware 'me.' The theme argument can lexically realize as an NP 

as can be seen in the following example: 

(47) wotome-o miti tohe-ba 

girl way ask when 

'ask the girl the way' 

(Nihonshoki Kayoo 64 and Kojiki Kayoo 77). 

In (46d), the verb ahu 'meet' selects the agent, the 

theme, and the goal (so the LCS of ahu 'meet' can literally 

be paraphrased as 'bring oneself to somebody'). The agent 

and the theme arguments are not lexically realized but the 

goal argument realizes as the NP Kaguyahime 'Princess Kaguya' 

and is marked with the inherent accusative Case-marker o. 

(In OJ the verb ahu means 'match, marry, meet' according 

standard dictionaries of the Old Japanese.) 

There is some indication that in OJ the switch from 0- to 

ni-marking of the internal indirect goal argument was well on 



its way: 

(48) a. "Kare-wa nani-zo" -to nan 

he TOP wh~t EMPH COMP EMPH 

otoko-ni tohi-keru 

man DAT ask PERF 
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'asked the man, "what is he?"' (Ise Monogatari 6, 

114) 

b. kami-ni -so waga nomu 

God OAT EMPH I pray 

'I pray to God' (M 3283) 

We can now give a natural explanation to the alternation 

between 0 and ni on the goal argument. If an argument is 

perceived as the goal selected by the GO-function, it is 

further governed by the TO-function. Since there is no 

lexical item that realizes the TO-function itself, the 

TO-function needs to select the Place, [AT x]. Then the LCS 

[GO(x, [TO([AT y])])], where x = the theme and y = the goal, 

can either projects into o-structure as y-ni x V or y-o x V. 

The reason that the particle ~ can be assigned to the goal 

has already been given: Inherent Cases can link to the Path 

function. Since in OJ the particle ~ was a realization of 

the inherent accusative Case, the TO-function can lexically 

realize as o. 

The derivation of (47) proceeds as follow: 



(4~) a. the LCS of tohu I ask I : 

CAUSE(x, [GO (y, [TO z]) ] ) ] 
I 
I 

b. AI: 0 

c. D-structure: 

IP 
I \ 

NP II 

I \ 
VP I 

I \ 
KP V' 

I \ I \ 
NP K NP V 
I I I I 

wotome 0 miti tohe 

Notice that in (49c) the inherently Case-marked phrase 

wotome-o appears in the syntactically identical position as 

the inherently Case-marked phrase haha-o selected by the 

wakaru-type of verbs (unaccusative verbs). Compare (49c) 

with (42c). 

After 0 changed to become a structural Case-marker, the 

indirect internal argument no longer could receive Case by 
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linking to ~ since ~ now is a structural Case-marker. Then 

the particle ni became the only option for the realization of 

the TO-function in MJ until the development of 

he 'to(ward).' See CHAPTER 5, Section 5.2. The following 

examples are from MJ, and show that the goal argument 

selected by the tohu-type of verbs is linked by the particle 

ni. 



(50) a. amateru ongami -ni inori-mausa-re -kere-ba 

sun goddess pray say PASS PERF when 

'when (he) p~ayed to the Sun Goddess' 

(Heike 1, Waga Mi-no Eiga, 93) 

b. oki -yori yosuru siranami -ni-mo 

offing from come white. wave also 

toha-ma -hosiku 

ask will want 

'want to ask the white waves coming from the 

offing' (Heike 12, Rokudai Kirare, 414) 

c. Yasutika -ni ahu -te 

Yasuchika meet CONJ 

'go to see Yasuchika and' 

(Heike 4, Itachi-no Sata, 283) 

d. huso -no zaigou-ha sison -ni mukuhu 

forefathers GEN sin TOP descendant return 

'The sins of the forefathers will be returned to 

the descendants' (Heike, Heike Kanjoo-no Maki, 

Nyooin Shikyo, 442) 

Some tohuo-type of verbs underwent an idiosyncrat~.c meaning 

change influenced by the meaning of regular transitive verbs 

and retained the particle ~, that is, those verbs have come 

to be able to assign the structural accusative Case to their 

objects after 0 became the structural accusative Case-marker 

in the Kamakura Period. See Oono et al. 1974, 511). 
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(51) a. waga seko -ni kohure-ba 

my husband' love since 

'since (I) love my husband' (M 964) 

b. kora-o noti kohi-mu -kamo 

girl later love will Q 

'will (I) be in love with (that) girl?' (M 2449) 

3.4.4 Motion Verbs and Stative Verbs 
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In OJ motion verbs such as ku 'come' and koyu 'go over' 

took an o-marked object as well as a zero-object when objects 

express the place that the action expressed by the verb goes 

through (the Path in Jackendoff: 1983 and 1987). 

(52) Route 

a. Mimoroto Yama-o iki-si -ka -ba 

Mimoroto Mt. CP go EMPH PAST when 

'when (I) was going over Mt. Mimoroto' (M 1240) 

b. Kane-no -misaki-o sugi-nu 

Kane GEN cape CP pass PERF 

'having passed Cape Kane' (M 1230) 

c. Winano-o kure-ba yuhugiri tati -nu 

Inano ACC come when evening-mist set-in PERF 

'when I was coming through Inano Plain, an evening 

mist set in' (M 1140) 

The question we should adress here is why the accusative 

Case-marker 0 retained its linking to the route in spite of 

the fact that it lost its linkings to the goal and the source 



as we have seen in the preceding sections. Consider the 

difference between the source and the goal, on one hand, and 

the route, on the other. The source does not contribute to 

the determination of the aspectua1 properties of the 

linguistic event expressed by the verbs, in terms of the 

de1imitedness proposed by Tenny (1987). It seems that the 

goal itself does not contribute to the determination of the 

de1imitedness of the linguistic event expressed by the 

verbs. If the source is specified in addition to the goal, 

it is nothing but the route. On the other hand, the route 

determines the de1imitedness of the linguistic event~ it 

provides a reference point that the undergoer of the motion 

passes for a limited duration of time. In other words, the 

transpiration of the linguistic event can be measured in 

reference to the route, since the route is always limited by 

definition. See Jackendoff (1983, 165 and 167) for the 

definition of the route that we are referring to. 

Now Tenny (1987) proposes the Aspectua1 Interface 

Hypothesis (AIH), where she maintains that the mapping 

between cognitive structure (our LCS) and syntactic argument 

structure is mediated by aspectual properties such as 

aspectual delimitedness and that only the aspectual part of 

cognitive structure is visible to tLe syntax~ Since the 

route contributes to the de1imitedness of the linguistic 

event, it is visible to the syntactic projection (into 
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D-structure). Since there is no appropriate Case-marker that 

links to the route, the only choice for the route argument to 

survive in the syntactic projection is to be marked by the 

structural accusative Case, so that it will be visible at LF 

for the theta checking. 

Suppose, then, that motion verbs can assign structural 

accusative Case as predicted by Choe's reformulation of 

Burzio's generalization since motion verbs do have the 

external argument, but nonmotion stative verbs cannot assign 

a structural Case to their internal arguments because they do 

not have the external argument. This explanation is 

supported by the fact that some verbs that do not express 

motion selected the temporal Path in OJ but in the Kamakura 

Period this capacity of the stative verbs to mark the 

temporal Path argument with the particle £ died away. The 

following examples illustrate that stative verbs oru 'stay' 

and ~ 'live' could assign the inherent accusative Case to 

the temporal Path arne-no huru hi 'the rainy day' and 

tosigoro 'many years.' 

(53) a. arne -no huru hi -0 tada hitori 

rain GEN fall day ACC only one.person 

yamabe -ni ore -ba 

mountain-side at be because 

'staying all alone at the foot of the 

mountain' (M 769) 



b. Tosigoro -0 sumi-si tokoro 

many-years ACC live PERF place 

'the place (I) lived many years' (Tosa Nikki, 

January 29, 47) 

The following examples illustrate how the structural and 

inherent Cases were assigned in OJ. 

(54) a. Saho-no kahato -no kiyoki se -0 uma 

Saho GEN river.gate GEN clear rapids horse 

utiwatasi 

cross 
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'cross the clear rapids at the ferry of River Saho 

on horseback' (M 715) 

b. akikaze -no samuki asake-o Sanu-no oka 

autumn. wind GEN cold dawn Sanu GEN hill 

koyu -ramu kimi 

go.ove, will you 

'you will be going over Sanu Hill at this cold dawn 

against the autumn wind' (M 361) 

Notice in (54a) the motion verb watasu 'cross' takes the 

theme uma 'horse' and the traversal object ~ 'rapids' marked 

with the inherent accusative Case-marker 0 (see Martin: 1975, 

36 and Haig: 1981 for traversal objects). In (54b) the verb 

koyu 'go over' takes the traversal object Sanu-~o oka 'Sanu 

Hill' and the temporal path asake 'dawn' marked with 2. 

After the particle 0 became the structural accusative 
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Case-marker in MJ motion verbs can still mark the route with 

o because of its capacity of contributing to the 

delimitedness of the linguistic event expressed by the verb, 

but the stative verbs lost the capacity of marking the 

temporal Path with o. 

Notice that the ModJ sentences corresponding to the 

examples in (54) are excluded by the double ~ constraint 

(Shibatani: 1973, 343-344). 

(55) a.*oka -0 asaake-o koeru 

hill dawn go. over 

'go over the hill at dawn' 

b.*uma -0 kawa -0 watasu 

horse river cross 

'cross the river on horsebdck' 

The double 0 constraint is formulated as follows in Hale and 

Kitagawa: 1976-7, 44). 

(56) The Double-O Constraint 

A derivation is marked as ill-formed if it terminates 

in a surface structure which contains two occurrence 

of NPs marked with 0 both of which are immediately 

dominated by the same VP-node. 

As observed in Hale and Kitagawa (1976-7,58, footnote 11), 

when two constituents marked with ~ are separated by some 

other constituents in some causative constructions, the 

double 0 constraint becomes (partially) ineffective. 



(57) a.??Kare-wa yoru -no haiuee-~ kuruma-~ 

he TOP night GEN highway car 

hasir-ase ",:,ta. 

run CAUSE PAST 

'He sped his car down the night highway.' 

b. Yoru-no haiueee-o kare-wa kuruma-o hasir-ase-ta. 

'He~ped his car down the night highway.' 

However, in some causative constructions the acceptability 

does not improve even after separating the two ~-marked 

constituents by scrambling. 

(58) a.*Kare-wa Hanako-o hon-o yom -ase -tao 

he TOP Hanako book read CAUSE PAST 

'He caused Hanako to read the book.' 

b. *Hanako-.2, kar,e-wa hon-o yom-ase-ta. 

'He caused Hanako to read the book.' 
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The explanation usually given to account for the 

difference in acceptability between (57b) and (58b) is that 

the traversal object is adverbial (Kuroda: 1978,40). Kuroda 

(1986, 38-39) revises his account and claims that the 

traversal objects are licensed by lower-case marking 

(.2,-marking). Lower-case marking is an equivalent to the 

agreement in agreement languages such as French and English. 

Since agreement is optional in Japanese (though agreement 

features are absent), arguments have the option of being 

Case-marked (a type of agreement according to Kuroda: 1986) 
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or lower-case marked (because agreement is not operative, the 

arguments need morphological marking to pass the 

Case-Filter). Kuroda postulates a double object construction 

to account for the lower case-marking; the lower-case can be 

distributed in the double object structure but Case cannot (a 

similar idea is presented in Suzuki: 1985,106-7). However, 

it seems that Kuroda (1986) cannot account for the difference 

in acceptability between (57b) and (58b). Kuroda (1986) 

would account for the ungrammatica1ity of (S8a) and (58b) by 

saying that the lower-case cannot be distributed from the 

object to the subject of the embedded clause of the causative 

predicate while (57b) is allowed here , the construction 

being a double object structure, the lower-case can 

distribute from the theme object to the traversal object. 

But, then, how do we account for the relative unacceptability 

of (57a)? One apparent way is to claim that scrambling 

applies before lower-case marking, which is obviously false 

(for example, observe the acceptability of Hanako-o Masao-ga 

hoho-o nagutta 'Masao hit Hanako on the cheek'). 

Furthermore, since the lower-case marking takes place before 

clefting (p. 47, his Proposition J-14), it seems reasonable 

to assume that it also takes place .before scrambling, since 

the two rules seem to form a natural class. We will come 

back to the double 0 constraint and how it should be 

formulated in our framework in CHAPTER 4, Section 4.4.1. 
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The status of the traversal object has been a good topic 

of controversy among Japanese linguists. As we mentioned , 

above, Kuroda (1978) made a claim that it is adverbial, which 

seems to be the general agreement among traditional Japanese 

linguists. For example, Sugimoto (1986) investigates the 

nature of various objects including the traversal object and 

the tokoro complement (abbreviated as TC) based on several 

syntactic tests (similar tests are conducted in Sugamoto: 

1982,445). (TC is a nominal that expresses the situation 

wherein the event takes place. See Hale and Kitagawa: 

1976-7, 58, footnote 11.) The following examples are from 

Sugimoto (1986, 282-303) illustrating degrees of objecthood 

of the traversal object (a) in contrast to the regular object 

(b) • 

(59) Applicability of the Double 0 Constraint 

a.?Boku-wa sonokoro kono miti-o ano akai 

I TOP those.days this road ACC that red 

kuruma-o hasir-ase -ta 

car ACC run CAUSE PAST 

'Those day I used to drive that red car on this 

road. • 

b.*Taroo-wa Ziroo-o e -0 mise-tao 

Taroo TOP Jiroo picture show PAST 

'Taroo showed Jiroo the picture.' 

(60) Quantifier Float 
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a. Sono mura -ni iku-ni -wa kawa -0 mittu 

that village go for TOP river three 

watara-nebanaranai. 

cross must 

'We must cross three rivers in order to go to that 

village.' 

b. Enpitu-£ gohon kat-tao 

pencil five buy PAST 

'(I) bought five pencils.' 

(61) Ga-O Conversion 

a. Watasi-wa oyoi-de Dover Kaikyo -ga/o watari-tai. 

I TOP swim by Dover Strait cross want 

'I want to swim across the Strait of Dover.' 

b. watasi-wa kono hon-ga/o yomi-tai. 

I TOP this book read want 

'I want to read this book.' 

(62) Deletion before the genitive marker no 

a.*kooen-o-no sansaku 

kooen -no sansaku 

park walk 

, (take a) walk in the park' 

b.*Kankokugo-£-no benkyoo 

Kankokugo -no benkyoo 

Korean study 

'(my) study of Korean' 



(63) Passivization 

a. Kono yamamiti -wa ookuno hitobito-ni 

this mountain.road TOP many people 

aruk-are -te -iru-yooda. 

walk PASS COMP be seem 

'*1t seems that this mountain road is walked by 

many people.' 

b. E-ga Hanako-ni nade -rare-tao 

picture Hanako touch PASS PAST 

'The picture was touched by Hanako.' 

(64) Resumpt1ve pronoun strategy 

a. (i) gakko-ni kayou-toki scko-o tooru miti 

school go time there take road 

(ii) gakko-ni kayou-toki tooru miti 

'the way (I) take to go to school' 

b. (i)*boku-no sensei-ga sore-o kai-ta hon 

I teacher it write PAST bOOK 

(ii) boku-no sensei-ga kai -ta hon 

'the book written by my teacher' 
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The traversal object is not assigned an inherent Case in 

ModJ. The evidence from (60), Quantifier Float, argues 

against the inherent Case-marking of the traversal object 

(see Sugimoto: 1986, 291-2 and the references cited there for 

the asymmetry of the structural and inherent Case with 

respect to Quantifier Float). Furthermore, the evidence with 



respect to the deletability of ~ preceding the genitive 

marker no in (61) also argues against the claim that the 

traversal object is inherently Case-marked. The difference 

in acceptability with respect to Passivization and 

Pronominalization requires separate remarks. 

Recall that the traversal object is generated in OJ in 

the following configuration. 

(65) [NP-o [NP V]] 
I I . 

Path Theme 

If we adopt the null hypothesis that there has not been a 

syntactic restructuring with respect to the direct and 

indirect object position, then we can conclude that the 
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passivization of the traversal object is an instance of the 

indirect passive. We will see in CHAPTER 4 that the subject 

of the indirect passive and the predicate suffixed by the 

passive morpheme is interpreted by the rule of Predication. 

The typical interpretation of this pacticular case of the 

rule of Predication applying to the indirect passive is the 

adversity or affected interpretation. Since it is difficult 

to imagine cases where the Path is affected by the motion 

verbs, the indirect passive of the traversal object tends to 

be unacceptable. However, if an appropriate context is 

provided as in (63a), the acceptability improves. 

The ~-o conversion in the desiderative sentences is 

explained basically the same way. The syntactic movement 
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from the indirect object position to the subject position is 

allowed in the desiderative (-tai 'want') sentences as well 

as in the indirect passive. See CHAPTER 4, Sections 3.3 and 

3.4. 

The difference in acceptability with respect to the 

resumptive pronoun strategy ... seems to reflect nothing but the 

availability of the resumptive pronouns in the language in 

question: some speakers of Japanese do not possess the 

resumptive pronoun for 'things' in their mental lexicon; the 

resumptive pronoun for the Path seems to be missing in the 

mental lexicon of the Japanese speakers. 

3.5 Topicalization and the Inherent Accusative Case-Marker '0' 

In this section I will argue that 0 in OJ was an inherent 

Case-marker by showing that even when ~-marked objects were 

displaced from the governing domain of the Case-assigner to 

the Topic position, 0 nevertheless appears with the topic 

marker ha in its Rendaku (sequential voicing by a regular 

phonological process in OJ) form ba. In ModJ, on the other 

hand, o-marked objects cannot appear in the topic position 

marked by the topic marker ~, because, as argued above, 0 is 

a structural Case-marker; therefore, ~ is licensed only 

within the government domain of the structural Case-assigner, 

inside VP. 

One crucial assumption here is that in OJ the Topic 

position is not in the government domain of the verb that 
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assigns the inherent ~-Case to its argument. This is the 

null hypothesis since it is generally agreed that the topic 

position is outside the ,VP in ModJ. For example, Kuno (1973, 

254) assigns the following structure for the sentence that 

contains a topic. 

( 66) a. S 
/ \ 

Theme S 
/ \ / \ 

NP wa NP VP 
I I I 

sakana tai ii 
'fish' 'red.snapper' 'good' 

b. Sakana-wa tai -ga i1. 

fish TOP sea. bream NOM good 

'Speaking of fish, red snapper is the best.' 

Furthermore, Kitagawa (1982, 184) defines the topic as 

follows. 

(67) a. 'Topic' in Japanese is X'-wa, where X is [-V]. 

b. Wa indicates that the immedi~tely preceding X' is 

outside of the.domain of 'evaluation' in terms of 

the PAS (=Propositional Argument Structure) of the 

nucleus V. 

In other words, the topic in Japanese is identified by 

N'-wa or S'-wa and the X' is outside the government domain of 

the Case-assigner V. 

One natura~ way in the framework we adopted is to 

postulate VP node for OJ, basically following Saito (1985) 

and Takezawa (1987) in spirit. The subject must be 
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immediately dominated by some category other than VP, since 

it is required by the rule of Predication and the agent does 

not hold a place in the Predicate Argument Structure if we 

are to follow Hale and Keyser (1987). Although the 

categorial status of the node immediately dominating the 

subject does not affect our argument, let us suppose that it 

is a projection of I, that is, IP (=S). Then the Topic 

position is base-adjoined to IP (Saito: 1985) or CP (Chomsky: 

1977 and Lasnik and Saito: ms). (See Fukui: 1987 for an 

alternative). For exposition, I will assume that the TOpic 

position is base-adjoined to IP. It is generally agreed that 

in OJ and MJ the topic marker ha was licensed by an 

inflectional form of verbs (the conclusive form, whose 

function is, typically, to signal that the sentence has come 

to an end). I assume that this inflectional form realizes in 

I and licenses the Topic position. The following 

representation (68) is for an OJ IP and an example that 

contains this structure is given in (69). 

(68) OJ IP CD-Structure) 

IP' 
/ \ 

TOP. IP 
I 1 / \ 

Kaguyama-ha NP I' 
I / \ 

pro i VP I 
/ \ I 

KP V ki 
I I [Past] (Conclusive Form) 

Miminasi-to arasohi 



(69) Kagu-yama -ha Unebi oosi -to Miminasi -to 

Kagu mountain TOP Unebi manly COMP Miminashi with 

ai -arasqhi-ki 

each-other compete PRRF (conclusive form) 
\ ' 

'Mt. Kagu, thinking that Mt. Unebi is manly, 

competed with Mt. Miminashi (over his love)' (M 13) 
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Given these assumptions, if ~ is an inherent Case-marker, 

then Topicalization can move KP to the Topic position 

base-adjoined to IP (we assume that Topicalization is an 

instance of syntactic Move @ and that inherent Case is 

assigned and realizes at D-structure). The following 

examples show that this prediction is correct. 

(70) a. Tuki kahete kimi-o -ba mi -mu -to 

month changing you Ace TOP look will COMP 

'Next month (I) can see you' (M 3131) 

b. Konoha-o mite-ha momitu -0 -ba tori-te -so 

leaf see TOP red.leaf TOP pick CONJ EMPH 

sinohu 

appreciate 

'Seeing leaves on the tree, (I) pick up a red leaf 

and cannot help admiring it' (M 16) 

The S-Structure for (70a) is represented below. 



(71) S-Structure for (70a) 

IP' 
/ \ 

kimi-o.-ba IP 
1 . / \ 

NP 
I 

pro 
/ 

KP 
I 

VP 
/ 

\ 
V 
I 

I' 

e. 
J 

\ 
I 
I 

mi .+mu 
J (Conclusive Form) 

H~re we are crucially assuming that there is no Case 

transmission through chain in Japanese. If the possibility 

of Case transmission through chain can be parametrized, we 

can account for the different levels of inherent Case 
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realizations for Japanese and English. If Japanese does not 

allow Case transmission through chain, inherent Case must 

realize at D-structure. If English, on the other hand, allows 

Case transmission through chain, inherent Case can realize in 

the S-structure position. 

The following examples are from the early and late Heian 

period~7 

(72) a. naki mono nara-ba tukahi -ni 

not.exist thing be if messenger 

sohe -te kane-o-ba kahesi-tatematura-n 

accompany CONJ money TOP return send.HON will 

'if (you) can't find (it) send back the money by a 

messenger' (Taketori Monogatari 5, Hinezumi-no 

Kawagoromo, 42) 
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b. ito kakaru yume -no yo 

very such dream GEN world 

ara-masi 

-o-ba mi -zu -mo -ya 

TOP see NEG also Q 

be CONO 

'it could have been such that (I) have not 

lived such a life like a dream' (Sarashina Nikki, 

Otto-no Shi, 532) 

Our prediction, which is based on the claim that the 

particle £ became the structural accusative Case-marker in 

MJ, is that the structural accusative Case-marker will no 

longer appear immediately preceding the topic marker ha. 

However, contrary to our prediction, more instances of o-ba 

are found in MJ. The following examples are from the 

Kamakura and Muromachi Periods. 

(73) a. uramesiku ware-o-ba ni -te karaki me-o 

spiteful I TOP boil CONJ harsh treatment 

mi -suru mono -kana 

meet CAUSE thing EX 

'it is cruelly unkind to treat me (beans) badly by 

boiling' (Tsurezuregusa 69,146) 

b. Oai -o-ba kakusi-te oi -te 

title TOP hide CONJ keep CONJ 

dasa -nu nari 

present NEG AFFIRM 

'do not present the title by hiding it' (Chuuka 



Jakumokushuu, cited in Yusawa: 1958, 331) 

Shida (1980, 183) describes the 'rise and fall' of o-ba as 

follows. 
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(74) a. Instances of o-ba are found since the Nara Period. 

It is-since MJ, however, that o-ba is often used, 

especially in the late MJ, the Muromachi Period. 

However, in ModJ the number of instances of o-ba 

that are used radically decreases and it has hardly 

been used since the Meiji Period. 

b. Though more instances of o-ba are found in the late 

Muromachi Period than any other period, it seems 

that o-ba was recognized as the stiff but sonorous 

expression. 

c. It seems that o-ba became an instance of the 

samurai jargon in ModJ, especially in the Edo 

Period. 

The facts stated in (84) seems to be compatible with our 

claim if we regard o-ba in MJ and ModJ as an idiomaticized 

expression. The following examples from the late Heian 

Period seems to support this explanation. 

(75) a. tono -o-ba saru -mono -nite uhe -no 

master TOP natural thing though superior GEN 

onsukuse-koso ito medetakere 

fortune EMPH very amazing 

'not to mention the master, his wife is also 
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amazingly successful' (Makurano 500shi 104, 162-3) 

b. sore-o-ba saru mono -nite, waga mi -yori 

that TOP natural thing though my status than 

takau motenasi kasiduki-te 

high treat 

mi -mu 

try will 

devote CONJ 

'not to mention that, (I) try to bring (you) up 

more than my status affords' (5arashina Nikki, 

Koshinobi-no Mori, 504) 

Notice in 05) ~ono-o-ba 'concerning the master' and 

sore-o-ba 'concerning that' are not selected by the kind of 

verbs that we have seen to select 0 above. In both cases, 

they are loosely related to the predicate saru-mono 'a 

natural thing' (~ is an attributive expression derived 

from sa 'such' and the copula aru 'be'). It seems that the 

particle ~ here does not express the kind of Case relation we 

have been discussing: those phrases should be interpreted as 

the subject predicated by saru-mono, the nominal predicate. 

It seems that this idiomaticized expression was favored by 

the samurai class, and after the fall of the samurai class, 

which took place in the early Meiji Period, the expression 

became obsolete. 

In ModJ, on the other hand, ~ is the structural 

accusative Case-marker, and only realizes at S-structure, so 
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when Move @ applies,- the Case-marker is absent, and after the 

object NP moved to the Topic position, ~ cannot realize in 

the Topic position because the position is not in the 

government domain of the accusative Case-assigner. Even if 

some cases of Topicalization of NP may not be derived by· 

Move @, as Saito (1985) argues, the result is still obtained 

because the Topic position is still not in the government 

domain of the accusative Case-assigner, so the structural 

Case-marker 0 cannot realize in the Topic position. Hence, 

the structure is ill-formed as in (76a), but if 0 does not 

appear before the topic marker, the sentence is grammatical 

as in (76b). 

(76) a. *kimi-o -wa mat -00 -to 

you ACC TOP wait will COMP 

b. kimi-wa mat -00 -to 

you TOP wait will COMP 

'you, (I) will wait for' 

I assume, following Saito (1985), that in ModJ some NPs are 

base-generated in the Topic position and a rule of 

Predication relates this NP to the base-generated ~ by 

coindexation. 

I assume that in OJ as well, NPs could be base-generated 

in the Topic position and a rule of Predication could apply 

to relate them to the base-generated ££2. One reason for 

assuming that E!2 is involved in the Topic construction is 
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that NPs in the TOpic position without any Case-marker could 

be related only to the subject (77a) and the object (77b). 

See yamada (1954), Oono ,eta al (1974), and Tokieda (1954). 

Since we have been assuming that E!2 is assigned a structural 

Case, we can account for the distributional similarities of 

E!2 and the positions to which the topic is related if we 

assume that in the Topic construction E!2 is related to the 

TOpic by a coindexing rule. 

(77) a. Waga seko -wa kariho tukura-su 

my husband TOP hut make HON 

'My husband is building a hut' (M 11) 

b. Nara-no miyako -wa wasure-kane -tu -mo 

Nara GEN capital TOP forget cannot PERF 1 

'I have not been able to forget Nara' (M 3613) 

The case particles that could appear with the topic 

marker ha in OJ were the following (Miyaji: 1969): 

(78) a. o+ba (mimu) 'look at NP' 

b. ni+ha (sumu) , 1 i'Je in NP' 

c. to+ha (omohu) 'recognize Np i 

d. he+ha (yaru) 'send to NP' 

e. yori+ha (mabayusi) 'more beautiful than 

NP' 

All these particles are inhe~ent Case-markers in OJ-by our 

definition. 

In summary, one consequence of claiming that OJ 
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accusative marker 0 was an inherent Case-marker is that 

o-marked NPs along with other inherent Case-marked NPs could 

appear with the topic marker in the Topic position, which is 

not the government domain of the accusative Case-assigner. 

In ModJ, however, £-marked NPs cannot appear with the topic 

marker ~ in the Topic position. 

3.6 Causatives and Inherent Accu~ative Case-Marker '0' 

In this section we will see another consequence of the 

historical development of the particle ~ as the structural 

accusative Case-marker in MJ. 

In the framework we adopted, the causative construction 

is analyzed as a complex clause. M. Baker (1988, 161-2) 

writes, 'there is in this syst~m (the causative formation 

analyzed as Move alpha applied to a lexical category, that 

is, Incorporation) no explicit rule of causative formation 

which will be specific to a particular language or morpheme 

of a language; indeed there is no place for such a rule.' 

Now, this makes a very strong empirical claim: if languages 

contain no rule of causative formation per se, then languages 

cannot contain different rules of causative formation. Thus 

(it would appear), we are forced to predict that 

morphological causatives will have essentially the same 

syntax in all languages.' There seems to be enough evidence 

showing that in ModJ the causative construction is a complex 

structure. Shibatani (1973) gives three arguments showing 
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that the ModJ causative construction is complex. First, the 

pro-verb soo-suru 'do so' ambiguously refer to either the 

embedded predicate or the matrix causative predicate (p. 355). 

(79) Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tomar-ase -ru -to 

NOM ACC stop CAUSE [-PRES] CONJ 

Hanako-mo soo-si-ta. 

Hanako also so do PAST 

'Taroo made Jiroo stop, and so did Hanako.' 

a. --->'Hanako stopped, too! 

b. ---)'Hanako stopped Jiroo, too' 

As is well-known, a lexical item constitutes an anaphoric 

island and the proforms cannot refer to the element inside 

the lexical item, as can be seen from the following example. 

(80) Taroo-ga ziroo-o tome -ru -to Hanako-mo 

NOM ACC stop [-PRES] CONJ also 

soo-si-ta. 

so do PAST 

'Taroo stopped Jiroo, and so did Hanako. 

a. ---)'*Hanako stopped, too' 

b. --->'Hanako stopped Jiroo, too' 

The fact that in (79) the pro-verb soo-su(ru) 'do so' refers 

ambiguously to the embedded predicate tomar 'stop' and the 

causative predicate (s)ase shows that the causative 

construction has a complex clause structure. 

Second, subject-oriented adverbs such as 



damatte Isilentlyl is ambiguously interpreted with the 

embedded or the matrix subject (pp. 360-1). 
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(81) Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-o damatte heya-ni hair-ase -tao 

ACC silently room to enter CAUSE PAST 

a. ITaroo silently made Hanako enter the room. I 

b. ITaroo brought it about that Hanako entered the 

room silently. I 

The example (81) is ambiguously interpreted. The 

subject-oriented adverb damatte Isilentlyl is interpreted 

modifying the matrix subject Taroo, as (8la) shows, or 

interpreted modifying the embedded subject Hanako as (8lb) 

shows. The lexical causative such as ire lenter l , on the 

other hand, does not allow the ambiguous interpretation for 

the subject-oriented adverb damatte Isilently.1 

(82) Taroo-ga Hanako-o damatte heya-ni ire -tao 

NOM ACC silently room to enter PAST 

ITaroo entered Banako into the room silently. I 

(unambiguous) 

Third, the reflexive pronoun zibun Iselfl is 

subject-oriented (or agent-oriented) in Japanese and the 

antecedent of the reflexive is ambiguous in the causative 

construction (p. 359-60). 
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(83) Taroo-ga Hanako-o zibuni/j-no heya-ni 

NOM ACC SELF GEN room 

hair -ase -tao 

enter CAUSE PAST 

a. 'Taroo made Hanako enter her own room.' 

b. 'Taroo made Hanako enter his own room.' 

Two analyses immmediately come to mind to explain the 

complex clause nature of the Japanese causative constructiion. 

(84) a. Obligatory Control Structure 

IP 
I \ 

NP I' 
I \ 

VP I 
I \ 

NP. V' 
1 I \ 

IP V 
I \ I 

NP I' CAUSE 
I I \ 

PRO. 
1 

VP I 

b. Exceptionally Cas~-Marking Structure 

IP 
I \ 

NP I' 
I \ 

VP I 
I \ 

IP V 
I \ I 

NP I' CAUSE 
I \ 

VP I 
I \ 

NP V' 
I \ 

V 
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There seems to be some reason to believe that the 

Japanese causative construction involves the Exceptional 

Case-Marking context. It is significant that the resumptive 

pronoun is licensed in the obligatorily controlled context, 

the resumptive pronoun cannot appear as the causee of the 

causative construction (cf. Takezawa: 1987). 

(85) a. Taroo-ga ziroo-o [PRO hannin -da]-to 

NOM ACC PRO culprit COP COMP 

danteisi -ta 

determine PAST 

'Taroo determined that Jiroo is the culprit.' 

b. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o [kare/yatu -ga 

NOM ~CC he /the.guy NOM 

hannin -da]-to danteisi -ta 

culprit COP COMP determine PAST 

(86) a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tosyokan-e ik-ase -ta 

NOM ACC library to go CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Jiroo go to the library.' 

b.*Taroo-ga Ziroo-o kare/yatu -ga tosyokan-e 

NOM ACC he /the.guy NOM library to 

ik-ase -ta 

go CAUSE PAST 

In (5) the resumptive pronoun is kare 'he' or yatu 'the guy' 

can appear in the embedded subject position, while in (86) 

the resumptive pronoun clearly excluded. According to the 
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Obligatory Control Analysis, the resumptive pronouns should 

appear where the obligatorily controlled PRO should appear~ 

hence, the grammatica1i~y of (8Sb). However, the resumptive 

pronouns are not allowed in the embedded subject position of 

the causative construction, as (86b) shows. The Exceptional 

Case-marking Analysis can explain the ungrammatica1ity of 

(86b), since in this analysis, the causative predicate only 

selects the embedded clause. Then there is no position where 

PRO or resumptive pronouns can appear since the embedded 

subject position is governed by the matrix predicate in the 

Exceptional Case-marking Analysis. 

We will follow M. Baker (1988) and assume that the· 

Japanese causative predicate (s)ase is an affix that 

obligatorily attaches to a lexical V as a morphological 

property, triggering V Incorporation. We will return to 

these issues in CHAPTER 4, Section 4.4.1. 

The development of the particle ~ as the structural 

accusative Case-marker makes different predictions for the 

ECM and Obligatory Control analyses. For the ECM analysis, 

the prediction is that since 0 was an inherent Case-marker, 

o should not appear on the causee of the causative 

construction since the inherent Case is assigned only within 

the VP governed by the Case-assigning V. Since the causee in 

the ECM analysis is the 'external' argument outside the 

embedded VP and there is no theta-marking relation between 
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the causee and the causative predicated, ~ should not appear 

on the causee. For the Obligatory Control analysis, on the 

other hand, £ should freely appear on the causee analyzed as 

the matrix object selected by the transitive causative 

predicate. 

The Exceptional Case-marking Analysi~ predicts that the 

inherent accusative Case-marker should not appear on the 

causee of the causative construction. Since the embedded 

subject is not theta-marked by the matrix (causative) 

predicate, the inherent Case cannot be assigned to the 

embedded subject (recall that inherent Case-assignment is 

closely related to theta-marking). The Obligatory Control 

Analysis, on the other hand, does not make any prediction. 

Since the causee is the matrix object subcategorized by the 

causati~e predicate (and the embedded subject is PRO), the 

inherent accusative Case is predicted to occur on the causee 

since it is nothing but an object of the transitive verb in 

this analysis. 

A complicating factor, however, is that it is sometimes 

not clear whether the particle 2 appearing on the nominal is 

the object of the embedded transitive verb or the causee of 

the embedded transitive verb. Furthermore, as is often 

remarked, the distinction between the intransitive and 

transitive verbs are not entirely clear. It seems safe, 

then, to disregard from consideration those instances of 
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o-marked NPs selected by obviously transitive verbs. There 

are very few instances of the 0 causative construction whose 

embedded predicate is an intransitive verb found in the Nara 

Period. Two examples are the following: 

(87) a. kami -ha hotoke-no minori -0 sakae -sime 

government TOP Buddha GEN HON.law prosper CAUSE 

'let the government prosper the Buddhist laws' 

(Senmyoo 45, 841) 

b. (watatumi-ha siho-o hi -simuru 

sea.god TOP tide ebb CAUSE 

, (The "God of sea ••• ) let the tide ebb' (M 388) 

The examples (87) seem to falsify the prediction made by the 

Exceptional Case-marking Analysis, since the inherent 

accusative Case-marker appears on the causee. However, the 

embedded predicates selected by the causative predicate in 

(87) are unaccusative verbs: sakayu 'prosper' and hi 

«- ?huru) 'dry, ebb.' The following examples show that the 

subject of unaccusative verbs can be marked by the particle 

0, where the subject of the adjectival predicate is marked 

with 0 followed by the suffix of reason -mi. 

(88) a. Asuka kaze miyako -~ toho-mi itadura-ni huku 

Asuka wind capital far REASON in.vain blow 

'The Asuka wind is blowing in vain since it is far 

from the capital' (M 51) 



b. tabi -0 kurusi-mi kohi -wore-ba 

journey hard REASON yearn be CONJ 

'Since the journey is hard, (I) am yearning (for 

home), then' (M 3674) 
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,Assuming that adjectives cannot assign Case to the internal 

argument, the subject of the adjective suffixnd by mi needs 

Case to be licensed by the Theta Criterion, but the mi reason 

clause is tense1ess, therefore, if the internal argument is 

marked with the particle 0, it can pass the Case Filter. If 

we assume that the 'subject' of the adjectival predicate is 

projected to a positin inside VP at D-structure, either it 

can be assigned the inherent accusative Case-marker or it 

must move to the surface subject position to receive Case 

from INFL. That these occurences of the particle ~ are the 

same type of particle selected by the types of verbs 

discussed in Section 3.5 can be shown by the fact that the 

distribution of o-marked arguments inside the mi reason 

clause are also licensed by the transitivity features 

proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980) and Inoue (1986). 

(89) a. yama taka-mi sato -ni-ha tuki-ha 

mountain high REASON village TOP moon TOP 

tera -zu -tomo yosi 

shine NEG even 900d 

'it is all right even if we are deep in the 

mountain and the moon does not shine on our 



village' (M 1039) 

-0 taka-mi kasiko -mi b. Huzi-no ne 

Fuji GEN peak high REASON awesome REASON 

'since Mt. Fuji is high and awesome' (M 321) 
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As the examples in (89) show, proper noun Huji-no mine 'Mt. 

Fuji' requires the particle 0 on the subject of the adjective 

taka 'high' suffixed by mi 'reason,' while the common noun 

yama 'mountain' is appropriately not marked by the particle. 

As we saw in CHAPTER 2, proper noun vs. common noun is a 

transitivity feature proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 

Although it requires further research, the fact that the 

number of instances of the 0 causative is so few seems to 

suggest that the ECM analysis is tenable. 

In short, in the causative construction of OJ the 

causative predicate ~ (common since the Heian Period) or 

simu (common before the Heian Period) selects a tense1ess 

clause that contains the subject (the causee) and the 

predicate (VP). Since the embedded clause is tense1ess, the 

subject cannot get Case from INFL in the embedded clause. 

Instead the subject must get Case outside the embedded 

clause: the matrix predicate can Exceptionally Case-mark the 

embedded subject because the embedded clause is theta-marked 

by the matrix predicate su or simu and it is tenseless; 

hence, there is no barrier between the causative predicate 

and the embedded subject that blocks the Exceptional 



Case-marking. Since the causative predicate cannot 

theta-mark the embedded subject, the Case that the embedded 

subject receives must b~ a structural Case. 
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In the Nara and Heian Period, it is generally the case 

that the causee of the causative construction is not overtly 

marked. 

(90) a. hito- so tama nageka-suru 

b. 

person EMPH pearls grieve CAUSE 

'the person makes the 

pearls grieve' (M 1325) 

(hototogisu) kohi masara -si -mu 

nightingale love increase CAUSE INFER 

, (the nightingale) will make my love for him 

increase' (M 1946) 

In (90a) and (90b) the embedded verbs nageku 'grieve' and 

masaru'increase' are intransitive (unergative) verbs and take 

as their subject tama 'pearls' and kohi 'love'. 

Up until late OJ and early MJ we sometimes find this type 

of causative construction whose subject is not marked with 

any case particle. However, the 0 causative whose embedded 

predicate is an intransitive unergative verb starts to appear 

in the late Heian Period. 

(91) Late Heian Period 

a. Ikade konata -0 kata-se -te sigana 

how this. side win CAUSE CONJ wish 



'how (I) wish to let this side win' (Tsutsumi 

Chuunagon Monogatari, Kaiawase, 399) 

b. sannin-no ama-o mesi -te hutari-o inora-simu 
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three GEN nun summon CONJ two pray CAUSE 

'summoned three nuns and let two pray' 

(Konjaku Monogatari 11. 1, 54) 

In the Kamakura Period, instances of the 0 causative 

become numerous and replace the zero causative. The 

following examples are instances of the 0 causative from the 

Kamakura and Muromachi Period. 

(92) Kamakura Period 

a. kadi -no oto yoha-ni kokoro-o itama-simu 

scull GEN sound midnight heart hurt CAUSE 

'the sound of the scull at midnight is really 

frightening' (Heike 8, Dazaihu ochi, 135) 

b. wonoko-no uma-o hasira-simuru-o mi -te 

boy horse run CAUSE see CONJ 

'seeing the boy run the horse' (Tsurezuregusa 238, 

280-1) 

(93) Muromachi Period 

a. kimi-o-mo anzen-nara -sime -yo 

you also safe become CAUSE IMP 

'let you too be safe' (Soga Monogatari 1, Shokyuu 

Teiei-ga koto, 72) 
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b. asigaru -0 hasira-simu 

foot.soldier run CAUSE 

'send the foot soldier' (Soga Monogatari 5, Goroo 

Onna-ni Nasake Kakeshi Koto, 217-8) 

In ModJ, however, the causee of the causative 

construction must have some case particle and can be marked 

with the structural CaGe-marker o. 

(94) Taroo-ga Ziroo-*(~) toshokan-e ika-se-ta. 

Taroo NOM Jiroo library to go CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Jiroo go to the library.' 

In summary, adopting Baker's (1988) analysis of the 

causative construction as an Exceptional Case Marking 

context, we can provide an explanation that in OJ the causee 

does not appear with 0 because it is an inherent Case-marker, 

while in ModJ the causee must be marked with 0 (or with ni, 

which will be treated in CHAPTER 4) and cannot be dropped 

from the causee. 

3.7 Coordination and Inherent Accusative Case-Marker '0' 

Yet another consequence of the particle ~ becoming the 

structural accusative Case-marker in MJ can be seen from the 

examples that contain the coordinate structure. In OJ (as 

well as ModJ) the coordinating conjunction to 'and' 

coordinates nominals. Notice that the accusative Case-marker 

precedes the conjuntion in the examples below taken from the 

Nara Period. 



(95) a. Na -0 -~ a-o hito -so saku-naru 

you ACC and I ACC person EMPH part HEARSAY 

'I hear people come between you and me' (M 660) 

b. ko -0 -to tuma-o -to oki -te 

child ACC and wife ACC and leave and 

'leaving my ~hi1d and wife behind' (M 4385) 

In (95a) and (95b) ~ is selected by saku 'part' and 
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oku 'leave' and to 'and' is preceded by ~ in each occurence. 

In contrast in ModJ 0 cannot ~~ecede to. 

(96) Tuma(*-o)to ko (-to) -0 oi -te k i -tao 

wife and child (and) ACC leave and come PAST 

'(I) came leaving my wife and child behind' 

If 0 was an inherent Case-marker in OJ, the order of the 

conjunction to preceded by the Case-maker ~ in (95) is 

expected. In the LCS of saku 'part' and oku 'leave' the 

Source argument is linked to the inherent accusative Case 

~ since it is governed by the GO-function and the inherent 

Case link to the Path function selected by it. This Source 

argument linked to the inherent accusative Case is projected 

to D-structure and realizes as o-marked nomina1s. 

According Goodall (1987) coordination is generated as a 

union of reduced phrase markers (RPM). Coordinate conjuncts 

as a whole bear the domination and precedence relation to the 

rest of the sentence but conjuncts themselves do not bear the 

domination or precedence relations to each other. Abstract 



coordination types such as 'and' and 'but' are ordered with 

respect to RPM sets. Throughout the syntax these relations 

are maintained and in PF the Linearization rule applies, 
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followed by the insertion of the phonetic manifestation of a 

coordination type between the conjuncts. (A 

coordination-type is represented as AND below). These rules 

provide the surface word order of the coordinate sentences. 

The important point here is that the coordinate c~njunctions 

such as to in Japanese are assumed to be inserted or realize 

later than D-structure. 

In Goodall's (1987) framework, the OJ example (95b) would 

be derived as follows: 

(97) a. D- and S-structure 

[ ko-o] 
KP \ 

>AND[ oki]-te 
/ V 

[ tuma-o] 
KP 

b. PF after Linearization: 

[ ko-o] [ tuma-o] AND [ oki]-te 
KP KP V 

c. PF after Conjuntion-Insertion: 

[ko-o]-to [tuma-to]-to [oki]-te 

The ModJ example (96) would be derived as follows: 
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(98) a. D-structure 

[ t uma] 
NP \ 

>AND [ oi]-te 
/ . v 

[ ko] 
NP 

b. S-structure with structural Case realized 

[ tuma] 
NP \ 

>AND-o [ oi]-te 
/ V 

[ ko] 
NP 

c. PF Linearization 

[tuma] [ko] AND-O [oi]-te 

d. PF Conjunction-Insertion 

[tuma]-to [ko]-t6-0 [oi]-te 

The coordination type illustrated in (98), where the 

conjunction precedes the case particle £, can also be found 

in the Nara Period. 

(99) a. [[haru -no yanagi]-to [waga yado -no ume -no 

spring GEN willow and my house GEN plum GEN 

hana] -to] -0 ikanika waka -mu 

flower and how separte will 

-1how can (I) say which is better, the spring 

willow or the plum flower at our house' (M 826) 
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b. [[Muronoki] -to [natume-ga moto]]-~ kakihaka-mu 

Muro.tree and jujube GEN foot sweep will 

tame 

sake 

'to sweep around the trunks of the Muro tree and 

the jujube tree' (M 3830) , 

Historically speaking, however, instances of coordinate 

structures where the particle ~ precedes the coordinate 

conjunction are only found in the Nara Period. The following 

examples are from the Heian and Kamakura Period, where the 

particle 0 follows the conjunction to 'and': 

(100) Heian Period 

[[tosigoto -ni kagami-no kage-ni miyuru yuki]-to 

each.year mirror GEN form seen snow and 

[nami] -to] -0 nageki 

waves and sigh 

'each year (I) sigh over the snow (gray hairs) and 

the waves (wrinkles) on the form that are seen on 

the mirror' (Kokin Wakashuu, Kanajo1 98) 

(IOI) Kamakura Period 

[[kimi]-to [sin] -to] -0 kuraburu-ni 

lord and subject and compare 

sinso waku -kata-nasi 

degree.of.intimacy separate way NEG 

'Comparing the lord (the Emperor) and the subject 



(Father), there is no way of separating the degree 

of loyalty' (Ruhubon Heike 2, Kyookun, l42) 
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In summary, we have seen another piece of evidence that 

OJ inherent accusative Case-marker 0 has become a structural 

Case-marker in MJ on. Assuming an independently-motivated 

theory for coordination (Goodall: 1987), we can account for 

the fact that in OJ the accusative marker 0 could appear 

immediately preceding the coordinating conjunctive particle 

to 'and' but in MJ and ModJ £ cannot appear in that position 

but that it has to appear following the conjunctive particle. 

3.8 Nature of Bare Nomina1s in OJ 

In OJ bare nominals occur as the subject of the 

intransitive and transitive verbs and the object in both 

matrix and embedded clauses. 

(102) Matrix Subject 

a. waga sono -ni ume -no hana tiru 

my garden in plum GEN flower scatter 

'Plum flowers are scattering in my garden' (M 822) 

b. kami-tu -se -ni kahadu tuma yobu 

up GEN shoal in frog wife call 

'a frog is calling (his) wife in the shoal 

upstream' (M 2165) 

In (102a), ume-no hana 'plum flowers' is the subject of the 

intransitive verb tiru 'scatter' in the independent clause. 

In (102b), kahadu 'frog' is the subject of the transitive 



verb yobu 'call' (its object is tuma 'wife') in the 

independent clause. 

(103) Embedded Subje9t 

a. kasumi tatu nagaki haru -hi 

mist set.in long spring day 

'the long spring day when the mist has set in' 

(M 5) 

b. aki sare-ba kari tobi koyuru Tatuta 

fall come when wild.goose fly pass Tatsuta 

'Mt. Tatsuta, which wild geese fly over in the 

fall' (M 2294) 
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Yama 

Mt. 

In (103a) , kasumi 'mist' is the subject of the intransitive 

verb tatu 'set in' in the nominal clause headed by (nagaki) 

haru-hi '(long) spring day.' In (103b), kari 'wild geese' is 

the subject of the transitive verbal compound tobi 

koyuru 'fly over' (its object is the head of the nominal 

clause Tatuta Yama 'Mt. Tatsuta') in the nominal clause 

headed by Tatuta Yama 'Mt. Tatsuta.' 

(104) Object 

a. aki matu ware-ha 

fall wait I TOP 

'I will wait for the fall' (M 2005) 

b. ayamegusa tama-ni turanuku hi 

iris gem as thread day 

'(the) day (llhen we) thread irises like gems' 
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(M 1490) 

In (104a), aki 'fall' is the object of the transitive verb 

matu 'wait for,' whose eubject, marked with a topic marker 

ha, is extraposed to the sentence-final position. In (104b), 

ayamegusa 'irises' is the object of the transitive verb 

turanuku 'thread' in the nominal clause headed by hi 'day.' 

These examples suggest that bare nominals in OJ can be 

characterized as absolutive (Dixon: 1979, 61-62). According 

to Dixon, the absolutive case marks the subject of the 

intransitive verb and the object of the transitive verb. 

Dixon compares Latin and Dyirbal as model examples. Latin 

typically has a nominative/accusative case system and Dyirbal 

typically has an absolutive/ergative system. The ergative 

case is defined as the case that appears on the subject 

(agent) of the transitive verb. That OJ is an 

absolutive/ergative system is obscured by the fact that in OJ 

bare nominals occur as the subject of the transitive verb. 

Nevertheless, OJ is not an isolated language in this sensei 

Dixon (1979) lists Burushaski as partly ergative, that is, 

ASO/A-SO (A: Trnasitive Subject, S: Intransitive Subject, and 

0: Transitive Object.) In Burushaki, there are some cases 

where A is marked with a distinct case (ergative) from that 

which marks Sand 0 (absolutive)i in the rest of the cases, 

A, S, and 0 are marked with the same case. Dixon comments on 

the ergativity: 'It appears that there are no languages that 



are FULLY ergative, at either the syntactic or the 

morphological level (p. 63).' 
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OJ, then, can be characterized as having a split 

case-marking system; the absolutive case system (bare 

nominals) and the accusative case system (£-marking). ModJ, 

on the other h~nd, can be characterized as having the 

nominative/accusative case system (with some possible residue 

of the former absolutive/ergative case system). 

As we have seen in the preceding sections, the particle 

o in OJ exhibits different behaviors from the particle £ in 

MJ and ModJ. These differences can be attributed to the 

different case systems between the two stages of the Japanese 

language. 

Bare nominals occurring as the object of the transitive 

verb in OJ and ModJ are predicted to exhibit different 

behaviors if the proposition that OJ has an absolutive case 

and ModJ has an accusative case is correct. Consider the 

following examples in this light. 

(l05) a. [imo -ga sode] (Obj) [ware] (Subj) 

wife GEN sleeve I 

[maka -mu] 

make. pillow will 

'(I) will sleep on (my) wife's sleeve as the 

pillow' (M 416 3 ) 
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b. hana tatibana -no kaguhasiki oya -no 

flower mandarin. orange GEN fragrant parent GEN 

mikoto ~sayohi -ni kika-nu maneku 

HON.word morning.evening hear NEG invite 

'there have been so many days that (I) do not 

hear (my) mother's voice a~ sweet as the 

mandarin orange all day' (M 4169) 

In (lOsa), the object imo-ga sode 'my wife's sleeve' precedes 

the subject ware 'I' followed by the predicate maka-mu 'will 

make a pillow of' and the object is non-overtly marked. In 

(lOsb), the object oya-no mikoto 'my mother's voice' is 

separated by an adverb asakure-ni 'morning and evening' from 

the governing verb kika 'hear.' Compare the examples in 

(105) with (7bii), where the word-order is Loc bare-O V and 

(7di i), wh'ere the word-order is S bare-O V. 

However, in ModJ word-order is not strictly free if the 

effects of scrambling are abstracted away by using bare 

nominals (Saito: 1983, 254-255 and Kuroda: 1986, 14). That 

is, if the Case-marker is dropped, the nomina1s cannot be 

freely moved. The following examples are from Kuroda (1986, 

14) • 

(106) a. Hanako-o Masao-ga Taroo-ni syookaisi-ta 

Hanako ACC Masao NOM Taroo 

(no itu?) 

ing when 

introd!]ce PAST 



, (when was it that) Masao introduced Hanako to 

Taroo (?)' 

b.*Hanako Masao-ga Taroo-ni syookaisi-ta (no itu?) 
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The examples above strongly suggest that what is involved 

in bare nominals in Old Japanese is not a simple Case-marker 

drop. Since the particle 0 in OJ is an inherent Case-marker 

as we have claimed in the preceding sections, it cannot 

generally be deleted (we may attribute this to the 

recoverability of deletion: the content of 0 cannot be 

recovered if deleted). 

There is further evidence that Case-marker Drop cannot 

adequately handle the distribution of OJ bare nominals. As 

we have seen in Section 3.6, in most cases of OJ causative 

construction, the causee is not overly marked. However, in 

ModJ the particle 0 on the causee cannot be dropped. 

(107) a. Taroo-ga kaze*?(-o) hagesiku huk -ase -tao 

NOM wind ACC hard blow CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made the wind blow hard.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako*?(-o) hasir-ase -tao 

NOM ACC run CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Hanako run.' 

It seems that the Case-marker Drop in ModJ is governed by 

strict adjacency condition: hence, the discrepancy between 

the Exceptional Case-marking and Case-marker Drop. 

Furthermore, as we have seen earlier, eome types of verbs 
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such as wakaru-type and tohu-type do not select bare nomina1s 

as their arguments, while in ModJ these verbs do not select 

the particle .2. 

In short, the Case-marker Drop approach to OJ bare 

nomina1s cannot be maintained. First, the Old Japanese 

word-order of bare-nomina1s is free while bare nomina1s in 

ModJ cannot be freely moved by scrambling. Second, in Old 

Japanese the causee of the causative construction is not 

overtly marked while in ModJ dropping the Case-marker on the 

causee makes the sentence unacceptable. Finally, the 

wakaru-type and tohu-type of verbs do not allow their Path 

arguments to be bare nomina1s. We can attribute these 

characteristics to different case systems involved in 

assigning £: the inherent Case-assignment in OJ and the 

structural Case-assignment in ModJ. 

Be1letti (1988, 1) observes that the structural 

accusative Case alternates with the partitive Case on the 

direct objects in Finnish. 

(108) a. Han pani kiriat 

he put the.books on the table 
(acc, pI) 

b. Han pani kirjoja 

he put (some)books on the table 
(part, pI) 

Be11etti (1988) explains the definiteness effect in terms of 

the inherent partitive Case-assignment~ that is, the 
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definiteness effect is absent in the context where the 

partitive Case is assigned while the accusative 

Case-assignment produce ,the definiteness effect. It is a 

perplexing question if we apply Belletti's explanation to the 

OJ alternation of the structural Case whose realization is 

phonologically null and the inherent Case whose realization 

is the particle ~, since as we have seen above, the 

distribution of non-overtly marked and 0 marked objects can 

be determined by the contrast of definite vs. indefinite. 

See the examples (34). However, it is not clear whether we 

can directly compare the Finnish accusative/partitive with OJ 

absolutive/accusative since an accusative marking similar to 

that of OJ can be found in other languages such as Australian 

aboriginal languages. Blake (1977, 14) gives the following 

table illustrating the distribution of accusative marking in 

Australian languages. 

(109) Table 3, distribution of accusative marking 

pronouns kin/proper human animate inanimate 

Wanggumara + + + + + 

Thargari + + + + 

Arabana + + + 

Gumbainggir + + 

ojirbal + 

Yalarnnga 

As we have seen above, Oyirbal (=Ojirbal) is a typical 
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ergative case marking language, according to Dixon (1979). 

According to Table 3, the split of case marking occurs 

between nominals and pronouns in Dyirbal. However, this 

dividing line between accusative and ergative i.s not constant 

across languages as Table 3 shows; the split can occur 

between human vs. nonhuman, for example, as in Arabana. 

Although we need to wait for further research on the 

nature of bare nominals in OJ9 , it seems that there is 

enough reason to believe that bare nominals are absolutive in 

the relevant sense. 

3.9 Summary 

In this chapter we have proposed that ~ was an accusative 

inherent Case-marker that realized as KP at D-structure in 

OJ. The inherent accusative Case 0 is linked to the internal 

direct argument (selected by transitive verbs) and the Path 

selected by the wakaru and tohu-types of verbs and the motion 

verbs through the Aspectua1 Interface. We have proposed that 

the distributional difference between the 0 marked objects 

and non-overtly marked objects are effected by the contextual 

transitive features proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980) 

and Inoue (1986). We suggested that bare nomina1s in OJ can 

be characterized as abso1utive. The historical development, 

then, is characterized by the particle ~ becoming the 

structural accusative Case-marker in MJ as a result of the 

change in the case system; from the absolutive to the 



accusative. The consequences of this historical change are 

substantiated by the differences of Topicalization facts, 
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causative construction facts, and coordination facts between 

OJ and ModJ summarized in (109). 

(110) 

o 
Wakaru-type 
(unaccusative) 

Tohu-type 

Transitive & 
Motion Verbs 
Stative Verbs 
Topicalization 
Causative 
Coordination 

OJ 

inherent Case 
NP-o V 

(NP-to V 
NP-o V 
NP-ni V 
NP/NP-o V 

NP-o V 
NP-o-ba 
causee-.,9' 
NP-o-to NP-o-to 

MJ & ModJ 

structural Case 
NP-kara/ni V 

NP-to V) 

NP-ni V 
NP-o V 

(NP-ni V) 
NP-wa 
causee-o 
NP-to NP-(to)-o 

The apparent selectional changes of the particle 

o selected by the verbs such as somuku 'turn against' are 

explained by postulating that ~ became a structural 

Case-marker and cannot any longer realize as the FROM-funcion 

selected by the somuku-type of verbs, which forced those 

verbs to link to the other inherent Case-marker ni that 

generalized to link to the source in the Heian Period 

triggered by the lexical marking of the somuku-type of verbs. 
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Notes to CHAPTER 3 

1. According to Kooji (1988, 223-224) there are ten 

instances of 0 suffixing to the starting point in Manyooshuu, 

however, on a closer inspection, all his instances of the 

starting point cannot be interpreted as meaning the source 

but should be interpreted as the route (11). 

2. The form that appears in the following contexts is 

taken to be the conclusive form (see Nakada: 1983, Oono et 

a1.: 1974, Matsumura et a1.: 1981). 

Contexts Occurrences 

(a) rasi (HEARSAY) 4 

(b) ramu (HEARSAY) 19 

(c) to (QUOTE) 46 

(d) # 5 --
(e) __ ya (EMPH) 1 

( f) busi (EPISTEMIC) 5 

(g) nari (AFFIRM) 4 

(h) na (PROHIBIT) 9 --
(i) --bakari ('only') 1 

(k) __ rno (' also' ) 1 

(k) --tihu (to+ihu) 1 

(I) reduplication 2 

(m) omohu ( 'think' ) 2 



3. The form that appears in the following contexts is 

taken to be the prenominal/attributive form. 

Contexts Occurrences 

(a) ___ koto, mono ('thing'): 4 

(b) ___ hito, ko ('person'): 10 

'seko ('husband'): 1 

wotome ('girl'): 1 

(c) ___ toki ('time'): 4 

(d) ___ ._konogoro (' these days') : 3 

___ (miru)goto ('whenever'): 4 

(e) tame ('sake'): 1 

--yos i (' reason' ) : 2 

(f) (ko)hune (' (small) boat'): 7 

(g) ___ hi ('day'): 2 

hituki ('day and month') 1 

(h) ___ (naga)ame ('rain'): 2 

___ sigure ('shower'): 2 

(i) other nouns: 

(j) _ga (GEN/NOM) 

(k) _* 
(1) 0 (CP) 

(m) 

(n) 

(0) 

(p) 

ha (TOP) 

ni (CONJ) 

ka (Q) 

made (' until' ) 

11 

7 

7 

1 

3 

3 

6 

3 
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( r) kamo (EMPH) 

(s) Used as part of EPITH: 

(t) ___ V-kurusi ('hard to V'): 

1 

5 

1 

4. The following examf>les are from Miyagawa (in press" 

208). 

(i) kimi-ga mi-fune 0 itu to ka matamu 

you GEN boat when KAKARI wait(attributive) 

'when may we await your fine boat back?' (KT=M 3707) 

(ii) Hitobito umi-o nagametutu ~ aru 

people sea looking KAKARI exist(attributive) 

'People stared absently at the sea.' (Tosa Diary) 
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It is not clear why the emphatic particles make the clause 

require.~he object to be marked with £; assuming that the 

prenominal form does not determine the distribution of the 

£-marked objects. Our speculation is that the emphatic 

particles or the kakarimusubi construction requires the 

objects to be marked with o. Here we just note an exception 

for future resear~h. 

(iii) ware-so mono omohu kono koko-no aida 

I EMPH thing think.PRENOM this time GEN interval 

'I have been thinking (a lot of) thinss all these 

days' (M 3022) 

5. Miyagawa (in press, 234-5) cites the following example. 

(80) honsyo no naiyoo wa, sippitu sinakatta kenkyuu 

this. book content TOP writing not researchers 



buntansya, k1ooryokusya no kenkyuu seika ya 

assistants research result 

tiken 0 mo hanei sita mono ni natte iru. 

knowledge reflect work is 
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'The content of this book reflects not only the 

work of the authors, but also the information and 

research results provided by other researchers and 

assistants.' 

6. In Kida (1981) directionality is defined as the 

feature expressing that the action, operation, state, or 

quality is directed to the entity the case particle suffixes 

to (p. 44-45)~ margina1i~y is defined as the feature 

expressing that the entity the case particle suffixes to is 

marginal to other entities (p. 46)~ domina1ity (or 

adhesiona1ity) is defined as the feature expressing that 

other entities exist with potential motion within the domain 

of the entity the case particle suffixes to (p. 48)~ and 

parity is defined as the feature expressing that the entity 

the case particle suffixes to is equal in rank to other 

entities (p 49). 

7. The reason I postulate KPs distinct from NPs is that 

KPs behave differently from NPs marked with structural 

Case-markers in ModJ in the following respects: KPs do not 

allow Quantifier Float, while NPs do; 'KPs can be displaced by 

Topica1ization or pseudo-c1efting, while NPs with a 
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structural Case-marker cannot be displaced without losing the 

Case-marker1 KPs can be marked with the nominative ~, while 

NPs with a structural Case-marker cannot be doubly 

Case-marked. 

8. It is interesting to observe that an example like the 

following example shows that the double 0 constraint was 

ineffective in the Heian Period. 

(i) onmukahe -ni ko -mu hito -o-ba, nagaki tume-site, 

take.away come will people TOP long nail by 

manako-o tukami tubusa-n 

eyeball grab squash will 

'(we) will grab and squash with long nails those eyes 

of the people who will come and get (Princess Kaguya) , 

(Taketori Monogatari 9, Kaguyahime-no Shooten, 62). 

9. One promising line of research seems to be that shown 

in Jelinek (1984). Studying Walpiri data based on Hale's 

series of papers, she states that in Walpiri, grammatical 

case appears on clitic pronouns on the verbs while lexical 

case appears on nominals (Jelinek: 1984, 51), which is the 

same situation as Oyirbal, as we have seen above. The 

relation between G(rammatica1)-case and L(exical)-case is 

explained by Linking Rule (31), which is basically a 

coindexing rule governed by Case Compatibility rule (Jelinek, 

52). It seems that OJ exhibits a case split concerning 

o-marked arguments and bare nominals that can be explained by 
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some discourse-linked coindexing rule between bare nomina1s 

and E!2 (it is not clear where E!£ is generated; in the text, 

we have been assuming tnat ~ is generated within VP) , 

similar to Jelinek's (1984) Linking Rule. The difference, 

however, is that OJ (as well as MJ and ModJ) does not exhibit 

clitic pronouns on the verbs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE 'DATIVE' NI IN JAPANESE 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we attempt to provide an analysis of the 

ModJ particle ni. Though it has been claimed by various 

scholars that ni is a 'dative' marker or ni is a default case 

particle, there seems to be no coherent theory to explain 

uniformly the various alternations such as: 

(1) a. the end-point goal ni alternate with e 

'to (ward) , selected by the motion verbs 

b. the agentive ni that appears in the passive 

construction alternates with the source particle 

kara~ 

c. ni that appears on the causee of the causative 

construction alternates with the accusative 

Case-marker o. 

Most importantly, there has been no explanation offered 

as to why ni in particular is selected in such various 

structures as those given in (l)~ the motion verb structure, 

the passive construction, and the causative construction. In 

other words, no theory has been proposed to inter-relate the 

'locative' ni, the goal ni, and the agentive ni in a 

principled manner, and we need such a theory to view the 
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historical development of the particle ni. 

In 4.3.1 we will first characterize the goal ni as a 

lexical realization of the Path function selected by the 

GO-function specified in the LCS of each verb. In 

particular, we assume the following lexical realization rule: 

(2) [TO/FROM([AT x])] ---) x-ni 

When the Path function TO or FROM is opted not to lexicalize, 

the particle ni is inserted to D-structure, the option of not 

lexicalizing the TO-function is the unmarked one, and the 

option of not 1exicalizing the FROM-function is a marked one, 

that is, it requires the lexical marking. The explanation 

for the alternation between ni and ~ 'to(ward)' is that the 

particle ~ lexicalizes in the D-structure when the option of 

lexicalizing the TO-function is taken. 

The explanation for the alternation between ni and 

kara 'from' is basically the same; when the lexicalization of 

the FROM-function is chosen, the particle kara 1exicalizes in 

the D-structure, and if not, the particle ni lexicalizes in 

the D-structure. The selection of the FROM-function is 

attributed to the lexical specification (see Section 3.4.2 

for the LCSs of wakaru-type of verbs). We will call these 

type of verbs receiving verbs, adopting the terminology used 

in Kuno (1973). 

The explanation for the alternation between ni and 0 in 

the causative construction is that when the structural 
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accusative Case assigned by the Exceptionally Case-marking 

verbs is suppressed, the causee cannot receive Case, so that 

if the causee is to 1exica1ize, it must appear in the adjunct 

phrase headed by the particle ni. The choice of the particle 

ni should be attributed to its inherent lexical meaning, 

'AT.' When the argument selected by the particle ni is 

animate, the event described by the passive construction is 

interpreted as taking place by the influence or control of 

the animate entity whose syntactic realization is the NP 

suffixed by the particle ni. 

The explanations above make the following predictions: 

(3) a. There is no 'dative shift' in Japanese since the 

lexical particle ni cannot be deleted. If it is 

deleted, it cannot be recovered~ 

b.The alternation between ni and kara in passive 

construction is explained by the optional 

lexicalization of the FROM-Function. Then those 

verbs that do not select the FROM-function in the 

LCSs should not exhibit the alternation between 

ni and kara in the passive. 

c. Since the causee marked by the particle ni is an 

adjunct phrase, it should exhibit varying 

expressions typical of adjunct phrases such as 

niyotte 'by means of' and notameni 'for the sake 

of. ' 
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4.2 Descriptions of ModJ Uses of 'Ni' 

In ModJ the case particle ni has most extensive and 

complicated uses. Matsumura (1971, 623-624) classifies its 

meaning into eleven categories (the classification is adopted 

by Bunkachoo: 1975,763-765 and Nishida: 1977,213-215). Ni 

indicates: 

(4) a. the place where a thing exists: 

Koko-ni hon -ga arH. 

here book NOM exist 

'Here is a book.' 

b. the goal that the action or operation is 

directed to: 

Niwa-ni hana -0 uemasi-ta. 

garden flower ACC plant PAST 

'(I) planted flowers in(to) the garden.' 

c. the result of a change 

Taroo-wa isya -ni nat -tao 

TOP doctor become PAST 

'Taroo has become a doctor.' 

d. the place/time where the action or operation 

occurs~ 

Gakko -wa kuji-ni hajimar-u 

school TOP nine.o'clock start PRES 

'School starts at nine.' 



e. the object that the action or operation is 

directed to 

Taroo-ga Hanako-~i hon -no kasi-ta. 

NOM book ACC lend P~ST 

'Taroo lent Hanako a book.' 

f. the purpose that the action or operation is 

performed for: 

kaimono-ni dekake-ta. 

shopping go.out PAST 
," 

'(She) went out shopping.' 

g. the source that the action or operation comes 

from: 

Taroo-wa okaasan-ni sikar-are -tao 

TOP mother scold PASS PAST 

'Taroo was scolded by (his) mother.' 

h. the cause of the action or operation: 

Ame-ni nure -tao 

rain get. wet P~ST 

'(I) got wet from rain.' 

i. the standard of comparison, evaluation, etc.: 

Sono honya -wa eki -ni tika-i. 

that bookstore TOP station near PRES 

'That bookstore is near the station.' 
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j. the content that makes up the state: 

Taroo-wa keiken -ni tobosi-i. 

TOP experience lack PRES 

'Taroo lacks experience.' 

k. the manner or state of the action or operation: 

Itiretu-ni naran-da 

one. row line.up PRES 

'(We) lined up in one row.' 

We will simplify these classifications into three basic 

ca tego r i e s , (5), (6), (7): 

(5) a. Lo~ation: (4a), (4d), (4h), (4j) and (4k)1 

b. Direction: (4f) and the 'tough' construction 

(not mentioned by Matsumura) 2. 

(6) Path: (4b), (4c), (4e), (4g), and (4i). 

(7) Agentive: the causative (classified under (4e) by 

Matsumura: 1971), the passive (classified under 

(49) by Matsumura), and the potential (classified 

under (4h). 

We will give further examples below. 

(8) Location: 

a. Taroo-ga heya-ni i -tao 

NOM room be PAST 

'Taroo was in the room' 

b. Hanako-ga sanji-ni ki -tao 

NOM three come PAST 
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'Hanako came at three.' 

(9) Path: 

a. Taroo-ga Kyoto-ni tui -tao 

NOM Kyoto arrive PAST 

'Taroo arrived in Kyoto.' 

b. Hanko -ga tegami-o Taroo-ni dasi-ta. 

NOM letter ACC send PAST 

'Hanako sent a letter to Taroo.' 

(10) Agentive: 

a. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni ik-ase -tao 

NOM go CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo let Hanako go.' 

b. Hanako-ga Taroo-ni mi -rare-tao 

NOM see PASS PAST 

'Hanako was seen by Taroo.' 

c. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga hanas-e -tao 

English NOM speak can PAST 

'Taroo could speak English.' 

d. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga hanasi-yasukat-ta. 

English NOM speak easy PAST 

'It was easy for Taroo to speak English.' 
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In (lOa) ni appears on the causee of the causative 

construction, (lOb) on the agent-phrase of the passive, (lac) 

on the agent-phrase of the potential sentence, and (IOd) on 



the agent-phrase of the 'tough' construction. 

4.3 The Meaning of 'Ni' 

hs illustrated in (8j, ni attaches to the Location. 

Kunihiro (1962, 224) proposes that its basic 'sememe' is to 

denote that the object is closely adhered to the entity. 
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Kida (1981), following R. Jakobson, proposes to specify its 

features as [-dir, +mar, +dom, -par] (see CHAPTER 3, (22». 

Let us represent the meaning of ni as AT, though the particle 

ni itself does not contain the specification with respect to 

the width of the domain, as do the English prepositions at, 

~, and in. As a result, the examples in (8) will be 

straightforwardly represented as: 

(11) a. Taroo-ga heya-ni i -tao 

NOM room be PAST 

'Taroo was [AT x, where x is the room]' 

b. Hanako-ga sanji -ni ki -ta 

NOM three.o'clock come PAST 

'Hanako came [AT x, where x is three o'clock]' 

In short, we assume the lexical meaning of the particle ni to 

be represented as AT. The function AT is a two-place 

predicate taking the Place function as its argument. 

4.3.1 How to Derive the Goal from the Location 

Jackendoff (1983, 166) observes that the following 

sentence is ambiguous. 



(12) The mouse went under the table. 

a. [ TO([ UNDER([ TABLE])])] 
Path Place Thing 

b. [ VIA ( [ UNDER( [ TABLE] ) ] ) 1 
Path Place Thing 

In other words, according to (12a), the sentence means 'The 

mouse went from some unspecified place other than under the 

table to the place that is called under the table.' 

According ~o (12b), the sentence means 'The mouse went from 

some unspecified place other than under the table to the 

place that is called under the table and then further than 
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under the table.' Notice here that the functions TO and VIA 

do not lexicalize. The reason that TO does not lexicalize is 

that English does not have the lexical item that expresses 

[TO[UNDER x]]. Compare onto, which, we assume, is a 

realization of [TO[ON x]], and into, which is a realization 

of [TO[IN xl], where the order of lexicalization is governed 

by an idiosyncratic lexicalization rule. The reason that 

the VIA-fuction does not lexicalize in English seems to be 

the same as the cases discussed in CHAPTER 3, 3.5.4 for 

Japanese. The Path (VIA-function) contributes to the 

delimitedness of the linguistic event expressed by the verb. 

So it is visible for the accusative Case-assignment. 

Consider, for example, walk the West, come all the way, ~ 

the highest, and so on. In these constructions, the 

Path-function has no lexicalization. 
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Jackendoff does not specify when or how the 

Path-functions are licensed in general. His expansion rule 

is given in (13) (Jackendoff: 1983, p. 166). 

[PATH]---> fTO }~ ) 
FROM [y] 
TOWARD Thing 
AWAY-FROM L y] 1 
VIA Thing 

(13) 

Path 

Notice here that in (13) the goal is represented as 

[TO[Place]] and the source as [FROM[Place]]~ where the 

Place-function includes [AT x] • Then the examples in (9), 

where the Path is involved, will be represented as follows, 

as-the result of applying the rule (2), which we will repeat 

below: 

(14) a. Taroo-ga Kyoto-ni tui -tao 

NOM arrive PAST 

GO( [ TAROO] , [ TO( [ AT( [ 
Event Thing Path Place 

( [ KYOTO] ) ] ) ] ) ] 
Thing 

b. Hanako-ga tegami-o Taroo-ni dasi-ta. 

NOM letter ACC send PAST 

CAUSE ( [ HANAKO] , [ GO 
Event Thing Event 

( [ LETTER] , [ FROM ( [ AT ( [ HANAKO] 
Thing Path Place Thing 

[ TO ( [ AT ( [ ',l' AROO] ) ] ) ] 
Path Place thing 

(2) [TO/FROM([AT x])] ---> x-ni 



In (14a) the distinction between arrive and ~ is left 

unspecified, since the means clause is not relevant to the 

assignment of the Case in question. See Hale and Keyser 

(1986). Also in (14b), the manner phrase that distinguish 

send from 'cause to go' is left out. (Incidentally, 
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dasu literally means 'bring somethin~ out.') Details aside, 

as can be seen in (14), the goal can be characterized as 

TO ([AT xfr:---' Notice that, as indicated above, the 

Path-functions do not lexicalize in Japanese either, as in 

the cases of English examples (12). In other words, [AT x] = 

ni can onJ.y be construed when the function is governed 

(subcategorized) by the GO-function. In this sense the 

'dative' case particle ni is licensed by the inherent lexical 

properties of the verbs. From this consideration, it seems 

appropriate to call the particle ni an inherent Case-marker, 

Case being assumed to mean 'the relation linguistically 

expressed between the linguistic event and the entity 

referred to therein.' 

It is worth noting at this point that there is an 

alternation between ni and kara 'from' (I am grateful to 

Chisato Kitagawa for bringing this to my attention.) The 

examples in (lSa and b) are based on Kaneko (1986, S26). 

(IS) a. Taroo-ga Hanako-kar~/ni (hanasi -o) kii -tao 

NOM from story ACC hear PAST 

'Taroo heard the story from Hanako.' 



b. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-kara/ni (maneki -0) 

from invitation ACC 

uke -tao 

receive PAST 

'Taroo received an invitation from Hanako.' 

When the FROM-function of the LCS lexicalizes, we get 

Hanako-kara, but if the option of not lexicalizing FROM is 

taken, we get Hanako-ni. (15) are similar to the instances 

of what Kageyama (1980, 40-48) called FROM-Incorporation, 

though his instances are about the alternation of kara and 

o. Kageyama's instances of FROM-incorporation are regarded 

here as the realizations of the source and the route of the 

Path-function, and treated separately. 
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Now let us address the question of how the ambiguity of 

the source and the goal ni is resolved, if both the TO- and 

FROM-functions can be marked by ni. Our suggestion is that 

some verbs are lexically marked with respect to the option of 

not lexicalizing the FROM-function. As Kuno (1973, 127-135) 

observes, there is a distinction in ModJ between the 

'receiving' verbs and 'giving' verbs7 yaru and ageru 'give,' 

and morau and itadaku 'receive.' This seems to be natural 

from the 'information flow' point of view. Comrie (1981, 

121) states: 

In the transitive construction, there is an 

information flow that involves two entities, the A(gent) 
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and the P(atient). Although in principle either of A and 

P can be either a~imate or definite, it has been noted 

that in actual discourse there is strong tendency for the 

information flow from A to P to correlate with 

information from more to less animate and from more to 

less definite. In other words, the most natural kind of 

transitive construction is one where the A is high in 

animacy and definiteness, and the P is lower in animacy 

and definitesness~ and any deviation from this pattern 

leads to a more marked constrution.' 

I assume that the observation made in this passage applies to 

the direction of the information flow. I conclude that what 

Kuno observed reflects the direction of the information flow, 

and the direction can be marked in the lexical entry in the 

cases of 'receiving' ver~o. 

Incidentally, Kida (1981, 48) cites an example where 

ni attaches to a route. 

(16) minamoto-o Arupusu -ni/?kara hassuru seiryuu 

source ACC the. Alps NI/from issue stream 

'a clear limpid stream whose source is in the Alps' 

In our theory, (16) should not mean what Kida describes. If 

the Arupusu-ni is a 1exica1ization of the route, the source 

of the stream must move from some point to the other along 

the slopes of the Alps, which is wrong. Our theory can 

distinguish this subtle distinction. We will return this 
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point in 4.4.1. 

4.3.2 Is There a 'Dative Shift' in Japanese? 

Larson (1988) proposes to account for Dative alternations 

illustrated in (17) in terms of suppressing inherent Case. 

(17) a. John sent Marya letter. 

b. John sent a letter to Mary. 

Larson postulates (18) for the S-structure of (17a). 

(18) 
I 

NP 

IP 

I 

\ 
II 

I \ 

I 
SpecV' 

VP 
\ 

V' 
I 

V 
I 

send 

\ 
V' 

I 
NP. 
I 1 

Mary 
I 

V 
I 
t 

\ 

I 
V' 

V' 
\ 

NP 
I \ 

NP a letter 
I 
e i 

Larson claims that to account for the data noted by Barss and 

Lasnik (1986) the indirect object must have the direct object 

in its c-commanding domain at the level where binding 

applies. Larson makes an interesting assumption to account 

for Case assignment of the two objects. He suggests that 

'quite generally in transitive structures two Objective Cases 

are involved---one structural and one inherent---and that the 

double object construction is simply an instance where the 

two Cases are "pulled apart" and assigned to different 
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arguments (p. 360).' The dative alternation from this 

viewpoint is an instance of PASSIVE, Case is suppressed so 

that an argument needs to move to a position where it can 

receive Case. To-indirect object is an adjunct in this 

conception and receives the theta-role Goal mediated by the 

preposition. Larson assumes that the preposition to governed 

by ditransitive verbs such as send is a pure Case marker (p. 

352), and that it is deleted under identity subject to the 

recoverability of deletion (p. 370-1). Larson assumes that V 

assigns Objective Case in the configuration 

rl.Tn~[vpV ••• ]] and that a verb may assign an 

inherent Objective Case to its highest internal argument as a 

purely lexical property (p. 360). It is not clear at all 

what this inherent Case is that is assigned to the direct 

internal theme argument. In this sense Larson's inherent 

Case assigned by the transitive verbs is quite similar to a 

default or 'elsewhere' Case mentioned above, it is 

stipulative. 

Suppose that the LCS of send is represented as follows: 

(19) LCS of 'send': 

[CAUSE xi,([GO (y, FROM([i] TO([z])])])] 

The causer ~ causes the thing ~ to go from the causer=the 

source to the goal z. Notice that in (19) the Path-function 

directly takes the Thing instead of the Place. I suggest 

that this is a parametric difference between English and 
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Japanese. We can justify this setting up of the parameter by 

the following facts. 

(20) a. John carne to Mary. 

b. John moved from Mary. 

(21) a. Taroo-ga Hanako *(-no -tokoro)-ni ki -tao 

NOM GEN place corne PAST 

'Taroo carne to Hanako.' 

b. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako * (-no-tokoro)-kara ugoi-ta. 

GEN place from move PAST 

'Taroo moved from Hanako.' 

As shown in (21) when the subject is animate and the event 

expressed by the verb is that of physical locomotion, the 

goal or source cannot be expressed by the animate noun in 

Japanese, but rather it requires a complex nominal phrase 

that contains the noun 'place.' Incidentally, each example 

of (21) improves in acceptability if it is interpreted 

abstractly; for (21a), 'Taroo-ga Hanako-no-moto-ni ki-ta 

(Taroo carne under Hanako's banner.' or for (21b) 'Taroo-ga 

Hanako-no-moto-kara hanare-ta (Taroo moved away from Hanako's 

influence).' 

If the representation (19) is correct, we can formulate 

the dative shift in English as follows: 

(22) The absorption of the inherent objective Case of 

Larson should be interpreted as taking the option 

of not 1exica1izing the Path-function. If the 
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TO-function does not 1exicalize, the goal argument 

. c~nnot receive Case through the preposition, which 

is a lexicalization of the TO-function. (The 

FROM-function cannot lexicalize, since it abstracted 

to the external argument through coindexation as 

noted in (19». 

The rest of the story is familiar. The goal argument has the 

option to move to the position where it can antecedent-govern 

the trace left behind by the movement. In this way we can 

unburden the core syntax of the deletion under identity (see 

Larson: 1988,370-1). 

In this connection, consider the following 'dative' 

construction in Japanese. 

(23) a. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-ni tegami-o okut-ta. 

letter ACC send PAST 

'Taroo sent a letter to Hanako.' 

b~*Taroo-ga Hanako-o tegami okut-ta. 

NOM ACC letter send PAST 

As (23b) shows, there is no dative alternation in Japanese. 

The question here is why Japanese does not have the dative 

shift as a movem~nt ~ule. I suggest that the fact follows 

from the peculiar structure of the ni-phrase, that is, when 

the ni-~hrase realizes as a goal, the subpart of the LCS is 

represented as TO[AT xl, so that even if the TO-function does 

not lexicalize, the Place-function cannot be projected to the 
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internal direct argument position (where the Theme is 

canonically projected to) in the syntax. The recoverability 

of deletion ensures that the AT-function cannot be deleted in 

any way. Then it is predicted that there should be no way 

for the goal phrase lexicalizing the TO-function to be 

generated in the direct object position so that it can 

undergo the movement to the subject position under the 

absorption of the Case by the passive morpheme. 

However, the following examples seem to present apparent 

counterexamples. The examples are based on Shida (1981, 132). 

(24) a. Gaikoku-no gakusei-ni Eigo -0 osie -tao 

foreign student English ACC teach PAST 

'(I) taught English to the students.' 

b. Gaikoku-no gakusei-o osie -tao 

foreign student ACC teach PAST 

'(I) taught foreign students.' 

On the surface (24b) looks like the output of the dative 

shift in that the goal argument gaikuku-no gakusei 'foreign 

students' is marked with the accusative marker. However, 

(24b) is different from the English equivalents in that there 

is no way of adding the Theme argument to (24b). This 

suggests that something unusual is going on in (24b). 

Historically speaking, ~sihu also meant 'educate, lead' 

(Oono, et al.: 1974) in addition to 'cause the knoYlldege to 

go to the beneficiary.' Synchronically, also, the verb 



osieru can be justified for taking two sentence patterns. 

Morita (1977, 129) explains these difference as follows: 

(25) a. B-ni C-o osieru 

'to inform C the fact that is not known to B or 

B is not aware of' 

b. B-o osieru 
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With B as a human who is capable of understanding, 

then the sentence means 'to educate and bring up 

the human so that s/he matures as a human being' 

Consider yet another apparent type of 'dative' shift 

construction. 

(26) a. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-ni kane -0 yat/age -tao 

money ACC give PAST 

'Taroo gave money to Hanako.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni hon -0 ut -tao 

NOM book ACC sell PAST 

'Taroo sold a book to Hanako.' 

(27) a.?*Tarvo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-ni hon -0 kat -tao 

book ACC buy PAST 

'Taroo bought Hanako th~ book.' 

b.?*Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-ni ie -0 tate -tao 

house ACC build PAST 

'Taroo built Hanako the house.' 

In Japanese it is necessary to add giving or receiving verbs 

such as yaru, ageru 'give' (see 26a) or morau, 
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kureru 'receive' to the verbs in order to express the 

intended meanings given in (27). We cannot apply Larson's 

(1988) theory and tell the difference in acceptability 

between (27) and the English equivalents given as the 

translation. These examples suggest that not all transitive 

verb can license two obj~cts~ the Theme and the Goal. 

Instead if we assume that the GO-function specified in the 

lexical entry for such verbs as yaru 'give' and ~ 'sell' 

but not for such verbs as kau 'buy' and tateru 'build' govern 

the inherent Objective Case, we can account for the 

phenomenon illustrated in (17) and (27). 

Besides postulating an ad hoc rule of deleting the 

preposition under identity, there seem to be further problems 

with Larson's account of the double object construction. The 

second problem is how to license the goal phrase inside the 

NP; how is it possible to make the inherent Case assignment 

depend on the categorial status. It is expected that other 

lexical categories other than verbs do not assign structural 

Cases, but how can we specify that the inherent Objective 

Case assignment depends on the [+V, -N] other than just 

stipulating it? Consider the following examples. 

(28) a.*(Taroo-ga) Hanako-ni(-no) tegami(-o moyasi-ta.) 

NOM GEN letter ACC burn PAST 

'(Taroo burned) a letter for Hanako.' 
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b.*(Taroo-ga) Hanako-ni(-no) okurimono(-o 

NOM GEN gift ACC 

nakusi-ta. ) 

lose PAST 

'(Taroo lost) a gift for Hanako.' 

Cf. (Taroo-ga) Hanako-e (-no) okurimono(-o 

NOM OIR GEN gift ACC 

nakus i-ta. ) 

lose PAST 

'(Taroo lost) a gift for Hanako.' 

Notice that even if we add the genitive marker after -ni the 

examples of Japanese are unacceptable. How can we account 

for this difference between English, where the goal phrase is 

licensed within the NP, and Japanese, where if ni-phrase is a 

goal phrase, it cannot be licensed within the NP? Chomsky 

(1986) states that (in contrast to Chomsky: 1981) that every 

lexical item assigns Case. This change is necessary to 

account for such cross-linguistic facts as studied by van 

Riemsdijk (1983) about Case assignment by German adjectives. 

It is not uncommon that nomina1s in other languages license 

inherent Case assignment. We cannot, therefore, resort to 

the idea that [+N] does not assign Case. 

The issue seem to be solved if we can establish a close 

dependancy between the ni-marking and the verb that licenses 

it. It seems most natural to suggest that the verbs that 
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contain the GO-function in the lexical entry license the 

inherent Case assignment that we have discussed, while the 

nouns, even if they are,derived from the verbs that contain 

the GO-function , cannot license the ni-phrase as the goal. 

This suggestion will cease to be stipulative when we consider 

that the inherent Case-assignment we have been discussing is 

closely related to the aspectual property of the VP (the 

motion to a goal; telicity). Deverbal NPs (possibly as well 

as AP), on the other hand, do not express the motion to a 

goal; instead, it expresses the state in which the the motion 

is directed to a goal. In this sense, VPs are dynamic while 

deverbal NPs are stative. In short, ni is excluded as a 

complement to (deverbal) nouns s~nce the inherent meaning of 

ni 'at' is incompatible to what is expressed by the NP, 'the 

state (of the motion) directed to.' 

The case particle e itself is a lexicalization of the 

TO(WARD)-function in contrast to ni, which has a complex 

structure [TO[AT xl], so that it does not require the 

Place-function to be licensed in contrast to the particle 

ni. In other words, the particle ~ 'to(ward)' is just like 

the English to. The peculiarity is only with the particle 

ni denoting the goal. 

In this section, we have shown how the goal meaning of 

the particle ni is derived; it is a lexicalization of the 

Place-function AT, licensed by the TO-function selected by 
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the GO-function. Since Japanese does not have a lexical item 

for the goal per se (~ means 'toward,' though it seems to be 

in transition to the pure lexicalization of the goal), the 

TO-function cannot lexicalize, but it has to be supplanted by 

the lexicalization rule given in (2). 

we have seen the predictions that the rule (2) makes~ 

first, it predicts that there is no dative shift in Japanese~ 

second, the goal ni is not licensed inside the NP~ not all 

transitive verbs can license the theme and the goal in 

Japanese. All of these predictions have been confirmed. 

4.4 'Ni' in Various Problematic Constructions 

Japanese linguists have been puzzling over why ni appears 

on the 'subject' in some specific constructions such as the 

causative or potential sentences. As mentioned earlier, the 

most popular hypothesis seems to be the default Case theory. 

However, the problem with this theory is that if ni in 

Japanese is really a default Case, it remains to be explained 

why there are such cross-linguistic differences among default 

Cases so far proposed. For example, Chomsky (1986) claims 

that of in English is a default Case realization. As can be 

easily seen, of does not show up where it is expected to from 

Japanese data~ for example, of does not appear on the causee 

of the causative construction in English. It is natural to 

ask, then, why this is the situation. It is doubtful that 

the default Case theory can give a principled answer to this 



question, and, in fact, it seems to to have never been 

addressed. 

4.4.1 The Causative Constructions 
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ModJ has two types of causative construction: ni 

causative and 0 causative, which are formally distinguished 

when the embedded predicate is an intransitive verb. 

(29) a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-ni aruk-ase -tao 

NOM walk CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo had Jiroo walk.' 

b. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Ziroo-o aruk-ase -tao 

ACC walk CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Jiroo walk.' 
~ " 

As the translations in (29) show, there is a relatively clear 

difference in meaning between the ni causative and 

o causative. However, when the embedded predicate is a 

transitive verb, the formal distinction mysteriously 

disappears, and we get the surface neutralization of the 

ni causative and the 0 causative (see Kuroda: 1965, 

Shibatani: 1973 and references cited there). 

(30) Taroo-ga Ziroo-ni Itiroo -0 nagur-ase -tao 

NOM ACC hit CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made/had Jiroo hit Ichiroo.' 

Sentence (30) is ambiguous with respect to the 'direct' and 

'indirect' causation (Shibatani: 1973). 

Inoue (1976, 66) classifies the causative into four 



types: the ~ causative, the ni causative, the causative of 

cause, and the causative of experience. The following 

examples illustrate the,causative of cause (31) and the 

causative of experience (32). The examples are from Inoue 

(1976,61-65), with (32a) changed from karas to kare-sasu: 

(31) a. Tomodati-ga John-ni zaisan -0 

friends NOM John 

nakus-ase -tao 

lose CAUSE PAST 

property ACC 

'John had his property lost by his friends.' 

b. John-ga dooryoo -0 komar -ase -te -ir-u. 

NOM colleague ACC bother CAUSE COMP be PRES 

'John is bothering his colleagues.' 

(32) a. Osozimo -ga ueki -0 kare -sase -tao 

1ate.frost NOM plant ACC blight CAUSE PAST 

'Late frost killed the plants.' 

b. Kare-wa kodomo-o sin-ase -tao 

he TOP child ACC die CAUSE PAST 

'He had (his) child die.' 
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As Inoue observes, the examples in (31) are ambiguous. The 

subject of the matrix clause can be interpreted as an agent 

acting on the causee or as a reason for which the embedded 

subject went through th'e event expressed by the embedded 

predicate. In (32a) the matrix subject expresses the theme, 

rather than the agent, that undergoes the event expressed by 
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.) 
the embedded predicate. Similarly, the matrix subject in 

(32b) can be variously interpreted. 

The presence of types such as the causative of 'cause' 

and the causative of 'experience' argues against the analysis 

adopted by Matsumura (1971) that the ni-phrase is the goal 

phrase. As is obvious from the meaning, (31) and (32) cannot 

be exclusively analyzed as the case of the agent exerting the 

causation over the embedded subject. If such an analysis 

were possible, we would be forced to analyze these two types 

as different types of causatives, the relation between the 

four types being left unexplained. 

The syntactic derivation of the 0 causative is 

straightforward in the framework of M. Baker (1988). As was 

discussed in CHAPTER 3, the causative predicate can be 

identified as an Exceptionally Case-Marking (ECM) Verb. I 

depart from Shibatani (1973) here and claim that all the 

Japanese causative constructions are instances of the 

indirect causation. Let us rep~esent the lexical function of 

the non-direct causation, adopting Jackendoff (1983: 200) as 

the following: 

(33) LCS of 'sas/sase': 

[LET([X], [EVENT])] 

Compare (33) with Shibatani's representation of the meaning 

of the causative predicate (pp. 329-330): 

(34) X causes Y to do Z by doing something 
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Notice that, in (33), the means clause is lacking (we adopted 

the suggestion made in Ha1~ and Keyser: 1986 to represent 

(33». In (33), however, the means clause is explicitly 

specified. It seems that most Japanese linguists up to the 

present have assumed that the causative predicate of the 

2 causative means what Shibatani (1973) represented because 

of the clear difference in meaning from the ni causative 

illustrated in (29). The stumbling block in adopting the LCS 

of the causative predicate in (33) is, of course, how to 

derive the direct causation interpretation based on (33). 

Our explanation is that the direct causation 

interpretation is derived in the transitive contexts. Recall 

from the di-scussion (see Section 4.3.1) that the unmarked 

information flow of the transitive sentences is from the A to 

the P (Comrie: 1981). If the context is explicitly specified 

otherwise, the sentence is interpreted as the A exerting the 

influence over the P~ in the case of the causative predicate, 

the effect is that of the direct causation. This claim is 

stated as (35). 

(35) The direct causation interpretation of the 

o causative construction is derived from the 

transitivity contextual features. 

(35) is, of course, based on the fact that the particle 

o that appears on the causee of the 0 causative construction 

is the structural accusative Case-marker. It can be seen 
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from (36) below (cf. Shibatani: 1973, 332) that the effect of 

the direct causation in (36a) is derived from the contextual 

features, and not specified in the LCS as in the case 

lexical c~usatives like (36b); the direct causation 

interpretation in (36a) can be suspended, but that 

cannot be suspended. 

(36) a. Taroo-ga enzin -0 tomar-ase -tao 

NOM engin·e ACC stop CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo caused the engine to stop.' 

b. Taroo-ga enzin-o tome-tao 

NOM engine ACC stop PAST 

'Taroo stopped the engine.' 

Consider the following: 

in 

(37) a.*?Taroo-ga enzin-o tomar-ase -nakat-ta. 

NOM engine ACC stop CAUSE NEG PAST 

'Taroo didn't cause the engine to stop.' 

Cf. Taroo-ga enzin-o tome-nakat-ta. 

'Taroo didn't stop the engine.' 

b.*?enzin -0 tomar-ase -ru riyuu 

engine ACC stop CAUSE PRES reason 

'the reason to cause the engine to stop.' 

Cf. enzin-o tomer-u riyuu 

'the reason to stop the engine' 

of the 

(36b) 



c.*?enzin -0 tomar-ase -reba, ... 
engine ACC stop CAUSE if 

'if (one) causes the engine to stop, 

Cf. enzin -0 tome -reba, 

engine ACC stop if 

'if (one) stops the engine, 
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... 

In (37a) the 0 causative is used in the negative context, and 

the acceptability of the 0 causative is low in this context 

as is shown by *? In (37b) the £ causative is used in the 

<reason) context, and in (37c) it is used in the [-realis] 

context. They are both low in acceptability in the 

non-transitive contexts. However, the lexical causatives are 

not influenced in their acceptatility by the transitive 

contextual features. The point here is that when the context 

is clearly specified with respect to the [+/-] transitivity, 

the choice of the causative types is determined1 and when the 

context is not so specified, the £ causative may assume the 

sense of the direct causation as the prototypical 

interpretation assisted by the presence of the structural 

accusative Case-marker on the causee. 

That the LCS of the Japanese non-lexical causatives are 

unspecified with respect to the means clause and that the 

basic meaning of the causative predicate is free of direct 

causation can be shown by the fact that an almost perfect 

neutralization occurs if manner adverbs such as muriyari 'by 



force' are added: 

( 38) a. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni muriyari aruk-ase -tao 

NOM by.force walk CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo had Hanako walk by force. , 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-o muriyari aruk-ase -tao 

NOM ACC by.force walk CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Hanako walk by force.' 

See Kitagawa (1974) and Oehr1e and Nishio (1981) for more 

examples showing that the 0 causative does not always mean 

the direct causation. 

Shibatani (1973, 332) observes that there is an animate 

restriction on the agentive ni of the ni causative. 

(39) a.*Taroo-ga hana-ni sak -ase -tao 

NOM flower bloom CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo had the flower bloom.' 

b. Taroo-ga hana -0 sak -ase -tao 

NOM flower ACC bloom CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made the flower bloom.' 
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If the ni-phrase really expresses the agent like the English 

~-phrase does, (36a) will be excluded by the same reason as 

*The boat sank by the torpedo. See Roeper (1987,268). 

Recall that the NP-ni means 'under the influence of NP' 

when the NP is human or animate. This seems to be what Kida 

(1981,48) called the dominia1 feature [+/-dominia1], though 

he does not give any example where ni attaches to the human 



noun except when it means the goal. There seems to be a 

complementary distribution between ni attaching to the 

inanimate noun, the meaning of the phrase being the 

geographical or temporal location, and the 'agentive' ni, 

which appears in the adjunct position where time and place 

adverbial phrases also appear. Consider the following 

examples: 

(40) a. Taroo-ni Kane -ga ar-u. 

money NOM be PRES 

'Taroo has money.' 

b. Kuruma-ni kane -qa ar-u. 

car money NOM be PRES 

'There is (some) money in the,car.' 
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In (40a), the sentence means that Taroo has the power to use 

the moneY1 or the money is under the unfluence of Taroo. 

Since in (40b) it is not natural to interpret the car to have 

the influence over the money, it simply means that the money 

is located in the car. In short, the agentive reading of the 

ni-phrase is the function of the human (or animate in some 

appropriate context) and the locative sentences. 

M. Baker (1988, 177) suggests that 'the "dative Case" 

particle ni can also be a structural Case assigned by the 

verb.' His reason is that since Japanese has the dative 

construction (41), cited from Kuno (1973), and either object 

can be passivized, Japanese must have two structural Cases, 



one realizing as ~ and the other realizing as ni. 

(41) a. John-ga Mary-ni kunsyoo-o atae-ta. 

NOM OAT medal ACC give PAST 

'John gave Marya medal.' 

b. Mary-ga John-ni kunsyoo-o atae-rare-ta. 

NOM OAT medal ACC give PASS PAST 

'Mary was given a medal by John.' 

c. Kunsyoo-ga 

medal NOM 

John-ni Mary-ni atae-rare-ta. 

by OAT give PASS PAST 

'The medal was given (to) Mary by John.' 

As a minor clarification, (4lc) is marginal at best. (If 

John-ni is changed to John-niyotte 'by means of John,' the 

acceptability improves a great deal.) 
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(4lb) seems to be an instance of indirect passive: the 

direct object kunsyoo is marked by the accusative Case-marker 

o. We have suggested in 4.3.2, when we discussed whether 

Japanese has a dative shift, that the syntactic movement of 

the indirect object to the subject position is not allowed; 

the complex natur~ of Japanese ni-phrase, [TO[AT x]], 

prevents the movement. (4lb) has the same underlying 'double 

object' structure. Then we can conclude that syntactic 

movement of the indirect object to the subject position is 

not involved in the indirect passive. We will return to this 

issue in 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. 

Incidentally, Saito (1982, 80-81) discusses the direct 



and indirect passive with respect to the different behavior 

to the reflexive zibun, following Kuno (1973, 302), and 
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concludes that the evidence showing that the passivization of 

the indirect object is an instance of direct passive is not 

convincing. First, the reflexive zlbun 'self' takes the 

subject as its antecedent in direct passive while in indirect 

passive it can take the agent phrase as well as the subject 

as its antecedent, as the following examples show: 

(42) a. Johni-ga Maryj-ni zibuni-no 

NOM by self GEN 

ie -de sikar-are -tao 

house at scold PASS PAST 

'John was scolded by Mary in his own house.' 

Mary.-ni zibun. .-no 
J . ~, J 

by self GEN 

heya-o tukaw-are -tao 

room ACC use PASS PAST 

'John was affected by Mary's using his/her own 

room. ' 

In (42a), an instance of the direct passive, the reflexive 

zibun 'self' can only be bound by the matrix subject 

John while in (42b), an instance of the indirect passive, the 

reflexive can be bound either by the matrix subject or the 

agent phrase Mary-ni 'by Mary'. 

However, as Saito argues, an example like (43b) below is 



clearly an instance ~f indirect passive but lacks the 

interpretation of the reflexive zibun 'self' bound by the 

agent phrase. 

(43) a_. Mary-ga [John-ga kai -ta ronbun]-o 

NOM NOM write PAST paper ACC 

hihansi -tao 

criticize PAST 

'Mary criticized the paper John wrote.' 

b. Johni-ga Maryj-ni [zibuni-ga 

NOM by self NOM 

kai -ta ronbun]-o hihans -are -tao 

write PASTpaper ACC criticize PASS PAST 
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'John was affected by Mary's criticizing the paper 

he wrote.' 

Saito then suggests, based on the evidence of Quantifier 

Float, that the particle ni here is actually a postposition 

based on the evidence of Quantifier Float. 

Returning to the main theme, M. Baker (1982, 178) 

supports his claim that the particle ni is a structural 

Case-marker by showing that the causee of the causative 

construction whose embedded predicate is a transitive verb 

undergoes the passivization. 

(44) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni sono hon -0 kaw-ase -tao 

TOP OAT that book ACC buy CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made/let Hanako buy that book. 
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b. Hanako-wa Taroo-ni sono hon-o 

TOP by that book ACC 

kaw-ase -rare-tao 

buy CAUSE PASS PAST 

'Hanako was made to buy that book by Taroo.' 

Our suggestion is, again, that (44b) is an instance of 

indirect passive. The particle ni that appears on the causee 

behaves the same as the one on the indirect object with

respect to Quantifier Float, C1efting, and Topi9alization. 

(45) a.*?Hanako-ga gakusei-ni sannin hon -0 

Hanako NOM student OAT three book ACC 

kaw-ase -tao 

buy CAUSE PAST 

'Hanako made/let three students buy the book.' 

b. [Hanako-ga [e.] hon -0 
1 

Hanako NOM book ACC 

kaw-ase -ta -no]-wa [Taroo-ni]i -da. 

buy CAUSE PAST ing TOP Ta:oo OAT COP 

'It is Taroo that Hanako made buy the book.' 

c. [Taroo-ni]i-wa Hanako-ga [ei] hon -0 

Taroo OAT TOP Hanako NOM book ACC 

kaw-ase -tao 

buy CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo Hanako made buy the book.' 

As we have seen in CHAPTER 3, structural Case-markers cannot 
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be licensed if displaced from the government domain of the 

Case-assigner. However, as the examples in (45) show, the 

particle ni behaves differently from structural Case-markers; 

it does not allow Quantifier Float; it is licensed in the the 

focus position of the Cleft sentences preceding the copula 

da; in topic position it is followed by the topic marker wa. 

Furthermore, if the particle ni is a structural 

Case-marker as well as as ~ in ModJ, it is difficult to 

account for the difference in meaning between the £ and 

ni causatives; the 0 causative is prototypically interpreted 

as involving the direct causation while the ni causative is 

interpreted as involving the indirect causation. Since the 

o and ni causatives are minimal pairs, there seems to be no 

way to a~count for the difference in terms of the word order 

or the properties of the causee when the embedded predicates 

are intransitive verbs. These considerations suggest that 

ni is different from the structural Case-marker £ (and ~) • 

The differences can naturally be explained if we assume that 

ni is an inherent Case-marker. 

Assuming that the particle that marks the indirect object 

and the causee of the causative construction is not a 

structural Case-marker, we still need to address the question 

of how the indirect object and the causee are marked by the 

particle ni. We have already provided an account for the 

ni-marking of the indirect object; the ditransitive verbs 
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contain the GO-function in their lexical entry that governs 

the TO-function and that TO[AT xl realizes x-ni. How is the 

causee marked by ni in the causative construction? 

M. Baker (1988) proposes to account for the parametric 

differences in the causative formation by postulating two 

ways of derivation: (i) V-incorporation and (ii) VP movement 

followed by V-incorporation. For example, in Chichewd B, the 

subject of the base verb becomes the object of the causative 

verb on the surface, regardless of the transitivity of the 

base verb. The underlying object of the base verb becomes a 

'second object.' This type of causative formation is allowed 

only in double accusative languages, where ditransitive verbs 

take double objects and either the causee or the embedded 

object of the causative construction undergoes the passive. 

Baker discusses whether ModJ allows VP-movement to the 

Spec of CP and rejects this possibility based on the 

ungrammaticality of the following example: 

(46) *Sono hon -wa Taroo-ni Hanako-ni kaw-aoase-rare-ta. 

that book TOP Taroo by Hanako OAT buy CAUSE PASS PAST 

'That book was by Taroo made to be bought by Hanako.' 

The example (46) is totally unacceptable (it is not clear why 

in Baker's text the form kaw-asase-rare-ta is given; we 

assume that it is a typographical error). Baker attributes 

the ungrammaticality of (46) to the violation of Binding 

Theory (A); the trace left by the movement of the embedded 
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direct object to the matrix subject position cannot be bound 

since the c-commanding embedded subject and the governor (the 

V that incorporates to ~he causative predicate) block Binding 

Theory A. If VP-movement is available to the Japanese 

causative formation, the trace left by the movement of the 

embedded subject to the matrix subject position can be bound 

from the matrix subject position because the embedded subject 

does not c-command the trace after the movement of the 

embedded VP to the Spec of the embedded CPo 

We will adopt here, however, that the illicit grammatical 

status of (46) is due to some other factors (such as double ni 

constraint; see Kuroda: 1986). That is, we will claim that 

VP-movement followed by V-incorporation is involved in the 

derivation of the causative construction in Japanese. 

M. Baker's account for the Japanese causative 

constructions is based on two assumptions: ModJ has two 

structural Cases, and V-incorporation (without Vp-movement) 

is involved. Since Japanese has two structural Cases, and 

the causative predicate can assign the two structural Cases 

under adjacency, the accusative Case is assigned to the 

direct object of the embedded transitive verb and the dative 

Case is assigned to the causee. The embedded transitive verb 

after being incorporated in the causative predicate, loses 

the Case-assigning capacity. Hence, we get the causee marked 

with the dative ni and the embedded direct object marked with 



the accusative £, and this is the only option. The double 

£ constraint is explained since Japanese is not a double 

accusative language. If Baker is correct, Japanese should 

not allow the double object construction embedded in the 

causative construction. However, this prediction is wrong. 

(47) a. John-ga Mary-ni kunsyoo-o atae-ta. 

NOM OAT medal ACC give PAST 

'John gave Marya medal.' 

b.?Taroo-ga John-ni kunsyoo-o 

NOM 

atae-sase -tao 

give CAUSE PAST 

OAT medal ACC 

Mary-ni 

OAT 

'Taroo made John give Marya medal.' 
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The example (47b) is slightly marginal because of the double 

ni constraint applying to the two ni phrases. However, the 

grammatical status of the example in (47b) above suggests 

that the ni marking of the causee is not performed by the 

structural Case-assignment, since the 'dative' is already 

assigned to Mary in (47b). The example (47b) also argues 

against the simple V-incorporation analysis of the Japanese 

causative construciton. If VP-movement is not involved in 

the derivation of the c.:l.usative construction, either the 

causee or the direct object can be assigned an accusative 

Case. (We need to disregard the adjacency requirement, since 

we cannot derive the 0 causative with this requirement: the 
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causee is not adjacent to the Case-assigning causative 

predicate when the embedded VP contains an element other than 

V) • 

The derivation of the ModJ causative construction 

proceeds in the following way: 

(48) Taroo-ga Hanako-ni hon-o kaw-ase -tao 

NOM DAT book ACC buy CAUSE PAST 

" 'Taroo made Hanako buy a book.' 

(49) a. D-structure of (48) 

'" IP 
/ \ 

NP I' 
I / \ 

Taroo VP I 
/ \ I 

CP V [Past] 
/ \ I 

! 
C' CAUSE 

/ \ /(s)ase/ 
IP C 

/ \ 
NP I' 
I / \ 

Hanako VP I 
/ \ 

V' 
/ \ 

NP V 
I I 

hon kaw 



b. S-structure of (49 ) 

IP 
/ \ 

NP I' 
1 / \ 

Taroo-ga VP I 
/ \ 1 

CP V [Past]/ta/ 
/ \ / \ 

c' VP. V. V 
/ \ \J 11 1 

IP C V' kaw ase(CAUSE) 
/ \ / \ 

NP I' NP V 
1 / \ 1 1 

Hanako-ni VP I hon-o ti 
1 
tj 

Since the incorporated verb kaw 'buy' lose the capacity of 

Case-assignment, the embedded direct object hon 'book' must 

be assigned the structural accusative Case by the matrix 

causative predicate (s)ase under government. The causee 

Hanako cannot receive Case from the causative predicate 

because of the presence of the embedded direct object 

utilizing the structural accusative Case to be licensed. 

Then the causee must get Case some other way than receiving 
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the strucural Case. The only way for the lexical causee to 

be licensed is to occur in the adjuct phrase, which is marked 

by ni. 

Notice that the double 0 constraint is explained since 

the causee cannot receive structural Case: the embedded 

direct object exploits the accusative Case. Without the 
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adjacency condition, it is possible to assign the structural 

accusative Case to the causee, but, then, the direct obje~t 

cannot receive Case. The only option is that the direct 

object receives Case from the causative predicate in ModJ. 

Saito (1982, 17) cites Poser (1981) in arguing against 

the surface filter approach for the double 0 constraint. The 

constraint applies even when one of the two NPs that are to 

be marked with £ is phonologically null. 

(50) kono honi-wa [Mary-ga John-ni /*0 [e.] 
1 

this book TOP Mary NOM John OAT/ACC obj. 

yom -ase -tal 

read CAUSE PAST 

(50) shows that at the level where the double 0 constraint 

applies, the empty category rei] is visible so that it 

blocks the 0 marking of John. 

Our analysis of the causative construction explains why 

the double 0 constraint applies even when the embedded direct 

object is a phonologically null element. As long as the 

structural accusative Case is assigned to the direct object 

position, the causee cannot receive the structural Case, 

hence, the ni marking of the causee. 

Now consider the causative construction whose embedded 

predicate selects the Path. 

(51) ?Taroo-wa kono miti-o nandomo kuruma-o 

TOP this road ACC many. times car ACC 



hasir-ase -tao 

run CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Hanako drive a car on this road many 

times. ' 

Suppose that the embedded VP has the following structure. 

(52) VP 
I \ 

KP V' 
I \ I \ 

NP K NP V 
I I I 

miti kuruma hasir 
'road' 'car' 'run' 

The Path [VIA[miti]] is projected to D-structure as KP with 

the head of the phrase K being empty. We assume that the 

empty K can transmit Case to the object of K as a marked 

option (this stipulation is necessary since we regard the 

structure (52) as exceptional). Since the embedded direct 

object kuruma 'car' can receive Case from the causative 

predicate, it does not need to undergo movement to the 

embedded subject position as it does in a matrix clause (we 

assume the verb hasir 'run' is an unaccusative verb). The 

embedded VP containing both the direct object 
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kuruma 'car' and the Path miti 'road' is moved to the Spec of 

the embedded CP (followed by V-incorporation). As a result, 

the Path miti 'road' can receive Case through K from the 

causative predicate. In other words, when the structure (52) 

appears in a matrix clause, the direct object kuruma needs to 

move to the subject position to receive Case (since we assume 
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that the verb hasir 'run' is an unaccusative verb), hence, 

'kuruma is marked with the nominative ~ in the matrix 

clause. If the structure (52) appears in the embedded clause 

selected by the causative predicate, the embedded direct 

object kuruma 'car' must not move to the embedded subject 

position to receive Case from the causative predicate. If it 

does, the Path blocks the Case-assignment from the causative 

predicate (the Path here is a barrier between the 

Case-assigning causative predicate and the Case-assignee, the 

causee. In this way we obtain the fact that (51) is exempted 

from the double 0 constraint. 

We assume that the agentive interpretation of the 

ni-phrase proceeds as follows: first, since the head noun of 

the adjunct ni-phrase in the embedded clause is human or 

animate, it can be interpreted as controlling the cause of 

the event (needless to say, except when ni is selected by the 

GO-function). This derivatin accounts for the animacy 

restriction on the causee of the ni c'ausative (See Shibatani: 

1973,330). Second, the Japanese causative predicate means 

'let the event take place,' which we prooposed in (31). (31) 

is repeated below in a somewhat different way. 

(53) CS of 'sasu/saseru (the Japanese causative 

predicate) , : 

[LET(x, [y( [AT z])])], 

where x is the causer, y the event variable, z the 
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'caueee.' 

The CS representation (53) is an extended representation of 

the causative construction. Although the Les representation 

only mentions the central event, in (54) peripheral events 

and participants are ex~ressed. (54) should read 'the causer 

x lets the event happen ~ at the causee ~, the event ~ being 

under the influence or control of z.' As can be seen from 

the reading of (53), the interpretation is the one that is 

generally ascribed to the ni causative. The manner of the 

influence or control specified by the ni phrase is subject to 

the transitivity contextual features mentioned in 4.4.1. 

Syntactically speaking, the representation (53) presupposes 

that the ni-phrase is an adjunct like the English ~-phrase. 

The agent in an unmarked case is assigned by the 

predicate to the subject position (required by the Extended 

Projection Principle, reformulated as the rule of Predication 

by Rothstein: 1985). The agent phrase in the subject 

position is licensed only if the INFL is tensed in Japanese 

for the Case-theoretic reason (see Takezawa: 1987,73-75). 

Since the Japanese causative predicate requires the embedded 

clause to be tense1ess, the embedded subject cannot receive 

Case from the INFL of the embedded clause. (54) shows the 

5-structure of the ni causative: 
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(55) S-structure for the ni causative 

IP 
I \ 

NP· I' 
I \ 

VP INFL 
I \ 

CP V 
I \ I 

c' VP. V.+CAUSE 
I \ \J ~ 

IP C V' 
I \ I 

NP-ni I' t 
I \ 

VP INFL [:"Tense] 
I 
tj 

In the framework we adopted from M. Baker (1988), the 

causative predicate selects CPo The ECM is explained by the 

deletion of the empty head of CP, voiding the barrier status 

of C (minima1ity barrier). If the causative predicat~ 

assigns the structural accusative Case to the causee, we 

derive the 0 causative. The ni causative is derived when the 

structural accusative Case-assignment is blocked. 

The presence of the ni phrase expressing the agent of the 

embedded predicate seems to be obligatory. If the causee is 

not expressed, the causative construction seems to be 

invariably interpreted as the ~ causative. It seems that the 

causee must be expressed in the ni causative, where the 

causee-marked with ni is an adjunct phrase. We suggest (55) 

to account for this obligatory presence of the ni-phrase in 
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the causative construction: 

(55) The agent is required by Japanese unergative verbs. 

(55) is a statement that can be derived from the thesis that 

ModJ is an accusative language. We will see in CHAPTER 5 

that this development is only recent in th~ history of the 

Japanese language. It is not clear why (55) applies in such 

a language as Japanese where Agreement is optional. Our 

speculation is that lexical specifications of the unergative 

verbs contain the means clause that requires the presence of 

the agent (cf •. 'fluid S-marking' of Dixon: 1979). 

The structure (54) argues against the proposal that ni is 

a default Case made by Takezawa (1987). Recall from Chomsky 

(1986, 194) that English of-insertion is a 'default' case. 

In English of appears as a default case realization when it 

is governed by [+N] categories (nouns and adjectives). When 

theta-roles assigned by [+N] lexical categories do not have 

appropriate prepositions, of is inserted so that the NP 

governed by the [+lexica1] cat~gories receives Case through 

the prepositions. The following examples are from Chomsky 

(1986: 194): 

( 56) a.*the gift of John a book 

b. give John a book 

c. the gift to John of a book 

d. the gift of a book to John 

In (56a) a book is not governed by a preposition and the 

-'. 
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dative shift is not allo'wed within NP because [+N] categories 

do not assign the structural objective Case. (56a) is 

ungrammatical because a-book is not assigned Case and of is a 

wrong choice of the preposition. Since the theta-role 

assigned to John is the goal theta-role, the preposition 

to should be selected. (56b) is grammatical because the verb 

giv~ can assign the structural objective Case to John and the 

adjunct a book is assigned an inherent Case (cf. Larson: 

1988). See the discussion following (18). In (56c) and 

(56d) Ef is inserted because there is no preposition that is 

selected by the affected theta-role (see Lumsden: 1987), and 

to is, again, selected by the goal theta-role. From these 

considerations we can regard the default Case as a case of 

suppletion; when there is no appropriate form or lexical item 

in the language corresponding to the meaning or theta-role, 

the language employs a particular form to substitute the 

missing form. In this sense it is a matter of 

lexicalization. On the other hand, Takezawa's default Case 

is different. It is more appropriately called an elsewhere 

case. In Takezawa's conception of Case, Japanese has a 

limited number of Case realizations corresponding abstract 

Case. When all the possibilities of Case realizations for a 

position are exhausted, the elsewhere case n~ comes out of 

the blue and exempts the structure from the Case Filter. 

(57) are Takezawa' s (8S). 



(57) Takezawa's (85), p. 90. 

Ni is assigned to the subject if it is not governed 

by INFL [+Tense]. 

(58) a. John-wa Mary-ni susi -0 tabe-sase -tao 

John TOP Mary sushi ACC eat CAUSE PAST 

'John made Mary eat sushi.' 

b. John-wa Mary-ni syukudai-o 

John TOP Mary homework ACC 

tetudatte-morat -tao 

help receive PAST 

'John has Mary help him with his homework.' 
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In (58a) the embedded subject Mary is in the tense less clause 

selected by the causative predicate. Therefore, it is 

assignedni. Similarly, in (60b) the embedded subject Mary is 

in the tenseless clause selected by a receiving verb 

morau, so it is assigned ni. The rule is stated in the 

negative way, if ••• not •••• This way of formulating rules 

makes the theory too powerful~ (57) predicts that whenever 

there is a Case assigner, there will be a default Case when 

the position is not governed by the Case assigner. There 

will then be so many default Cases, which natural languages 

would not tolerate. 

There are still more problems with (57). (57) predicts 

that (59) would be grammatical, but it is not. 
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(59) *Taroo-wa Hanako-ni utukusiku-sase -tao 

TOP beautiful CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo let Hanako be beautiful.' 

Since the causative predicate selects the tenseless embedded 

clause and Hanako is the subject, it should be marked with 

ni, but the result is ungrammatical (if the causee is marked 

with the structural accusative Case-marker £, it is 

grammatical). (57) cannot explain why ni is selected in the 

formulation of the rule. It can be an entirely arbitrary 

decisioli that ni is mentioned in the rule. 

In this section we proposed that the LCS of the Japanese 

causative predicate does not specify the means c1ause~ it 

simply means 'let an event happen.' The direct causation 

interpretation of the 0 causative is derived from the 

contextual transitivity features based on the structural 

accusative Case-marking on the causee. The derivative nature 

of the direct causation interpretation is supported by the 

fact that the interpretation can be suspended in the 

non-transitive contexts. When the structural accusative 

Case-assignment is blocked, the causee is forced to 

materialize in the adjunct phrase by the unergative rule 

(55). Our basic claim is that the particle ni is not a 

structural Case-marker: it is a particle marking the agentive 

adjunct phrase. When the agent or the causee cannot receive 

a structural Case because the Case-assignment is blocked by a 
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barrier as a result of VP-movement to the Spec of CP, the 

particle ni functions to transmit the agent theta~role to the 

adjunct phrase. 

4.4.2 The Passive 

As was introduced in (lOb), the agentlve phrase of the 

Japanese passive sentence is marked with ni. (lOb) is 

repeated below as (GOa). 

(GO) a. Hanako-ga Taroo-ni mir-are -tao 

NOM see PASS PAST 

'Hanako was seen by Taroo.' 

b. Hanako-ga okurimono-o Taroo-ni okur-are -tao 

NOM gift Ace Taroo give PASS PAST 

'Hanako was given a gift by Taroo.' 

c. Okurimono-ga Taroo-ni Hanako-ni?*(-yotte) 

okur-are -tao 

gift NOM Taroo Hanako (means) 

give PASS PAST 

d.?*Hanako-ga Taroo-ni aw -are -tao 

NOM meet PASS PAST 

'Hanako was met by Taroo.' 

(GOb) is an instance of the Indirect Passive. The defining 

feature of the Indirect Passive is that the structural object 

ease is not absorbed by the passive morpheme (this is the 

reason why okurimono 'gift' is marked with 0). Instead, the 

passive morpheme seems on the surface to function to add an 
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extra argument. Superficially, (60b) looks like the indirect 

object has been passivized. Our theory of ni excludes this 

derivation because of the non-recoverability of deletion of 

ni. (60c) is the output of the application of the 

passi'vization to the ditransitive verb 

okuru 'give' and consequently the direct object theme 

argument okurimono 'gift' is moved to the subject position. 

Our account for the. unacceptability of (60c) is that since 

there are two human nouns marked with ni it is almost 

impossible to tell which phrase should be interpreted as the 

agentive phrase. If we replace the agentive ni-phrase by an 

adjunct phrase -niyotte or -niyori the dilemma is resolved 

and the acceptability improves a great deal. Since the 

ni-phrase cannot move to the subject position by the 

passivization, (60d) must involve the Indirect Passive. The 

reason (60d) is low in acceptability can be attributed to the 

fact that meeting is difficult to interpret as capable of 

giving impact on Hanako. 

I adopt here a 'standard' view that the passive morpheme 

rare absorbs the structural accusative Case, which makes the 

direct object argument move to the subject position to 

receive Case from the tensed INFL~ hence, the theme argument 

is marked with ~ in (60). In English the agent theta-role 

is transmitted through the passive morpheme to the adjunct 

~-phrase under government. As for Japanese, our claim is 
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that the ni-phrase that occurs in the passive sentence is the 

same type of ni-phrase that occurs in the ni causative 

sentence, which means that the agentive reading of the 

ni-phrase in the passive is derived the same way it is 

derived in the causative. 

Notice that the agentive ni alternates with kara 'from' 

in (61). The examples in (61) are from Ono and Shin (1986, 

230-231). 

(61) a. Sono roojin -wa tikaku-no hitobito-ni/kara 

that old.man TOP neighboring people from 

kiraw -are -te -iru. 

dislike PASS COMP COP 

'That old man is hated by his neighbors.' 

Cf. Tikaku-no hitobito-ga sono roojin -0 

neighboring people NOM that old.man ACC 

kirat-te -ir -u. 

hate COMP be PRES 

'The neibors hate that old man.' 

b. Kaet-te aite-ni/kara mikudasa-re-ru. 

instead companion despise PASS PRES 

'Instead (you) will be despised by (your) 

companion.' 

Cf. Aite -ga (watsi-o) mikudas-u. 

companion NOM I ACC despise PRES 

'The companion will despise (me).' 
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According to Ono and Shin (1986, 231), when the vo1itiona1ity 

of the prp.dicate verb is felt strong, kara is selected. 

Recall in this connectiQn that we have seen in (16) that 

there are alternations selected by such receiving verbs as 

kik 'heat" and uker 'receive.' (16) is repeated below as 

(62) • 

(62) a. Taroo-ga Hanako-kara/ni (hanasi -o) kii -tao 

NOM from story ACC hear PAST 

'Taroo heard the story from Hanako.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-kara/ni (maneki -o) 

NOM . from invitation ACC 

uke -tao 

receive PAST 

'Taroo received an invitation from Hanako.' 

We account for these alternations in terms of inherent Case 

assignment. 

Suppose that receiving verbs such as kik 'hear' and 

uker 'receive' have the following conceptual struture in 

contrast to "",i; ing verbs such as iw ,'say' and okur 'send'. 

The conceptual structure of receiving verbs is represented in 

(63) • 

(63) GO([ x],[ FROM([ AT([ 
Event Thing Path Place Thing 

TO ( [ A'l' ( [ z] ) ] } ] ) 1 
Place Thing 

y] ) ] ) ] 

In (63) x represents the Theme, ~ the Source, and z the 



Goal. What is special about 'receiving' verbs is that the 

inherent ni Case can be assigned to the Source. 
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The alterntion between n1 and kara in the passive can be 

accounted for basically the same way that the a1terntion is 

accounted for in case of 'receiving' verbs. In 4.3.1 we 

assumed that 'receiving' verbs are lexically marked with 

respect to the de1etabi1ity of the FROM-function. When the 

FROM-function does not lexicalize, it realizes as the 

ni-phrase (cf. the discussin following (15». In cases of 

the passive, only those 'receiving' verbs that are lexically 

marked with respect to the deletabi1ity of the FROM-function 

can have the option of not 1exicalizing the FROM-function: 

hence, it must realize as ni. 

(64) a. Taroo-ga 

NOM 

Hanako-ni/*kara nade-are -tao 

from touch PASS PAST 

'Taroo was touched by Hanako.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-ni/*kara but -are -tao 

Taroo NOM Hanako from beat PASS PAST 

'Taroo was beaten by Hanako.' 

The following examples from Sunagawa (1984) show that the 

agent phrases in the passive are clearly adjunct phrases: 

(65) a. kono toti-wa hoosyanoo -ni/de/niyotte 

osens -are -te -ir-u 

this land TOP radioactive by 

contaminate PASS CONJ COP PRES 



'This land is contaminated with radioactive 

materials. ' 
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b. kare-no kangae-wa ooku-no hitobito-ni/kara/niyotte 

his idea TOP many people by 

sizis -are -te -ir-u 

support PASS CONJ COP PRES 

'His idea is supported by many people.' 

For complex factors determining the choice of adjunct phrases 

in the passive, see Teramura (1982), Sunagawa (1984) and 

references cited there. 

4.4.3 The Indirect Passive 

As we have seen above, the defining feature of the 

indirect passive is the lack of the absorption of the 

structural objective Case and the presence of the extra 

argument. This extra argument represents the individual 

indirectly affected by the action or event expressed in the 

remainder of the sentence (Howard and Howard: 1976,202). 

The following examples are from Howard and Howard (1976). 

(66). a. Tanaka-san-wa sensei-ni kodomo-o 

TOP teacher 

sikar-are -tao 

scold PASS PAST 

child ACC 

'Mr. Tanaka had (his) child scolded by the 

teacher. ' 
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b. Taroo-wa ame-ni hur -are-tao ., 
TOP cain fall PASS PAST 

'Taroo was rained on.' 

Notice that in (66) the subject of the main verb, 

sensei 'teacher' and ~ 'rain,' is marked with ni. From our 

viewpoint this ni-marking of the subject does mean that the 

ni-phrase actually occupies the subject position; it is an 

adjunct. In the framework we adopted, this is a result of 

the agent theta-role being absorbed by the passive morpheme 

and transmi.tted to"the ni-phrase under the mutual c-command 

condition required by the rule of Predication. The question 

is where the extra argument Tanaka-san-wa and Taroo-wa come 

from. The extra argument is introduced by the rule of 

Predication. But in these cases, the predicate is the 

passive morpheme in contrast to the afore-mentioned cases 

being instances of the rule of Predication applying to the 

ni-phrase and the VP. The passive does not function to 

reverse the direction of the action of the active (from the 

agent ---> the patient to the patient <--- the agent), but 

neutralizes the transitivity. In this sense ModJ has 

retained its antipassive nature of the morpheme (ra)re. See 

CHAPTER 5 for the historical developments of the passive 

construction. 

What needs to be explained in the indirect passive 

construction is why the subject is marked by ni. We suggest . 
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that the indirect construction has a complex structure (cf. 

Kuno: 1973). The derivation of the indirect passive proceeds 

the same way as the causative. (67) represents D-structure 

of (66a). 

(67) D-structure of (66a): 

NP 
I 

sensei 

I 
NP 
I 

Tanaka-san 

I 

I 
IP 

I 

\ 

I 
VP 

\ 

I 
NP 
I 

kodomo 

I 
CP 

I \ 
c' 

\ 
C 

I' 
\ 

I 

v' 
\ 

v 
I 

sikar 

IP 
\ 

I' 
I \ 

VP I 
\ 

v 
I 

PASS 
I (ra) rei" 

We assume in (67) that the passive mOfpheme is a bound affix 

that requires a verbal stem~ hence, v-incorporation. The 

embedded subject sensei 'teacher' cannot receive Case either 

from the embedded INFL([-Tense]) or from the matrix 

predicate (the passive morpheme does not assign Case). In 

either case, the embedded subject cannot be licensed unless 

it must receive Case. The only option is for the agent 

sensei to realize in the adjunct phrase marked wi th ni. We 
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derive (66a) by the movement of the embedded VP to the Spec 

of CP followed by the V-incorporation. At this point the 

indirect passive and the causative diverge: we need to 

assume that the incorporated verb can retain its 

Case-assigning capacity in the case of the passive morpheme. 

Other than this stipulation, the derivation proceeds the same 

way as the causative: when the embedded predicate is a 

transitive verb (sikar 'scold' in (67), the incorporated V 

can still assign Case to its direct object kodomo 'child.' 

As a result, we get the optional Case-absorption by the 

passive morpheme. 

In summary, we can account for the derivation of indirect 

passives exactly the same manner as we have done for the 

derivation of the causativ~ construction. The differences 

between them should be: (i) their inherent lexical meaning; 

,.. (i i) Case-assigninig capacity. The causative predicate means 

'do something to bring about somebody's participation in the 

event,' while the passive predicate means 'the event takes 

place as a natural c~nsequence.' 

4.4.4 The Potential Sentences 

The following examples are usually called potential 

sentences. In the potential sentences, the agent can be 

marked with ni as in the causative and the passive. In (68a) 

the potential morpheme -(rar)e attaches to the transitive 

verb hanas 'speak;' in (68b) the predicate is wakar 



'understand,' and in (68c) the ~redicate is dekir 'can.' 

(68) a. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga hanas-e -rue 

English NOM speak POT PRES 

'Taroo can speak English.' 

b. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga wakar -u. 

English NOM understand PRES 

'Taroo understands English.' 

c. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga dekir-u (koto). 

English NOM can PRES fact 

'(the fact that) Taroo is good at English.' 
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Let us first consider the (rar)e potential. The 

potential morpheme requires the volitional verbs in contrast 

to the passive morpheme (Morita: 1977, 475-478). 

(69) a. Ki -ga ie -0 kakorn -u (no-wa itu?) 

tree NOM house ACC surround PRES (when is it?) 

'(When is it that) trees surround the house (?)' 

b. Ki -ni ie -ga kakorn -ar -e- ru 

trees house NOM surround PASS PRES 

(no-wa-itu?) 

(when is it?) 

'(When is it that) the house will be surrounded by 

trees (?)' 

c. *?Ki -ni ie -ga kakorn -e -ru 

tree house NOM surroud POT PRES 



(-no-wa itu?). 

(when is it?) 

'(When is it. that) trees can surround the 

house (?)' 

(70) a. Taroo-ga hon -0 yom -u (-no-wa itu?). 

NOM book ACC read PRES (when is it?) 

'(When is it that) Taroo reads books (?).' 

b. Taroo-ni hon -ga yom -are-ru (-no-wa itu?). 

book NOM read PASS PRES (when is it?) 

'(When is it that) books are read by Taroo.' 

c. Taroo-ni hon -ga yom -e -ru (-no-wa itu?). 

book NOM read POT PRES (when is it?) 

'(When is it that) Taroo can read books.' 
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When the potential morpheme selects a non-volitional verb 

such as kakom 'surround' .the sentence is unacceptable in 

normal contexts. However, if it selects the volitional verb 

such as yom 'read' the sentence is acceptable. This is one 

of the defining features of the potential morpheme that 

distinguishes the potential from the passive morpheme, in 

addition to the phonological difference in some cases 

((rar)e vs. (r)are). Morita (1977,476) observes that the 

following sentence is ambiguous (the sentence is slightly 

modified). 

(71) Taroo-ni yokozuna -ga nager-arer-u 

sumo.champion NOM throw PRES 



a. 'Taroo can throw the sumo champion down to the 

ground.' 

b. 'The sumo champion is thrown down to the ground 

by Taroo.' (in a TV live action situation) 
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Notice that the potential morpheme absorbs Case as the 

passive morpheme does. This explains that the agent appears 

as the ni-phrase in both cases. However, the Case absorption 

by the potential morpheme seems to be optional. The 

following examples are from Inoue (1986,109). 

(72) a. Taroo-ni Eigo -ga hanas-e -ru (no-wa itu?) 

English NOM speak POT PRES (when is it?) 

'(When is it that) Taroo can speak English (?)' 

b. Taroo-ga Eigo -ga hanas-e -ru (no-wa itu?) 

NOM English NOM speak POT PRES (when is it? 

c. Taroo-ga Eigo -0 hanas-e -ru (no-wa itu?) 

NOM English ACC speak POT PRES (when is it?) 

d.*Taroo-ni Eigo -0 hanas-e -ru (-no-wa itu?) 

English ACC speak POT PRES (when is it?) 

(72a) is derived as follows: the potential morpheme as an 

option absorbs the structural objective Case and the agent 

theta-role; thus the direct object theme argument at 

D-structure cannot receive Case. Since the subject positon 

licensed by the rule of Predication is empty because of the 

absorption of the subject theta-role by the potential 

morpheme, the theme argument can move to the subject position 
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and receive the structural Case from the tensed INFL. The 

agent theta-role absorbed by the potential morpheme can be 

transmitted to the adjunct ni-phrase under the mutual 

c-command condition required by the rule of Predication. In 

(72b) the agent theta-role absorbed by the potential morpheme 

is not transmitted anywhere. Instead, the potential morpheme 

licenses an addition of an extra argument in terms of the 

rule of Predication. The licensing condition seems to be 

subject to th@> contextual features 'of Hoppet·'imd Thompson 

(1980) or Inoue (1986). In (72c) the potential morpheme does 

not absorb the structural objective Case as an option. This 

morpheme then only contributes to the meaning of the 

sentence. The theme argument projected to the direct object 

position receives the structural objective Case, since the 

external argument is present (Choe's reformulation of 

Burzio's generalization)3. Now it remains to explain 

why (72d) is unacceptable. Notice first that the parallel 

structure exhibited by the indirect passive is grammatical. 

(72d) is repeated as (73a). 

(73) a. Potential Construction 

*Taroo-ni Eigo-o hanas-e-ru. 

English ACC speak POT PRES 

'Taroo can speak English.' 



b. Indirect Passive 

Taroo-ni kodomo-o sikar -are.-ta. 

child ACC scold PASS PRES 

'(I) had (my) child scolded by Taroo.' 
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If the potential morpheme necessarily absorbs the external 

theta-role even when it does not absorb the structural 

objective Case, (7Sa) should be grammatical as far as the 

Case and Theta-theoretic factors are concerned. It seems 

optimal to suppose that even the theta absorption by the 

potential morpheme is optional. Notice that we cannot appeal 

to the original formulation of Burzio's generalization that 

the structral objective Case is assigned if and only if the 

external argument is present, because it predicts that (7Sb) 

would be ungrammatical contrary to the fact. I leave this 

problem open. 

TurnIng to (73b) and (73c), I assume that they would be 

derived as follows: since the unaccusative verbs such as 

wakar 'understand' and dekir 'can' in these examples by 

definition do not assign the structural objective Case to the 

theme argument that is projected to the direct object 

position at D-structure, the theme argument cannot receive 

Case (see Miyagawa: 1988). If the external argument is not 

selected so that the subject postion is empty, the theme 

argument can move to the subject position so that it can 

receive the structural Case from the tensed INFL. 



I assume that wakar 'understand' and dekir 'can' as a 

lexical idiosyncracy can take the goal argument. The 

relevant portion of the.LCS of these verbs would be 

represented as (74). 

(79) LCS of ' wakar' and ldekir': 

[ GO([ x],[ TO([ AT([ y])])])] 
Event Thing Path Place Thing 
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In other words, wakar 'understand' means that 'the theme goes 

separately (from other things) to the goal' and dekir 'can' 

means that 'the theme goes (out of some place) to the goal.' 

Since the unaccusative verbs are not transitive verbs, they 

do not contain the agent theta-role in the LCS. The 

alter.nation of ni and ~ is explained by the rule of 

Predication. 

-
4.4.5 Desiderative Sentences and 'Tough' Constructions 

The so-called -tai derivatives (Kuno: 1973, 82) exhibit 

interesting alternations between ~ and ~. 

(75) a. Taroo-ga mizu-o nomi -ta -i. 

NOM water ACC drinK want PRES 

'Taroo wants to drink water.' 

b. Taroo-ga mizu-ga nomi -ta -i. 

NOM water NOM drink want PRES 

c.*Taroo-ni mizu -ga/o nomi -ta -i. 

water NOM/ACC drink want PRES 
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(76) a. Hanako-ga eiga-o mi -ta -i. 

NOM movie ACC see want PRES 

'Hanako wants to see a movie.' 

b. Hanako-ga eiga -ga mi -ta -i. 

NOM movie NOM see \'/ant PRES 

c.*Hanako-ni eiga -0/ ga mi -ta -i. 

movie ACC/NOM see want PRES 

In (75) and (76a) ~ and ~ alternates on the theme, 
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mizu 'water' and eiga 'movie.' But notice here that ~ does 

not alernate with ni on the subject of the matrix clause. 

The 'tough' adjectives such as -yasui 'easy' and 

-nikui 'tough' exhibit similar Case-theoretic phenomena, but 

they do allow the ni-phrase. 

(77) a. Taroo-ga kaimono -0 si-yasu-i (-koto). 

NOM shopping ACC do easy PRES 

, (the fact that) it is easy for Taroo to do 

the shopping.' 

b. Taroo-ga kaimono -ga si-yasu-i (-koto). 

NOM shopping NOM do easy PRES 

c. Taroo-ni kaimono -ga si-yasu-i (-koto). 

shopping NOM do easy PRES 

The difference between the desiderative and 'tough' 

constructions on one hand, and the causative, passive, and 

potential on the other hand is that in the former 

constructions the predicates are adjectives such as 



-tai 'want,' yasui 'easy,' and nikui 'difficult,' while in 

the latter are verbal suffixes that must attach to verbal 

stems. 
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Since the ni in (77) alternates nitotte 'for' it seems 

reasonable to assume the ni-phrase is a sentential adjunct. 

The reason why the desiderative adjectives do not allow the 

ni-phrase seems to be purely semantica1. According to Kuroda 

(1986,56), the desiderative adjectives do not allow the 

ni-phrase since the desiderative adjectives express the state 

of consciousness perceived by the super ego, with this super 

ego realizing as the extra ~-marked argument. Since the 

sentential adjunct ni-phrase expresses the outer existence, 

the desiderative adjectives cannot take the ni-phrase, while 

'tough' predicates can. The following consideration suggests 

that Kuroda (1986) is correct. 

Teramura (1982, 163) gives the following table 

illustrating what type of adjectives take which case 

particles. As can be seen from this table, the adjectives 

hosii 'want,' sukida 'like,' and itai 'painful' do not take 

ni, while the rest of the adjectives in this list do. The 

distinction does seem to correlate with whether the adjective 

means one's own feeling or not. When ni is selected by 

adjectives, then, the ni-phrase expresses the external 

existence. 
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(78) Selection of Case Particles by Adjectives 

Case Particles 

~ 0 ni to kara 
PREDICATES NOM ACC OAT COM ABL 

hosii 'want' YES ? NO NO NO 

sukida 'like' YES ? NO NO NO 

itai 'painful' YES NO NO NO NO 

tooi 'far' YES NO YES NO YES 

onazida 'same' YES NO ? NO NO 

hituyooda YES NO ? NO NO 
'necessary' 

husawasii ' fit' NO NO YES NO NO 

sinsetuda 'kind' NO NO YES YES NO 

nessinda 'keen' ? NO YES NO NO 

sumanai 'sorry' YES NO YES NO NO 

tuyoi 'strong' YES NO YES NO NO 

ookii ' big' YES NO YES NO NO 

obosii ' poor' YES NO YES NO NO 

In this chapter we proposed a uniform analysis of the 

ModJ particle ni, which is most complex in use among the case 

particles. We suggested that the particle ni is first and 

foremost a Locative particle. The derivation of the goal 

meaning ,from the Locative has been successfully achieved by 

adopting Jackendoff's (1983) conceptual structure framework. 

The particle ni is a lexical realization of the 
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Path-function: when the TO function selected by the GO 

function does not 1exica1ize as, for example, the particle ... ~ 

~ 'to(ward),' ni 1exicalizes. Some verbs generally referred 

to 'receiving verbs' are lexically marked so that the lexical 

content of the Path-function is recoverable: the particle 

ni is u 1exica1ization of the FROM function. We have seen 

that this analysis applies to some cases of alternations 

found in the passive construction. 

We proposed for Japanese causative the LCS, [LET([x], 

[EVENT])]. That is to say, the Japanese causative predicate 

is unspecified with respect to direct vs. indirect 

causation. The direct causation interpretation is derived 

based on the contextual transitivity features. We have 

accounted for the ni marking of the causee of the causative -.-
construction by adopting M. Baker's (1988) VP-movement to the 

Spec of CP followed by the V-incorporation, creating a 

barrier for the embedded subject. The ni causative needed a 

stipulation that the agent is required by unergative verbs. 

We have seen that basically the same analysis applies to 

the indirect passive construction. The differences between 

the causative and the indirect passive are their inherent 

lexical meaning and that their Case-assigning properties. 

Our account for the potential sentences is based on our 

analysis of the passive. The difference is that the 

potential morpheme optionally absorbs Case. 



We adopted Kuroda (1986) to account for the reason why 

the ni does not appear in the desiderative while it does in 

the 'tough' construction. 
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Notes to CHAPTER 4 

1. Nureru 'get wet' (4h) is an unaccusative verb meaning 

'become wet' and the particle ni specifies the location where 

the event takes place, that is, 'in the the rain,' the extra 

meaning expressed by 'get' seems to be derived by the 

adversity interpretation, and tomu 'be rich' (4j) is also an 

unaccusative verb, meaning 'stay' and the location is 

specified by the ni phrase. It should best be paraphrased 'x 

keeps staying in~, that is, ~ is rich with ~.' 

2. Ikegami (1981, 13) cites the German 'Localist' view of 

the Case. According to his tables on page 13, Cases are 

divided into two categories: Motional and Stationary. 

Motional Cases include FROM and TO. Stationary Cases include 

AT and FOR. Direction in (Sb) is assumed here to reflect 

this Stationary FOR. 

3. Notice here that if the external argument is not 

represented in the Predicate Argument Structure as claimed by 

Hale and Keyser, Choe's reformulation of Burzio's 

generalization explains in part why the structural objective 

Case should not be assigned in the PAS to D-structure 

mapping. Chomsky (1986) claims that the level that the 

structural Case is assigned is S-structure. 
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CHAPTER 5 

HISTORICAL CHANGES OF NI 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we attempt to characterize the historical 

changes of ni in the framework developed in CHAPTER 4. The 

underlying assumption is that the case particle ni first and 

foremost is a particle denoting the location where the event 

happens, which we represented as the Place-function [AT xl • 

The agentive reading of the ni phrase is derivative in this 

sense, when the animate entity is marked with ni, it is 

interpreted as a controller of the event. When the particle 

ni attaches to the place or temporal noun, it designates the 

Place where the event takes place. 

When the particle ni attaches to the animate entity, it 

is a syntactic realization of the fun~tion formed by the 

Place-fuction and the Thing-function that takes the event as 

its argument and yields the interpretation that the event is 

under the influence or control of the animate entity. The 

manner of 'influence or control' can be variously interpreted 

depending on such diverse factors as the inherent lexical 

content of the argument to which ni attaches and the content 

of the event expressed by the syntactic predicate (and 

possibly the contextual and pragmatic factors). 
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Hashimoto (1969, 121) observes that various uses of 

ni in ModJ illustrated in (1), CHAPTER 4, can all be found in 

OJ. This observation can be confirmed by comparing (1) of 

CHAPTER 4 and the following examples (1) from Manyooshuu. 

(1) a. the place where a thing exists: 

Yamato-no kuni -ni hutari ari -to -si 

GEN country two.person exist COMP EMPH 

omoha-ba 

think if 

'if (1) do think that there are two (dear) persons 

in Yamato' (M 3249) 

b. the goal that the action or operation is directed 

to: 

waga hurusato-ni kaheriko-mu -to -ha 

my hometown retu~n will COMP TOP 

, (1 have never dreamed about) coming back to my 

hometown' (M 609) 

c. the result of a change: 

yama -no siduku -ni nara -masi -mono -0 

mountain GEN dew become would thing EX 

'Would that 1 were mountain dews' (M 108) 

d. the place/time where the action or operation 

occurs: 

haru -bi -ni hibari agari kokoro kanasi 

spring day skylark soar hear sad 
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'On a spring day a skylark soars" and my heart is 

sad' 

(M 4292) 

e. the object that the action or operation is 

directed to: 

kimi-ni kinu kasa-masi -0 

you coat lend would EX 

'(I wish I) had lent you a coat' (M 361) 

f. the purpose that the action or operation is 

performed for: 

yama simizu kumi-ni yuka-me -do 

mountain spring.water get go will though 

'though I would go and get the mountain spring 

water' (M 158) 

g. the source that the action or operation comes from: 

naga haha -ni ko -rare a-ha yuku 

your mother scold PASS I TOP go 

'I go home being scolded by your mother' (M 3519) 

h. the cause of the action or operation: 

nagatuki -no sigure-no arne -ni nure 

September GEN shower GEN rain wet 

'g,etting wet in a September shower' (M 2180) 
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i. the standard of comparison, evaluation, etc.: 

kono yama -no mine-ni tikasi waga mi -turu tuki 

this mountain GEN peak near I see PERF moon 

'the moon that I saw that seems to be near to the 

peak of this mountain' (M 2672) 

j. the content that makes up the state: 

umakori aya-ni tomosiku naru kami-no oto -nomi 

nice word lacking roar god GEN souna only 

kiki-si 

hear PERF 

'(I) have only heard (it) like the sound of the 

roaring God that lacks for nice words (to 

descr ibe) , (M 913) 

k. the manner or state of the action or operation 

sogahi -ni ne -si -ku ima-si kuyasi-mo 

back.to.back sleep PERF NOM now EMPH regret EMPH 

'(I) do now regret having slept back to back (with 

my husband)' (M 1412) 

It should be noted from above that the basic uses of the 

particle ni apparently have not changed for over one thousand 

years. Compared with the particle £, the 'accusative' 

marker, or ~ the 'nominative' marker, the reason why it has 

not changed requires an explanation. Our explanation is 

simply that the core lexical meaning of the particle 

ni illustrated in (la) has not changed. In other words, as 
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far as the lexical content of ni is concerned, it has not 

changed in contrast to its 'grammatical' functions having 

undergone noticeable changes: (i) lexicalization of the Path 

function, which we will discuss ia 5.2~ (ii) the agentive 

ni, which we will discuss in the section on the causative 

construction, 5.3~ and (iii) the passive construction, 5.4. 

Comparing (lb) of CHAPTER 4 and (lb) above, it was noted 

that in OJ a~ well as ModJ the goal phrase can be expressed 

- using ni or he 'toward.' However, we will see later in 5.2 

that there is no ni that is a realization of the source in 

early OJ. What can be taken as the source phrase is actually 

the lexicalization of the Place-function interpreted as the 

agent controlling the event. In this stage, ni and the 

particle yori 'via, from' that marks the source phrase do not 

alternate. The question then is why the particle ni does not 

function as a realization of the source in OJ. Closely 

associated with this question is why the particle he 'toward' 

is absent from OJ. Our explanation is that MJ acquired 

lexical items expressing the goal he 'to(ward)' and the 

source yori/kara 'from.' In other words, the TOWARD and FROM 

functions have been lexicalized in MJ as he and yori/kara. 

Discussing problematic constructions such as the 

causative and the passive in ModJ, where the particle 

ni plays the crucial role, we have come to the conclusion 

that the ni-phrase in the causative and the passive is an 



adjunct phrase, therefore, it is expected to exibit varying 

expressions typical of adjuct phrases. 
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One of the puzzles that shows up in this connection is 

why the ni causative that takes the embedded intransitive 

predicate cannot be found in the representative samples of OJ 

and MJ literature. Consider the following paradigms: 

(2) OJ 

a. ama wotome tama motomu-rasi 

sea girl pearl search seem 

'girls of the sea seem to be looking for pearls' 

(M 1003) 

b. Causative Construction 

Arne hura -ba ki -mu -to omoheru 

rain fall when wear will COMP think 

kasa -no yama hito -ni-na ki -sime 

rain.hat/coat GEN heap people EMPH wear CAUSE 

, (These are my) heap of rain hat and coat; do not 

let anybody take (them)' (M 374) 

c. Passive 

kaku yuke-ba hito -ni nikuma-e 

there go when people avoid PASS 

'when (I) go there, people hate (me)' (M 804) 

(3) ModJ 

a. shoojo-tati-2 sinzyu-£ sagasite-iru yoo -da 

girl PL NOM pearl ACC look.for be seem COP 



'(The) girls seem to be looking for pearls' 

b. Causative Construction 

Taroo-ga Hanako-ni hon -0 yom -ase -ta 

Taroo NOM Hanako OAT book ACC read CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo made Hanako read the book.' 

c. Ni Causative 

Taroo-ga Hanako -ni sukinadake 

Taroo NOM Hanako OAT as.much.as.one.wants 

nak-ase-ta. 

cry CAUSE PAST 

'Taroo let Hanako cry as much as she wanted.' 

d. Passive 

Hanako-ga Taroo-ni mir-are -tao 

Hanako NOM Taroo by see PASS PAST 

'Hanako was seen by Taroo.' 
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Notice first that subjects and objects are not overtly marked 

in clauses and constructions in OJ. However, in the 

causative and passive constructions the agent of the 

transitive clause is marked by ni. What is missing in the 

paradigm here is the ni marking the causee of the causative 

construction whose embedded predicate is an (unergative) 

intransitive verb. 

This puzzle can be given a natural solution once we shift 

our focus onto the pairing of the subjects with respect to 

case-marking. If we focus on the fact that the same 
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case-marking given to the subject of the intransitive verb 

and to the object of the transitive verb, the different 

case-marking on the subject of the transitive verb is no 

longer a puzzle. This case-marking is a typical instance of 

ergative case-marking systems often observed in many 

languages of the world (Blake: 1976, Dixon: 1976 and 1979, 

Plank: 1979, and others). The reason why this ergative 

marking only appears in specific contexts should be 

attributed to the generalization that historical changes take 

place starting in the matrix clauses and then in the embedded 

clauses. 

Another piece of data that suggests that this is the 

correct way of looking at OJ case-marking is that in the 

middle voice the agent is never marked with ni in OJ. In OJ 

literature the middle voice or inchoative structure 

jihatsu often refers to the structure whose predicate 

contains an intransitive verb and the passive/middle morpheme 

(ra)yu/ru. Then the subject of the intransitive verb that is 

used in the middle voic,e is expected not to be marked by ni, 

if ni is an ergative case. We will discuss the middle voice 

construction in OJ in 5.4.1. 

From the ModJ paradigm (3), we can clearly see that Mod.] 

is a nominative/accusative language in that the subject of 

the intransitive and transitive verbs are grouped together 

and marked by the same case, the nominative ~ while the 



object of the transitive verb is marked differently. The 

accusative Case-marker 0 appears on the object. 
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Historically speaking, in CHAPTER 3, we have suggested 

that the establishment of 0 as the structural accusative 

Case-marker took place in MJ. Japanese linguists attribute 

the establishment of the nominative Case-marker ~ to the end 

of MJ, the Muromachi Period (see-Oono: 1978 and Yanagida: 

1985). It is not clear when the establishment of the 

ni causative construction took place. However, our 

prediction is that it took p1a~e after the establishment of 

the potential construction, which took place in the Muromachi 

Period. Overall, it is not until ModJ that the Japanese 

language has fully developed the accusative case-marking. 

Semantically, it seems reasonable to think that OJ was an 

ergative language because the causative co~~~ruction and the 

passive~onstruction have much in common. In OJ the 

causative and passive seem to form a natural class in that 

both have the honorific use. As we have seen in CHAPTER 4, 

the sense of the direct vs. indirect causation is not 

specified in the causative construction in ModJ but rather it 

seems that we derive from the transitivity features proposed 

by Hopper and Thompson. These considerations suggest that 

the controlling factors that characterize a 

nominative/accusative language are not appropriate for the 

adequate description of the causative and passive in 
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ergative/absolutive language. Dixon (1979, l~) presents the 

following picture: 

(4) the nominative/accusatbTe mark ing 

a. intransitive sentence 

'something happening to something/someone' 

(e.g. The bough broke) 

b. transitive sentence 

'someone making something happen to 

someone/something' 

(e.g. The man broke the bough) 

(5) the ergative/absolutive marking 

a. intransitive sentence 

'someone doing something' 

(e.g~ I'll fight tomorrow) 

b. trnnsitive sentence 

'someone doing something to someone/something' 

(e.g. I'll fight John tomorrow) 

We will observe in 5.3 that the characterizations given in 

(5) apply to OJ to a considerable degree. 

The structure of this chapter is the following: In 5.2 

we will survey the development of the particles kara 'from' 

and he 'toward,' which we have seen in CHAPTER 4 to alternate 

with ni in the passive in ModJ and how they interact with the 

lexicalization of the Path-function and the passive 

construction in the historical changes. In 5.3 we will 
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consider the historical developments of the causative 

construction and by doing so we attempt to justify our claim 

that the ni that appear 'on the causee is the result of lack 

of Case thereby forcing the causee to appear in the adjunct 

position. In 5.4 we further support the claim that the 

ni-phrase is an adjunct phrase rather than a default or 

structural Case by showing the parallei developments of the 

adjunct phrase in the passive construction. 

5.2 Lexicalization of the Path-Function 

As we have seen in CHAPTER 4, ModJ has the option of not 

lexicalizing the TO (WARD) and FROM functions~ hence, the 

ambiguity of the particle ni. The ambiguity is resolved by 

the lexical marking in the case of 'receiving' verbs and by 

the passive morpheme in the case of the passive. The 

examples (18) of CHAPTER 4 are repeated as (6) below: 

(6) a. Taroo-ga Tokyo-e/ni it-tao 

NOM to(ward) go PAST 

'Taroo went to Tokyo.' 

b. Taroo-ga Hanako-kara/ni (hanasi-o) kii-ta. 

NOM from story ACC hear PAST 

'Taroo heard (the story) from Hanako.' 

c. Taroo-ga minna -kara/ni kiraw-are -tao 

NOM everyone from hate PASS PAST 

'Taroo was hated by everyone.' 

In (6a) the TO(WARD)-function lexicalizes as the particle 
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~ 'to(ward)'. In (6b) and (6c) the FROM-funtion 1exica1izes 

as the particle kara. We assume that two of the functions, 

[FROM[AT xJ] or [TO(WARD) [AT x]], cannot 1exica1ize: 

*-ni-kara, *-kara-ni, *-ni-e, *-e-ni, since ModJ does not 

have lexical items for the combination of the two functions. 

In this way the particle ni is selected as a realization of 

AT[x] when the option of not 1exica1izing the TO(WARD)- or 

FROM-functions. The particle ni has to 1exicalize~ otherwise 

it will result in a violation of the recoverabi1ity condition 

on deletion. 

Kudo (1977) studies the contexts of OJ texts, mainly 

Manyooshuu, where the ni ellipsis is supposed to have taken 

place according to some OJ scholars. His findings can be 

summarized into three categories. First, the alleged 

ni ellipsis is the result of the argument appearing in the 

topic ~nsition without the topic marker (p. 313). Second, 

the allegedly e1iptica1 structures involve the noun 

incorporation into the verb, deriving the compound verbs 

(315-318). Finally, the outright omission of the particle 

for the rhyming reasons (p. 314). He observes that there are 

very few cases of outright ni ellipsis and that they should 

be considered exceptional. 

From these considerations we expect that there will be 

some idiosyncratic lexical variations of how the Path 

functions (the TO(WARD)-, FROM-, and VIA-functions) 
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lexicalize in the historical stages. 

In OJ the source seems to lexicalize only as yori 'from' 

(though yori is used for the route sense as well). The goal 

seems to lexicalize only as ni: 

(7) a. Nara-yori ide -te ••• Hozumi-ni itari 

Nara from leave and Hozumi arrive 

'leaving Nara and coming to Hozumi' (M 3230) 

b. yononaka-£ somuki -si -e -ne -ba 

people ACC go. against EMPH can NEG since 

'since (we) cannot go against all the people' 

(M 210 and 213) 

In (7a) yori denotes the starting point where the motion 

idu 'leave' is initiated and ni denotes the goal Hozumi where 

the motion itari 'arrive' terminates. Notice in (7b) 

somuku 'turn against' takes £. As we have seen in CHAPTER 3, 

£ was an inherent Case particle that attaches to the source 

in OJ. The particle 0 in this sense is very close in meaning 

to the particle yori, which is a lexica1ization of the FROM

and VIA-functions. The difference between £ and yori is that 

yori attached only to the concrete locationa1 and temporal 

Place, while £ could attach to abstract entities in OJ (Abe: 

1977, 126-133, Miyata: 1953, 22, and Ishigaki: 1955, 153). 

According to Shida (1981,134), the switch from 0 to 

ni selected by the verbs such as somuku 'turn against' and 

wakaru 'part (from)' seems to start taking place during the 



Heian Period and have completed before the Edo Period: 

(8) a. yeiryo -ni somuki --tamaha-ba 

Emperor's.mind go.against HON since 

'~ince (he) went against the Emperor's will' 

(Heike 1, 114) 

b. hu -wa otto -ni wakare-te 

wife TOP husband part and 

'the wife parted from her husband and' 

(Heike 7, 82) 

c •••• koto toku -ni somuke -ri 

thing virtue go.against PERF 

'the fact goes against the virtues' 

(Tsurezuregusa 130, 194) 

The examples (8) are from MJ and here wakaru-type of verbs 

take the source ni. 

According to Abe (1977, 125) yori was derived from 
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~ 'via' and the suffix -ri, the latter triggering the vowel 

alternations from u to 0 in this case. It has been pointed 

out that this I..!! alternates with such particles as ~ and 

ni when selected by certain types of verbs (Abe: 1977, 120, 

citing Omodaka: 1940): 

(9) a. ikanisite-kamo te -~ kare-zara-mu 

how EMPH hand part NEG will 

'how will (this jewel) part from my hand?' (M 403) 
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b. hina -no nagadi -~ kohi kure-ba 

country GEN long.way yearning come when 

'when (I) come on the long country road yearning' 

(M 255) 

c. turibune nami-no uhe-~ mi-yu 

fishing.boat wave GEN top see can 

'a fishing boat is seen at the top of the waves' 

(M 3609) 

(9a) will be translated to ModJ as 'te-o hanare-nai (do not , 

part from the hand),' (9b) 'nagai miti-~ kuru (come a long 

way),' and (9c) 'nami-no ue-ni mi-eru (be seen at the top of 

the waves).' In OJ the instances where kare 'part' and 

kure icome' take 0 are attested. Yu seems to be a very basic 

particle in the Nara Period along with ~ and ni, which was 

replaced by yori later in the Heian Period, and developed a 

specialized meaning of the source during the Heian Period. 

According to Ishigaki: 1955, 97-102, kara had not fully 

developed into a case particle in OJ. The status seems to be 

between the suffix and the formal noun, meaning 'following': 

(10) a. imo-ni aha-mu -to tadadi -kara ware-wa 

wife see will COMP shortcut following I TOP 

kore-domo 

come though 

'though I took the shortest way to see my wife' 

(M 2618) 



'0: miti-ni ahi -te yema -si -kara-ni 

road meet and smile HON following 

'Only from the smile when we met on the way' 

(M 624) 
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In the Nara Period kara follows the particles ~ and ~, 

which is interpreted by Ishigaki as meaning that kara cannot 

be a case particle since no and ~ cannot function as 

nominalizers in the Nara Period (Ishigaki: 19~5, 84): 
'f 

(11) hitoheyama koyuru-ga -kara-ni 

sigle.mountain pass GEN 

'after passing a single mountain' (M 1038) 

In the Heian Period kara developed into a case particle 

with a specialized meaning of the temporal source in contrast 

to yori, which means the source in general. However, 

kara was driven away by yori and quickly became obsolete 

until it revived in the Muromachi Period. 

Turning our attention to the TO(WARD)-function, the goal 

was invariably expressed by the particle ni when selected by 

the verbs that contain the GO-function. In the Nara Period, 

the particle he is a lexicalization of the Path-function 

selected by the motion verbs such as yuku 'go' and 

koyu 'pass.' (Ishigaki: 1955,56-7). 

(12) a. Tiri -na -mu noti-ni miyako-he yuka-mu 

scatter PERF will after capital go will 

~ (I) will go to the capital after (£he flowers) are 
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gone.' (M4435) 
) 

b. Yamato-he koyuru kari 

Yamato return wild.goose 

'the wild geese that are flying to the country of 
'" 

Yamato' (M 954 and 2128) 

Two instances of e in (12) are selected by the GO-functions 

that are contained in the meaning of iku 'go' and 

koyu 'pass.' From the meaning given by the context, the 

argument selected by he above denotes the route rather than 

the goal. 

In the Heian and Kamakura Periods he develops a 

directionality that is independent of the lexical selection 

by the verbs. 

(13) a. Hokazama-he omohi-nari-tamahi-nu -beka 

elsewhere think will HON PERF AFFIRM 

, (You seem to) have been thinking of someone else' 

(Genii, Adumaya, cited in Ishigaki: 1955, 67) 

b. oki -to omohisi-ki -ho -he tada 

offing COMP think PAST direction only 

hahi -ni hahi -keru-ni 

crawl and crawl PERF and 

'(I) could do nothing but to crawl toward what (I) 

thought to be the offing' (Konjaku 16, cited in 

Ishigaki: 1955, 68) 

Aoki (1956, 110) claims that the difference between he and 
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ni in this period is that he implies that the subject is 

going away (exocentricity) while in ni the endocentricity or 

exocentricity is not specified. If this is true, we can 

assume that the one-way directionality of ni was triggered by 

the on-going process of marking the 'receiving' verbs 

including wakaru-type of verbs and by the differentiation of 

the passive from the middle voice. We return to this 

specification of direction Section 5.4. 

In the Kamakura Period he started to be used 

interchangeably with ni with the destination meaning. 

(14) a. tisaki tebako nando -he osiire -te 

small case closet push.enter and 

'pushing a small case into the closet' 

(Hoomotsushuu 1, cited in Iwai: 1971, 278) 

b. giwau-ga ara-n tokoro-he-wa 

Gioo NOM be will place TOP 
, , 

kanahu -maziki-zo 

be.al10wed NEG EMPH 

, (you will not be) allowed to the place where Gioo 

will be' (Heike 1, Gioo, 96) 

Recall that in the Heian Period the goal phrases in (14) were 

expr~ssed by the ni-phrases, since he only meant 'by way of' 

and 'toward.' 

In the Muromachi Period the directional he started to be 

used with adjectives (ISa) and inside a larger noun phrase 



(15b) : 

(15) a. miyako-he-mo mugeni tikakat-ta hodoni 

captial also extremely close PAST since 

'since (it) was extremely close to the capital' 

(Amakusa Heike 3, cited in Ishigaki: 1955, 76) 

b. nyobau-no moto -he-no humi 

wife GEN place GEN letter 
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'a letter to the wife' (Amakusa Heike 2, ibid.) 

At this point the lexicalization of the TO(WARD)-function by 

he seems to have completed. 

The following diagram summarizes the history o·f the 

lexicalizations of the Path-functions, where RECEIVE 

specifies that the item in question is used only when 

selected by 'receiving' verbs. 

(16) Source 

Nara yori(Place) 

o (unspecified) 

kara (suffix/N) 

Heian yori 

kara (temporal) 

Kamakura yori 

ni (RECEIVE) 

Muromachi kara 

ni (RECEIVE) 

Goal Route 

ni yu/o 

he (by GO) 

ni 0 

he (direction) 

ni/he 0 

ni/he 0 

In short, the development of he into the lexicalization 
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of the TO(WARD)-function seems to support the claim that the 

particle ni lexicalizes in D-structure when the TO-function 

is opted not to lexicalize. 

The reason why ni cannot be licensed even when the 

FROM-function is opted not to lexicalize in the Nara Period 

seems to be that lexical marking of the type of 'receiving' 

verbs and the passive had not been established in the Nara 

Period, hence, not lexicalizing the FROM-function violates 

the recoverability condition of deletion. The development of 

the passive and the lexical marking of 'receiving' verbs 

takes place in the Heian Period. 

5.3 Historical Developments of the Causative Constructions 

As we have seen in CHAPTER 3, Section 3.5, the basic 

meaning of the Japanese causative predicate is 

[LET([EVENT])], that is, 'have the event happen to som~one.' 

Yamada (1954, 257-8, and 1952, 147-8) classifies the 

causatives of the Nara and Heian Periods into two categories: 

influence (kan'yo sayoo) and causation (shieki sayoo). They 

seem to correspond to what we have called the indirect and 

direct causation. 

Sansom (1928, 164) says, 'There can be little doubt that 

(the late OJ form of causative predicate) (sa)su is cognate 

with the verb su-ru, meaning 'to do.' Hashimoto (1969, '306) 

expresses the similar opinion that the stem si of the early 

OJ form of the causative predicate simu is related to the 
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verb~ 'do,' which is found in such transitive verbs as 

akasu 'make bright/light' «-ak(a) 'bright/light' + su 'do' 

and the stem mu seems to be related to the affix that 

suffixes to the stems of the adjectives and derives 

transitive verbs such as kiyomu 'make clear' «-kiyo 'clear' 

and ~). Hashimoto (1969, 307-318) also states that the same 

derivation can be postulated for the late OJ causative form 

~a)su. According to Hashimoto (1969, 311) the affix ~ 

attached to various verbs and derived transitive verbs. 

There was no distinction between the causative and transitive 

affix. As a result of the subsequent split of causative and 

transitive, some forms containing su became frozen as 

transitive verbs but the causative su came to freely suffix 

to verbs including transitive verbs containing the affix 

su of the same origin. The split of the causative from the 

transitive, according to Hashimoto, completed around the 

Heian Period. 

In Oono et al. (1974,1428-1430), the usage of the 

causative and passive affixes is represented in the following 

paradigms: 

(17) a. Intransitive stem + su ---> Transitive Verb 

hatu lend' + su ---> hatasu 'accomplish' 

oku 'happen' + su ---> okosu 'make happen' 

otu 'fall' + su ---> otosu 'drop' 

b. Transitive Stem + ru ---> Intransitive Verb 
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agu 'raise' + ru ---> agaru 'rise' 

• sutu 'discard' + ru ---> sutaru 'become obsolete' 

umu 'give birth to' + ru ---> umaru 'be born' 

(18) Stem + su ---> Vt: Stem + ru ---> Vi 

a. amasu 'let remain' : amaru 'remain' 

b. utusu 'shift something' : uturu 'change places' 

c. kahesu 'return something' : kaheru 'return' 

d. kakusu 'hide something' : kakuru 'hide oneself' 

e. hanasu 'let go' : hanaru 'leave (some place)' 

(17) '- (18) show tha-t the meaning of ~ is 'do something 

volitionally so that a certain desired result obtains' and 

that of ru is 'become as a natural consequence.' Notice this 

characterization of the meaning of the transitive verbs 

corresponds to the one given by Dixon (1979) in 5.1 for 

ergative languages. Notice also that the passive morpheme is 

a derivative use of this ~, which appears in a middle voice 

(inchoative) construction. 

with this much historical background about the presumably 

undifferentiated status of the causative and transitive 

morphemes postulated for a stage probably earlier than the 

Heian Period, we can arrive at the following picture of the 

historical changes of the causative constructions. 

5.3.1 Nara Period 

The examples in (19) and (20) illustrate the types of 

causative constructions classified according to what case 
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particle appears on the causee and which type of verbs, 

intransitive or transitive, appears in the embedded clause. 

(19) Intransitive Verb Pattern 

Causee-~ + Vi + CAUSE: 

a. kohi masara -simu 

love increase CAUSE 

'make my love (for you) increse' (M 1946) 

b. hito -so tama nageka-suru 

person EMPH ball cry CAUSE 

'let the pearl cry' (M 1325) 
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In (19a) the causae kohi 'love' is non-overtly marked. We 

have been assuming that bare nominals occurring as the causee 

are marked with a phonologically null structural accusative 

Case-marker assigned by the causative predicate simu. In 

(19b) the causee tama 'pearl' is also marked ,,,ith the 

phonologically null structural accusative Case-marker. 

Notice that the causee is not overtly marked in the OJ 

causative construction whose predicate is an intransitive 

verb. 

It is natural to ask why ni does not mark the causee 

selected by the causative predicate when the embedded 

predicate is an (unergative) intrunsitive verb while when the 

embedded verb is a transitive verb ni, marks the causee as 

shown in (20a): 

(20) Transitive Verb Pattern 
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a. Causee-ni+(Obj) + vt + CAUSE 

yamabito -no ware-ni e -sime -si 

mountain.peop1e GEN I get CAUSE PAST 

yamatuto 

mountain. package 

!the souvenir that the people living in the 

mountain village has given to me' (M 4293) 

b. (Causee) Obj .'0 + Vt + CAUSE 

ayu-o kuha-sime 

sweetfish eat CAUSE 

'let (me) eat sweetfi~h' (M 3330) 

c. (Causee) + Obj-)( + vt + CAUSE 

amadi sira-sime 

heaven. way know CAUSE 

'let (my son) know the way to heaven' (M 906) 

In (20a) the causee ware 'I' is marked with ni, with the main 

verb u (~ in the text) 'get' being transitive • 
• 

We can appeal to Burzio's generalization in accounting 

for the absence of the ni causative when the embedded 

predicate is an (unergative) intransitive verb and the 

possibility of marking the causee with ni when the embedded 

predicate is a transitive verb. 

(21) Burzio's Generalization (Chomsky: 1986, 139) 

A verb (with an object) Case-marks its object if and 

only if it theta-marks its subject. 
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Marking the causee with ni can be derived by using Burzio's 

generalization (21) from right to left. That is, when. the 

object is marked with the accusative Case, the subject is 

theta-marked by the predicate. Recall that we adopted the 

claim that the agentive theta-role is derivative, following 

Hale and Keyser (1987). It follows that the theta-marking of 

the subject can depend on the structural Case-assignment at 

s-structure. Since the subject is theta-marked when the 

object is Case-marked by the predicate, the theta-role that 

is assigned to the subject needs to be transmitted to the 

adjunct since the Case is not available to the causee because 

of the tense1essness of the embedded clause selected by the 

causative predicate. In the case of intransitive verbs, 

Burzio's genera1i.zation is irrelevant. According to Hale and 

Keyser (1987), the agentive interpretation in such a context 

is derived by such factors as configuration, context, and so 

on. The reason that the ni causative is absent from OJ and 

MJ should be attributed to the parametric variation with 

respect to ergativity, that is, the subject theta-marking 

does not occur unless forced by Burzio's generalization. I 

assume that the agentive interpretation depends on 

extrasyntactic factors such as contexts and discourses. 

According to Dixon (1979), the marking of the subject of 

the intransitive verbs seems to be parametrized whether the 

marking for the agent of the transitive clause is used 



(nominative/accusative languages) for the intransitive 

subject1 or the marking for the object of the transitive 

clause is used (ergative/abso1utive languages) 1 or the 

marking depends on the semantic nature of the intransitive 

verbs, that is, whether they are volitional or inchoative 

('fluid S-marking' by Dixon: 1979,80). 
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In OJ the agent of the transitive clause is marked with 

ni in the .causative and the passive. Otherwise, subjects are 

not overtly marked. 

Assuming this generalization is true v the derivation of 

(20a) would be as follows: the structural accusative Case 

assigned by the causative predicate is blocked by the barrier 

created by the VP-movement into the Spec of CPo Sinc~ the 

embedded clause is tenseless, the causee cannot appear in the 

subject position because of the Case Filter interpreted as 

the Visibility Condition on theta-marking. Since the agent 

cannot appear in the subject position of the embedded clause, 

it is forced to realize, if it does, as an optional adjunct. 

Since it is an agent, it is marked with ni. 

We postulate the following structure for the D-structure 

representation of (20a): 



(22) D-structure representation of (20a) 

IP 
/ \ 

'NP I' 
I / \ 

yamabito VP I 
/ \ 

CP V 
/ \ I 

C' CAUSE 
/ \ /sime/ 

IP C 
/ \ 

NP I' 
I / \ 

ware-ni VP I 
/ \ 

NP V 
I I 

(yamatuto) e 

In (20a) the object of the embedded transitive verb is 

marked with the inherent Case-marker 0 and in (20c) the 

object is marked with the phonologically null structural 
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accusative Case. In either case, the embedded VP containing 

an argument blocks the structural accusative Case-assignment 

to the causee after it moves to the Spec of CPo 

In the Nara Period the causative predicate simu does not 

seem to have the honorific use (Hashimoto: 1969, 294). 

Instead, the causative/transitive affix su seems to assume 

that function: 

(23) a. waga seko -ha kariho tukura-su 

my husband TOP hut build HON 

'my husband is building a hut' (M 11) 



b. kedasikumo hito-no nakakoto kika-se-kamo 

probably people GEN slander hear HON I.wonder 

'(He) must have heard other people's slander' 

(M 680) 

We will see the significance of the honri~ic use of the 

construction directly. 

5.3.2 Heian Period 
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Though in the Heian Period the 0 causative starts to 

appear, it seems that the construction is still restricted in 

distribution, compared with the construction where the causee 

is marked with the phonologically null structural accusative 

Case-marker. As the example (24b) shows, the causee is 

marked with 0 followed by the topic marker baa This means 

that the causee in the topic position seems to be related by 

some coindexing rule to the embedded subject position. It is 

not until the late Heian Period (around the time Genji 

Monogatari was written) that the ~ causative comes fully into 

the linguistic scene in the sense that the causative 

predicate freely selects unergative verbs: 

(24) Intransitive Verb Pattern 

a. Causee-)f + Vi + CAUSE: 

sinnoo-tati ohasi-ma -sase -te 

prince PL come HON CAUSE and 

'and have the princes come' (Ise Monogatari 81) 
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b. Causee-o + Vi + CAUSE: 

kono onna -no itoko -no miyasudokoro, 

this woman GEN cousin GEN court.lady 

onna -0 -ba makade-sase -te 

woman ACC TOP come CAUSE and 

'and a court lady, of whom this woman is a cousin, 

made her come' (Ise 65) The following examples 

are interesting in considering the relation of theta-marking 

of the subject and the Case-assignment of the object: 

(25) a. Kokiden -ni-wa hisasiu uhe -no otubone-ni-mo 

court. lady TOP a.while upper GEN court to also 

maunobori-tamaha-zu 

go HON NEG 

'the court lady has not gone to the court for a 

while' (Genji, Kiritsubo, 41) 

b. ware-ni-koso ryauze-me 

I EMPH own IMP 

'let me have (it)' (Ochikubo Monogatari 2, 162) 

In (25) the subject is expressed by the place or the title 

held by the person in question and it is marked with ni. 

Generally in the construction such as (25), the predicate is 

suffixed by the honorific morpheme, which is identical in 

form to the causative predicate. This type of construction 

is said to be productive in the Heian Period and became 

fossilized in the Kamakura Period (Iwai: 1971, 264). The 
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place restriction is natural since the particle ni means 'at.' 

In the honorific construction (25), the causer and the 

theme of the event are semantically the same but the causer 

is realized in the adjunct phrase marked by ni. The 

derivation of this construction is based on the middle voice 

or inchoative construction (Hashimoto: 1969), where the 

causer of the event is unspecified. 

In the honorific construction (25) the agency seems to be 

present. Compare the English 'true"midd1e' construction 

(Hale and Keyser: 1986, 8): 

(26) a. These chickens kill easily. 

b. These chickens die easily. 

(26a) is an exa~ple of the middle construction, where the 

unexpressed agent in the syntax is nevertheless represented 

in the LCS. (26b) is an example of the unaccusative 

construction, where the statement is about the tendency of 

the death of the chickens. Since in the honorific 

construction agency is present, the construction in question 

seems to correspond to the middle construction (26a). In 

short, the development of the honorific use of the causative 

predicate in the Heian Period seems to suggest that Japanese 

was undergoing a change in the case-marking system. The 

particle ni was changing from the ergative case in the 

ergative case paradigm to the dative marker in the accusative 

case system •• 



In the honorific constrution, the agent theta-role 

represented in the Les optionally transmits to the adjunct 
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phrase. Here the causer, the ni-phrase, and the theme of the 

event, the surface subject, are split apart on the surface, 

which has the effect that the causer is not directly involved 

in bringing about the event. What is typical of this 
• construction is that the causer and the theme of the ev~nt, 

which are one and the same, are made separate, and this seems 

to be possible only when theta-marking of the subject is 

optional. 

Notice that the causative predicates simu and (sa)su also 

have the honirific use in the Heian Period (Hashimoto: 1969 t 

295). 

(27) a. sate-koso tara-sime -tamahame 

so EMPH take CAUSE HaN 

'please take (it) that way' (Taketori Monogatari 

7, Tsubameno Koyasugai, 50) 

b. Kaguyahime onmoto -ni-zo onhumi -0 

HON.place to EMPH HON.letter 

kaki -te kayoha-se -tamahu 

write CONJ visit CAUSE HaN 

'(he) wrote a letter to Princess Kaguayahime and 

visited her' (Taketori Monogatari 8, Mikado-no 

Kyuukon, 58) 

Turning our attention to the transitive verb pattern of 



the causative, it seems that the pattern has not changed 

since the Nara Period. 

(28) a. Causee-ni + Obj-O + Vt + CAUSE: 1 

soko naru hoto -ni mina taki -no uta 

there be 

yoma-su 

make CAUSE 

people all waterfall GEN poem 

'let all th~ people there make a poem about the 

waterfall' (13e 87) .f 

b. (Causee) + Obj-O + Vt + CAUSE: 

haru -no kokorobahe aru uta tatematura-se 

spring GEN scene 

-tamahu 

HON 

be poem present CAUSE 

'let (them) present a poem of the spring scene' 

(lse 77) 

c. (Causee) + Obj-o + Vt + CAUSE: 

kono onna, kaede-no hatumomidi -0 

this woman maple GEN first.red.leaf ACC 

hiroha -se -te 

pick.up CAUSE and 

'and this woman let (him) p~ck up the first red 

maple leaf' (lse 96) 
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d. Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt + CAUSE: 

adumabito -domo-ni-mo kuha-se 

east.people PL also eat CAUSE 

'let the people from the east eat' 

(Genji, Yadorigi) 

In (28a and d) the particle ni appears on the causee 
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hito 'person' and adumabito 'people from the east' and the 

predicate is yomu 'compose' and kuhu 'ea't,' respectively. 

Notice that in (28d) the causee is marked with ni without the 

presence of the direct object of the transitive verb 

kuhu 'eat.,2 

5.3.3 Kamakura Period 

By the Kamakura Period the particle 0 has fully developed 

into the structural accusative Case-marker. As a result of 

this change, the nominative/accusative marking starts to take 

place in the Kamakura Period. One piece of evidence 

supporting this hypothesis is that the subject started to be 

marked by the particles ~ and 9a even when the predicate is 

not embedded in the nominal clause. One suggestive fact 

noted in Iwai (1971, 254) is that some instances are found 

only in the Kamakura Period where no-marking of the subject 

takes place even when the predicate is in the conclusive form. 

The examples in (29) and (30) show that the causative 

constructions have not changed since the Heian Period except 
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(29b) • 

(29) a. Causee-)r+ Vi + CAUSE 

yamasato -wa hito ko -sase -zi -to 

mountain.village TOP people come CAUSE NEG COMP 

omoha-ne -do 

think NEG though 

'(I) don't think the mountain village keeps people 

from visiting (me)' (Shinkokin Wakashuu 1658) 

b. Causee-o + Vi + CAUSE 

onoko-no uma -0 hasira-simuru-o mi -te 

boy GEN horse ACC run CAUSE ACC see and 

'see the boy let the horse run' 

(Tsurezuregusa 238, 280) 

In (29b) the causee is marked with the particle ~, which has 

become the structural accusative Case-marker in this period. 

(30) a. Causee-ni + Obj-o + vt + CAUSE 

oya -ni mi -0 nagesa-se -n -koto 

parent body ACC grieve CAUSE will thing 

'the fact (that I) let the parent drown herself' 

(Heike 1, Giwau, 103) 

b. Causee-ni + Obj-/ + vt + CAUSE 

nami -ni asi utiarawa-se -te 

waves foot wash CAUSE and 

'let the waves wash (his) feet' (Helke 3, Asizuri, 

216) 



c. (Causee) + Obj-j + Vt + CAUSE 

akusitubyauye uta-su-na 

AkuShichibyooe kill CAUSE NEG 

'do not let Akushichibyooe be killed' (Heike 11, 

Yuminagashi, 321) 

d. (Causee) + Obj-o + Vt + CAUSE 

kiraku -no honkai -0 toge -sime 

return. capital GEN wish 

-tamahe 

ACC accomplish CAUSE 

HON 

'let our long-cherishej wish to go back to the 
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capital be granted' (Heike 2, Yasuyori Notto, 201) 

e. Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt + CAUSE 

toki-no huehuki -domo-ni huka-sera -rure 

time GEN flute. player PL play CAUSE HON 

-do 

though 

'though (he) let the flute player of the time play' 

(Zikkinshoo 10, 20, Iwai: 1971, 114) 

The innovation of the causative construction in the 

Kamakura Period is that the causee of the embedded transitive 

verb started to take complex expressions such as -omotte or 

-(o-)site 'by means of,' which are clearly properlies of 

adjunct expressions. 
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(31) a. ware-osite ikusa-ni kata-sime -tamahi-tara 

b. 

I by.means.of war win CAUSE HON 

-ba 

if 

'if (you) let me win this war' 

(Kokonchomonjuu 2, Shakkyoo 2, 72) 

Kono maunin -omotte inora-simuru-ni 

this blind.man by.means.of pray CAUSE and 

'let this blind man pray, and' 

(Konjaku Monogatari 14, 19, 305) 

Notice that in (31) the agent marked by (o)site or 

AFFIR 

omotte actually does the action expressed by the embedded 

predicate. In other words, in (3la) ~ 'I' actually do the 

winning and in (3lb) maunin 'blind man' actually does the 

praying. It seems clear from these examples that the causee 

of the causative construction is an adjunct phrase. 

5.3.4 Muromachi Period 

Consier first the following possible patters: 

(32) Intransitive Verb Pattern: 

a. Causee-,6' + vi + CAUSE 

b. Causee-o + Vi + CAUSE: 

asigaru-o hasira-sime 

footman ACC run CAUSE 

(Soga Monogatari 5, 216) 

c. Causee-ni + Vi + CAUSE: 
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Of the possibilities, we no longer have the pattern (32a) in 

the Muromachi Period. The absence of (32a) is expected since 

the structural accusative Case no longer realizes as a 

phonologically null marker; 0 has become the structural 

accusative Case-marker in MJ. We do not have the pattern 

(32c) in this period either. It seems that the ni causative 

has not yet emerged. 

(33) Transitive Verb Pattern 

a. causee-ni + Obj-o + vt + CAUSE: 

teki -ni hutatu-no ya -0 i-sase -zi 

enemy two arrow shoot CAUSE NEG 

'do not let the enemy shoot two arrows' 

(Soga Monogatari 1, 91) 

b. (Causee) + Obj-o + Vt + CAUSE: 

karega nen -0 -mo harasa -se -tamahi-si 

his grudg'e ACC also pay.off CAUSE HON PAST 

'also payoff his grudge' (Soga Monogatari 4, 172) 

c. Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt + CAUSE 

Wautounahi-ni (sakaduki-o) hazime-sase 

Ootoonai drinking start CAUSE 

'let Ootoonai start (drinking)' 

(Soga Monogatari 8, 326) 

The following table summarizes the developments of the 

causative constructions. 



(34) a. Nara Period 

Intransitive: causee-)f+ Vi-simu 

Transitive: . Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt-simu 

b. Heian Period 

Intransitive: causeejt+ Vi-(sa)su 

Transitive: Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt-(sa)su 

c. Kamakura Period 

Intransitive: Causee-o/jr + Vi-(sa)su/simu 

Causee-niyotte/omotte 

Transitive: Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt-(sa)su/simu 

Causee-niyotte/omotte 

d. Muromachi Period 

Intransitive: Causee-o + Vi-(sa)su/simu 

Transitive: Causee-ni + (Obj) + Vt-(sa)su/simu 

5.4 Historical Developments of the Passiv~, Honorific, and 

Potential Sentences 
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As we have seen in (1) the lexical meaning of ni seems to 

be comparatively constant throughout the history of the 

Japanese language. In particular the locational meaning of 

ni is kept constant. As we have seen in CHAPTER 4, various 

uses of ni are derived from the locational meaning. The goal 

meaning of ni is one of them. The cause of the event 

expressed by ni (lh) seems to be another. Hashimoto (1969, 

282) speculates that the agent phrase of the passive is 



derived from the locational meaning of ni through the use 

illustrated in (lh). (lh) is repeated below as (35a). 

(35) a. nagatuki -no' sigure-no ame -ni nure 

September GEN shower GEN rain wet 

'getting wet in Q September shower' (M 2180) 

b. Ume -no hana eda -ni-ka tiru -to 

plum GEN flower branch Q scatter COMP 
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miru-made-ni kaze-ni midare-te yuki-so hurl-kuru 

see till wind disorder and snow EMPH fall come 

'The snow is scattered about by the wind and looks 

like the plum flowers scattering in the branches.' 

(M 1647) 

Hashimoto further speculates that the use illustrated in (12) 

is the source of the agent phrase of the passive. We agree 

with his insight and we have claimed that the ni-phrase of 

the passive as well as the causative is nothing but the agent 

phrase derived from the use illustrated in (35). 

5.4.1 Nara Period 

In the Nara Period the passive morpheme (ra)yu is found 

in the following examples. 

(36) a. Ka ike-ba hito -ni itoha-e, 

there go when people avoid PASS 

kaku yuke-ba hito -ni nikuma-e 

here go when people hate 
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'when (I) go there, people avoid (me), and when (I) 

come this way, people hate (me)' (M 804) 

b. omoha-nu hito -no kinu -ni sur.a-yu -na 

like NEG person GEN coat smear PASS NEG 

'do not let (you) color the coat of the person you 

do not like' (M 1338) 

The passive morpheme (ra)yu changes its shape according to 

the conjugational type of the stem verbs. For example, in 

(36a) ~ is the continuative form, and in (36b) ~ is the 

conclusive form suffixed by the negative partic1e~. The 

choice between rayu and ~ is determined by the conjugational 

types of the verbs, for example ~ selects the Quadrigrade 

a-i-u-e type of verbs and Nand R irregular verbs, 

rayu selects the rest of the verb types. Notice that ni 

appears on the agent in (36a), hito 'person.' In (36b) 

kinu 'coat' is marked with ni since suru means 'imprint, 

color, ' 

kinu-ni seems to be a goal phrase from our viewpoint; yet, 

some Japanese scholars regard (36b) as an instance of the 

passive (for example, Hashimoto: 1969, 267 and Oono, et a1.: 

1959, 252). 

(37) a. miyako -no teburi wasura-e -ni -keri 

capital GEN manner forget PASS CONJ PERF 

'I forgot how people in the capital behave' (M 880) 
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b. ne-nomi-si naka-yu 

sound only EMPH cry PASS 

'cannot help' crying aloud' (M 897) 

(37) are instances of middle voice/inchoative (jihatsu) 

construction. When the passive morpheme attaches to verbs of 

perception or mental state (Matsumura: 1971, 302) such as 

wasuru 'forget' in (37a) or intransitive verbs such as 

naku 'cry' in (37b); it means 'the event takes place in the 

course of time.' Notice that the passive morpheme can attach 

to intransitive verbs in cases of the indirect passive. 

These facts ~an be given a natural explanation if we assume 

that the passive morpheme functions only to add an argument. 

In other weLds, the morpheme (ra)yu is not the passive 

morheme but an antipassive morpheme (M. Baker: 1988, 

130-146)3. If the added argument is interpreted as the 

agent of action expressed by the transitive verb, the passive 

interpretation is derived. If the added argument is taken to 

be unspecified, then such the course of time or the situation 

is interpreted as responsible for the effectuation of the 

event, that is, the inchoative (middle voice) interpretation 

is derived. 

In the Nara Period, the ModJ potential morpheme er(u) was 

not different in form from the passive/middle morph~me 

(ra)yu/ru. However, there are examples that can be 

interpreted as the passive-middle morpheme expressing the 



potential meaning. 

(38) a. imo -0 omohi i -no nera-e -nu -ni 

wife think·sleep GEN sleep PASS NEG and 

'I cannot go to sleep thinking of (my) wife' 

(M 3678) 

b. kimi-ga kokoro-ha wasura-~ -masi-zi 

you GEN heart TOP forget PASS will NEG 

'I will not be able to forget (your) kindness' 

(M 4482) 
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The derivation of the potential interpretation seems to 

proceed as follows: the argument added by the suffixation of 

the passive-middle morpheme is interpreted as the unspecified 

agent when it does not lexicalize in the syntax. If this 

agent realizes in the adjunct phrase, the sentence is 

interpreted as the passive. T~aadded 'implicit' argument is 

interpreted as controlling the event. It is generally 

observed (for example, in Hashimoto: 1969) that the negation 

is necessary for the potential interpretation of the 

passive-middle morpheme. If we interpret the agent phrase 

having a scope over the negation, then we get the 

interpretation that the event will not take place in due time 

because the unspecified agent is blocking the effectuation of 

the event. However, it seems that if we interpret the 

negation having a scope over the agent phrase, we get an 

anomalous reading: the interpretation that it is not the 
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case that the unspecified agent bringing about the event is 

meaningless if the causer and the theme of the event are not 

differentiated (cf. Nishida: 1969,66). 

In this way we can provide the explanation for the 

dependancy of the passive interpretaion on the presence of 

the agent phrase and of the inchoative interpretation on the 

absence of the agent phrase in the Nara Period. If the agent 

realizes in the adjuct phrase marked with ni, the passive 

interpretation is given: the causer is keeping the event 
-. . 4 

from taking place. The potential interpretation is 

impossible, as we have seen above, because the causer and the 

theme of the event may not be identical until the 

differentiation of the passive from the middle voice in the 

Heian Period. 

5.4.2 Heian Period 

In the Heian Period the older form of the passive-middle 

morpheme was replced by the new form (ra)ru. This 

replacement seems to be merely a phonological one. In this 

period the split of the honorific from the passive-middle 

took place (Hashimoto: 1969, 27~.and Morino: 1969,32). 

(39) a. mikado, naho medetaku obo(sime)saru-ru koto 

emperor still wonderful think PASS fact 

'the fact the the emperor thinks (that she is) 

wonderful' (Taketori Monogatari 8, 57) 
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b. tahi-ni ••• yone-o torikake-te , 
sea. bream rice replace and 

otira . -re -nu 

end.maigre.day PAS PERF 

'ended the maigre days by exchanging the rice with 

the sea br~am' (Tosa Nikki, Jan. 14) 

Notice that in (39b) the passive-middle morpheme is attached 

to the intransitive verb otiru 'fall.' Morino (1969, 32) and 

Oono, et al. (1974, 1430) suggest that the honorific use was 

derived from the middle voice. The unspec~fied agent such as 

a course of time, situation, or nature of the middle was 

extended to the agent whose existence is too sacred to 

mention. However, the existence of the a~~.t is explicitly 

perceived in contrast to the unspecified agent of the 

middle. This suggestion seems to be supported from the fact 

that the honorific use of the passive-middle morpheme can be 

found in the imperative form in the Heian Period while the 

middle voice constrution does not occur in the imperative in 

the period (Iwai: 1970, 163-169). 

(40) a. kore-ha itu -yori yoku nuha-reyo 

this TOP usual than well sew HON.IMP 

'sew this better than usual' 

(Ochikubo Monogatari 1, 49) 
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b. hitobito tikau saburaha-reyo -kasi 

people near come HON.IMP EMPH 

'people, do come near (me)' 

(Genji, Wakamurasaki, 217) 

The establishment of the honorific use of the morpheme 

(ra)rq should be interpreted as the causer coming to converge 

with the theme of the event. We have seen a similar 

situation of the agent starting to conv~rg~ with the them~ of 

the event when we discussed the honorific use of the 

qausative morpheme in 5.3.2. In the honorific construction, 

the cause-effect seems to have been established betw~en the 

causer (ni-phrase) and the event. It seems that the 

development of the structural accusative Case-assignment is 

responsible for establishing the relation. Recall that the 

suffix ru means 'become as a natural consequence' in the 

oldest stage, according to Oono et ale (1974). The 

establishment of the honorific use of (ra)ru is interpreted 

as the establishment of the cause-effect relation between the 

added 'implicit' argument and the event. 

The following examples seem to suggest that the 

cause-effect relation regarding the causer and the action was 

clearly established in the LCS of the verbs in this period: 

the .particle ni is used to mark the source: 



(41) a. narekikoe-turu hito-ni nihakani wakare 

familiar PERF person suddenly part 

-tatematuri-te 

go and 

'suddenly (I) parted from the dear person' 

(Genji, Yuugao, l6l) 

b. za -yori tati -te sennin-ni wakare-tamahu 

seat from stand and wizard part HON 

'leaving (his) seat and parted from the wizard' 

(Konjaku 1.5, 67) 
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Recall that in the Nara Period the verb wakaru selected the 

particle o. In the Nara Period the cause-effect relation 

between the causer and the event was not established in the 

LCSs, so that the particle ni had to be ambiguous between the 

goal and the source. Naturally this ambiguity is avoided: 

hence, the ~-marking of the argument selected by the 

wakaru-type of verbs, but once the transitive relation is 

established in the Heian Period, the lexical marking in the 

LCS of the verbs can help retrieve the necessary information 

with respect to the directionality of the action. Informally 

put, verbs such as wakaru 'part' and somuku 'turn against' 

are 'receiving' verbs in contrast to 'giving' verbs such as 

ahu 'meet' and tohu 'ask.' The examples (4l) show that the 

lexical marking is established in this period, which in turn, 

implies that the cause-effect relation between the implicit 
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argument and the event has been established. 

5.4.3 Kamakura Period 

In the Kamakura Period three pieces of data seem to 

suggest that the passive differentiated from the middle. 

First., the passive started to appear in the i~perative form 

(Iwai: 1970, 167). Second, the ni that marks the agent 

phrase of the passive started to alternate with yori 'from' 

(Yusawa: 1959, 190). Finally, the agent phrase developed 

more complex expressions implying the cdusation in the late 

Heian Period. 

(42) a. mata-ha teki -ni osoha -reyo 

or TOP enemy attack PASS. IMP 

'or be attacked by the enemy' (Heike 9, Rooba, 

cited in Iwai: 1971, 120) 
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b. oya -mo uta -reyo, ko -mo uta -reyo 

father also kill PASS. IMP child also kill PASS. IMP 

'sometimes have the father killed and sometimes 

have the son killed' (Heike 5, Fujikawa, OPe cit.) 

When the passive is not distinct from the middle, the agency 

is not clearly perceived so that the construction cannot be 

used in the imperative. As soon as the agency is realized in 

the syntax, the construction started to be used in the 

imperative in the same manner as the honorific construction 

started to be used in the imperative. 
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(43) a. Titibu -ga kata-yori mina wara -re -te 

Chichibu GEN lord from all destroy PASS and 

'(the boats) 'were all destroyed by Lord Chichibu' 

(Heike 4, Hashigassen, 312) 

b. Nihudau -dono-ha nisinatideu -yor1 

1ay.priest sir TOP west.hachijoo from 

mesitora-re -tamahi-nu 

arrest PAST HON PERF 

'The Priest has been arrested by Nihachijoo' 

(Nagatobon,Heike 3, cited in Yusawa: 1959, 

494) 

In (43), the nominal to which yori attaches is clearly an 

agent phrase; in (43a), titibu-ga kata is a person not the 

direction, that is, 'Lord Chichibu,' and in (43b) , 

nisihatideu is the nickname of the person who lives on the 

namesake street. 

The third piece of data is that the agent phrase acquired 

more complex expressions that agency is associated with in 

the late Heian Period: 

(44) a. kami-ha teki -no -tame-ni kakuma -re -te 

lord TOP enemy GEN sake surround PASS and 

'The lord was surrounded by the enemy' 

(Konjaku 25.13, 397) 
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b. titi Yosikata -ha ••• Kamakura Akugenda Yosihira 

father Yoshikata TOP Kamakura Akugenda Yoshihira 

-~ -~-ni tiuse -raru 

GEN sake put. death. penalty PASS 

'his father Yoshikata received the death penalty 

from Kamakura Akugenda Yoshihira' 

(Heike 6, Megurasi Bumi, 402) 

In (44), the expression -no/ga tame-ni is an agent phrase. 

That is, the enemy actually surrounded the Lord in (44a) and 

Kamakura Akugenda Yoshihira 3~tually killed Yoshikata. 

In short, the passive split from the inchoative in the 

Kamakura Period. It seems significant that the establishment 

of the structural accusative Case-marker £ is synchronous 

with this split. We interpret th~s correlation as the 

establishment of the transitive relation triggering the split 

of the passive from the inchoative. 

5.5.4 Muromachi Period 

In the Muromachi Period the particle yori 'from' was 

replaced by the new form kara 'from' for a reason we are not 

concerned with. The particle kara 'from' started to 

designate the agent not only in the passive but also in the 

active voice (Hashimoto: 1969,156): 

(45) a. Kan-kara korosa-re -ta -ka-to omohe-ba 

Han from kill PASS PAST Q COMP think when 

'when (we) think that (subject) was killed by Han' 



(Shikishoo 7, cited in Hashimoto: OPe cit.) 

b. roba-kara uma-ni wabikoto osi-te ihu-yau-ha 

donkey from horse apologize and say manner TOP 

'what the donkey says to the horse in apology' 

(Amakusa Aesop, ibid.) 
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In this period the potential meaning no longer depends on 

the presence of the negative. In this sense the potential 

construction differentiated from the passive construction. 

(4"6) a. ookutabire-ga si-te nera -ruru-mono nari 

dog.tired NOM do and sleep POT fact is 

'the fact is (we) can sle~~ (well) because (we) get 

dog-tired' (Chuuka Jakubokushishoo, Ge, cited in 

Hashimoto: 1969, 271 and Yusawa: 1958, 227) 

b. tensi -ni-mo nara -re-u -zo 

emperor also become POT will EMPH 

'(you) can even be an emperor' (Shikishoo 5, cited 

in Hashimoto: 1969, 271) 

The formal differentiation of the potential morpheme started 

to take place from the passive in this period (Hashimoto: 

1969, 271-2 and Sakanashi: 1969). 

Nishida (1969, 66) suggests that the potential meaning is 

derived only when the agent of the voice (causer) and the 

agent of the action (theme or experiencer) are identical. In 

the case of the passive the causer, which is expressed by the 

ni phrase, and the theme (the S-structure subject) are 



different. The central event of the passive can be 

represented as: GO[x, EVENT]. Thus, we can represent the 

passive and potential constructions as: 

(47) CAUSE[x, GO[y, EVENT]], where if x = y, 

then the postential, the passive otherwise. 
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If we embed this structure in the causative predicate, we can 

derive the fact that when the embedded predicate is a 

transitive verb, the causee is only marked with ni since it 

is the causer of the event, CAUSE[X, ••• ]. When the embedded 

predicate is an intransitive verb, the causae is marked wtth 

ni if it is the agent and the theme as is the case with the 

potential construction, if it is not, the causee is 

exceptionally marked by the causative predicate. 

This account seems to explain why the ni causative is 

late in appearance in the history of the Japanese language. 

The of the causer and the theme does not take place until the 

Muromachi Period, when the potential construction has fully 

developed. This account also explains why the ~otential 

required the negative before the Muromachi Period1 the 

negative functions to keep the causer and the theme from 

matching, which matching is against the ergative/absolutive 

case-marking rule. 

This conclusion provides an explanation for why the 

nominative Case (or the subject of the clause) was 

established in the Muromachi Period. The matching of the 

. .,. 
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causer and the theme of the event presupposes the marking of 

directionality of the action in the verbs. In other words, 

by the end of the Muromachi Period, the nominative/accusative 

case-marking that was established in Japanese was matched by 

the theta-marking of the subject of both the intransitive and 

transitive verbs. 
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Notes to CHAPTER 5 

1. We assume that the following example is analyzed as an 

instance containing a transitive verb in the embedded clause. 

(i) Causee-ni + Obj-O + vt + CAUSE 

kono okina -ni syukke -se-simeyo 

this old.man becoming.a.bonze do CAUSE 

'let this old man become a bonze' (Konjaku 1.27) 

See Grimshaw and Mester. (1988) and Miyagawa (forthcoming) for 

case-marking by light verb ~ 'do.' 

2. Suppose that M. Baker is correct in analyzing the 

antipassive con~truction as an incorporation (though it is 

not a noun incorporation but a case particle incorporation in 

OJ; considared as a ~ubtype of preposition incorporation). 

Then the source of the anitipassive morpheme will be the 

particle ~ 'by way of' that we mentioned in 5.2 The problem 

of this analysis is, however, that it is difficult to account 

for why the morpheme can be suffixed by inflections and 

auxiliary verbs. 

3. This seems to correlate with the fact that only the 

structural Case licenses the existence of ~. 

4. Lightfoot (1979, 242) makes a similar observation 

about early Greek. He says, 'The non-middle, i.e. passive, 

reading is required if the sentence contains an agent other 

than the subject •••• ' 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

We have shown that the Princip1es-and-Parameters theory, 

strengthened with Jackendoff's (1983) theory of Conceptual 

Structure and Tenny's (1987) Aspectua1 Interface Hypothesis, 

is extremely interesting and revealing. One of its 

subsystems, Case theory, can adequately provide an 

explanation of the historical developments of the structural 

accusative Case-marker 0 from the inherent accusative 

Case-marker and the 'dative' ni in Japanese. We have shown 

the consequences resulting from these changes: 

(1) a. the se1ectiona1 ch~nges of certain types of verbs 

such as wakaru 'part' and tohu 'ask' from..2 in OJ 

to ni or kara or !£ in later periods~ 

b. topica1ization of the o-marked objects has become 

impossible in MJ: 

c. the deve1pment of the £ causative in MJ; 

d. the case particle ..2 optionally preceding the 

coordinate conjunctive particle to in the Nara 

Period to the position following it in the later 

periods. 

e. the development of the double 0 constraint. 

The change of the case particle ..2 to the structural 
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accusative Case-marker had further consequences1 it triggered 

the particle ni denoting the location to become an inherent 

Case-marker that links to the Source. We attributed the 

following changes to the development of the structural 

accusative Case-marker 0: 

(2) a. the development of the honorific construction: 

b. the developMent of the passive from the middle 

(inchoative) : 

c. the development of the potential construction 

d. the development of the ni causative construction 

e. the development of the indirect passive. 

To describe the changes listed in (2) , we proposed a 

'uniform' analysis of ModJ 'dative'ni: the particle is first 

and foremost a Locative. Adopting Jackendoff's (19B3) 

conceptual structure, we could successfully derive the goal 

ni from the Locative. In this framework, the alternations 

between ni, kara 'from,' ~ 'to(ward) I are characterized as 

the option of lexicalization of the Path-functions. 

We characterized the inherent Case as linking to the 

Path-function. This characterization provides an account for 

the selectional chclnges in lat,e 11J from .2 to ni by wakaru

and tohu-types of verbs. 

The Locative ni is also the source of the agentive ni in 

the causative and passive constructions. Adopting M. Baker's 

(19B8) analysis of the causative, as the VP-movement followed 
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by the V-incorporation to the causative predicate, we 

suggested to account for the double 0 constraint in terms of 

the blocking of the Case-assignment to the embedded direct 

object by the causee. We have shown that the indirect 

passive can be analyzed basically the same way with the 

difference being attributed to the possibility of the 

incorporated V in the p~ssive morpheme retaining its 

Case-assigning property. The fact that ni alternates with 

various expressions such as de 'with' and niyotte 'by means 

of' shows that ni-phrase is an adjunct phrase in which the 

agent l£xicalizes when the Case is not available. 

These historical changes should be attributed overall to 

the Japanese language shifting from an ergative/absolutive 

case-marking language to a nominativeiaccusative language. 

Looking OJ as a split case-marking language can provide an 

account for the peculiar distribution of the o-marked objects 

and the non-overtly marked objects. The distribution of 

these two forms can be explained in terms of the transitivity 

features proposed by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 
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